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Give but don’t allow yourself to be used. Love but don’t allow yourself to be
hurt. Trust but don’t sell your sword.
-Paulo Coelho-

Challenging the meaning of life is the truest expression of the state of being human.
-Viktor E. Frankl-

Most of the important things in the world have been accomplished by people who have kept on trying
when there seemed to be no hope at all.
-Dale Carnegie-

Show respect even to people who don’t deserve it; not as reflection of their
character, but a reflection of yours.
-Dwayne Johnson-
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ABSTRACT
Soedjarwo, Gabriella Novianty (2017). Igor’s Ideology of Being The Winner as
Portrayed in Paulo Coelho’s The Winner Stands Alone: A Critical Discourse
Analysis. Yogyakarta: English Language Studies, Graduate Program, Sanata
Dharma University.
This study takes Paulo Coelho's The Winner Stands Alone as the object of
the study to reveal what Igor’s ideology of being a winner is and how Igor shows
his ideology in his life. This study employs a critical discourse analysis since
CDA allows this study to find out the ideology from the language use. The data
used in this study is Igor’s language use which is taken from his monologues,
dialogues, and author’s description about him.
This study focuses on finding Igor’s concept of being a winner and how this
ideology is manifested through the language use. In order to achieve those
objectives, there are three research questions: (1) What is the meaning of being the
winner in Igor’s perspective as seen in Coelho’s The Winner Stands Alone? (2)
How does Igor show his perspective of being the winner? (3) What language
features reveal Igor’s ideology of winning? There are three theories used in this
study; Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG), seven building tasks of language
(SBT), and Bourdieu’s habitus and capitals.
This study finds out that being a winner means being able to utilise all
material things such as wealth and position to gain something more divine such as
love and determination. Another meaning of being a winner is dare to stands by
himself.
SFG analysis shows the most frequent process in transitivity is material
process followed by relational, mental, verbal, existential, and behavioural
processes. Igor clearly states that he needs to do something in order to take back
what has been taken from him. Further, he states that he is worth to take an action
to change the society. This finding is supported by textual metafunction which
shows Igor uses unmarked theme more often than marked theme in order to put a
focus that he is the one who can take an action.
SBT analysis shows how Igor puts a high value to non-materialistic thing.
Igor directly and indirectly shows his practices through his language use. He
intends to take his love back and to fix the society. He also puts his identity as the
resistance since he has the quality to be one. Lastly, Igor puts a better judgement
to divine things than materialistic one, thus he is willing to use all his capitals in
order to accomplish his mission.
As the conclusion, Igor successfully takes a role as a resistance towards the
Superclass. He proves that by pursuing something more divine and not being
attached to materialistic things, can lead someone to have a better life. He shows
his ideology through his language used which is proven by SFG analysis. His
ideology of being a winner is formed due to his experience of losing his love and
seeing the phenomena how spoilt the society is. This conclusion is drawn after
employing SBT theory.
Keywords: ideology of being the winner, CDA, SFG, SBT
xiii
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ABSTRAK
Soedjarwo, Gabriella Novianty (2017). Igor’s Ideology of Being The Winner as
Portrayed in Paulo Coelho’s The Winner Stands Alone: A Critical Discourse
Analysis. Yogyakarta: Magister Kajian Bahasa Inggris, Program Pascasarjana,
Universitas Sanata Dharma.
Penelitian ini mengambil data dari novel Paulo Coelho berjudul The Winner
Stands Alone untuk mengungkap makna menjadi pemenang berdasarkan
perspektif Igor dan bagaimana dia menunjukan ideologi tersebut dalam kehidupan
sehari-hari. Penelitian ini menggunakan metode analisa wacana kritis (AWK).
AWK dipilih karena mampu membongkar ideologi dari penggunaan bahasa oleh
penutur. Data penelitian ini diambil dari dialog, monolog, dan narasi pengarang.
Fokus penelitian ini adalah menemukan arti menjadi pemenang dan
bagaimana Igor menunjukkan ideologinya. Ada tiga pertanyaan yang dijawab: (1)
Apa arti menjadi pemenang berdasarkan perspektif Igor seperti yang diceritakan
di novel Paulo Coelho The Winner Stands Alone? (2) Bagaimana Igor
menunjukkan sikap sebagai seorang pemenang? (3) Apa saja aspek kebahasaan
yang menunjukkan ideologi Igor sebagai pemenang? Tiga teori yang digunakan
adalah fungsi grammar terpadu (SFG), tujuh tugas pembentukan bahasa (SBT),
dan teori kapital dan habitus oleh Bourdieu.
Berdasarkan analisis, menjadi pemenang berdasarkan perspektif Igor adalah
mampu menggunakan semua kapital yang dimiliki untuk mencapai sesuatu yang
lebih religius seperti cinta dan kebulatan tekad. Menjadi pemenang juga berarti
berani berdiri sendiri.
Dari analisis SFG, Igor mewujudkan pemikirannya dalam perbuatan. Hal ini
terlihat dari material process dalam transitivity analysis menempati posisi
pertama sedangkan verbal process sedikit kemunculannya. Dia secara jelas
menegaskan bahwa dia harus melakukan sesuatu untuk mendapatkan cintanya
kembali dan juga membawa perubahan dalam masyarakat. Textual metafuncton
mendukung analisis tersebut dengan menunjukkan Igor lebih banyak
menggunakan unmarked theme dibandingkan marked theme.
Hasil analisis SBT menunjukkan Igor menilai hal-hal surgawi lebih tinggi.
Dia menunjukkan tindakan yang diambil baik secara langsung maupun tidak serta
menunjukkan identitasnya sebagai pemenang dan penentang. Penilaiannya
tersebut membuatnya mampu menggunakan kekayaan dan kedudukannya untuk
memperoleh hal-hal yang lebih surgawi.
Kesimpulan yang dapat diambil adalah Igor mampu menjadi penentang
terhadap Superclass. Dia juga membuktikan bahwa dengan mencari hal-hal
surgawi, hidup akan lebih bermakna. Igor ideologi dapat dilihat dari bagaimana
dia memilih kata tertentu; kesimpulan ini didapat dari hasil analisis SFG. Dari
analisis SBT, dapat disimpulkan bahwa ideologi Igor dibentuk oleh
pengalamannya dalam kehilangan cinta dan bagaimana dia melihat masyarakat
yang rusak oleh hal-hal duniawi.
Kata kunci: ideologi menjadi pemenang, analisa wacana kritis, fungsi
grammar terpadu, tujuh tugas pembentukan bahasa
xiv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The introductory chapter discusses the importance in conducting this
study. This chapter is divided into four sub-chapters. The first sub-chapter is
background of study which elaborates the reason to conduct the study and how it
is different from the previous studies. The second sub-chapter is research
question. The questions being answered on the analysis are stated in this subchapter. The next sub-chapter is research objectives. Research objectives part
elaborates the intended answer toward the previous questions and how to find out
the answer. The last sub-chapter is research benefits. This sub-chapter explains
how this study can be beneficial for the people who read this and for the study of
linguistics as well.

1.1 Background of Study
This society is full of traps. This is what Coelho in his thirteenth novel The
Winner Stands Alone wants to figure out. The trap being portrayed here is the
society member‘s dreams. People have a dream of having a power, fame, and
money. Those three things, as what society said, are the most important things to
achieve in order to include in the society. The sad truth is those three ―most
powerful‖ weapons make people feel insecure and greedy. Certain people greed
makes the other people, who are usually the minority, suffer.
Not only the minority who suffers but also the Superclass, as what Coelho
said about the high class society, who only has a shallow meaning of life. The

1
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Superclass only pursues the material thing in this life and neglect to gain
something deeper and more meaningful such as love, determination, and divinity.
Further, those material things have been manipulated to be important which are in
fact not as important as something truer and meaningful such as love. This way of
living is criticised by Coelho through The Winner Stands Alone by creating the
character Igor Malev.
Coelho creates the character of Igor who is able to escape from this trap.
Igor is characterised as a person with full determination. Igor obsesses of being
the winner; being free from the trap. Although he is a rich and handsome man, he
chooses to be different in term of achieving his life goal. If everybody, as those
who attend Cannes Film Festival, tries the hardest to buy the latest gadget or wear
the most expensive dress in order to be accepted in society, Igor is simply
confident with what he has without any necessity to show it by wearing expensive
clothes or bringing an expensive pen. Igor believes by doing so, he is the winner
in the society; he can free himself from the trap of money, fame, and power.
Igor turns out to be a man who cannot accept lose. Regardless the fact that
he has everything, he fails to maintain his marriage. Further, referring to Igor‘s
determination to not lose anything, he wants to use all his might to take his wife
back. He kills random people in order to send a message to his wife. His different
path, in fact, is a form of his resistance toward the society. He always regards
himself as the one who can understand deeper about what is the purpose of his
life. Further, he condemns the other Superclass members‘ way of living. As
mentioned previously, while other people only look for power, money, and fame,
he can go further than that. Igor said although he plans to destroy a world, he
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always does it for a greater reason; he does it in the name of love with a good
intention. Moreover, he accepts his mission to take his wife back as a message
from God to fulfil this mission.
Igor‘s ideology can be revealed through the way he talks and thinks about
himself and other people he meets. Later in the analysis, the explanation is going
to be about how the society, the Superclass, influences his ideology. Foucault
(1978) explains the analysis on how a person talks, thinks, and does in the society
can give a picture on what ideology and belief built in that society. He also states
that the knowledge someone has shapes the domination of this person to the other
people and or another thing. Based on this opinion, the study on a character‘s
behaviour in the novel can determine what ideology built in the novel. The novel
The Winner Stands Alone written by Paulo Coelho in 2008 gives the depiction
how Igor, as the main character, builds the story about what happens to the other
characters since he is depicted as the one who is powerful and has a high social
class.
Paulo Coelho is a well-known novelist who was born in Rio de Janeiro. He
has written more than 30 books; including novel, autobiography, and his writing
collection. His novels have been translated in 60 languages and sold 150 countries
worldwide. His first best-seller novel is The Alchemist written in 1987 and reaches
65 million copies. The Winner Stands Alone, its Portuguese title is O Vencedor
está Só, is Coelho‘s thirteenth novel and also gains the popularity among his other
previous novels. Since Coelho has been written remarkably successfully novels
and awarded many prizes and decorations, his works are really worth to study.
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The setting of this novel is during Cannes Festival in France. The main
character in this novel is Igor Malev, a successful businessman who owns a
mobile factory. He is very rich, handsome, clever, and talented. He has got
divorced with his wife, Ewa, who has married with a successful Middle East
fashion designer, Hamid. Knowing Ewa and Hamid will be there in Cannes, he
decides to give his last effort to take Ewa back. He has planned to do that for three
months; he has prepared and plotted everything. On his twenty-four-hour-Cannes
experience, he has killed seven people in order to send a message to Ewa that he
will destroy a world for her. He kills random people without a guilty feeling
because he believes that he has freed their soul from this misery world. After
doing the killing, Igor sends a short message to Ewa in private number. Ewa
directly knows that the message is from Igor since nobody ever calls her Katyusha
except Igor. Since his first message, Ewa feels uneasy since she knows Igor is
such an adventurous man; she knows Igor has killed someone. He kills his victims
using various ways; Sambo, poison, hydrogen cyanide, knife, and gun. His skilful
way in killing has confused Savoy, the ambitious detective who handles the cases.
In the end, since Igor considers Ewa does not understand his messages, he kills
Ewa and Hamid in the beach, and then he goes back to Russia by his private
plane.
―Look at the Superclass around us. They think they‘re so
important, so socially aware, because they‘re willing to pay a
fortune for some useless item at a charity auction or to attend a
supper organized to raise funds to help the homeless in Rwanda
or to save the pandas in China. Pandas and the homeless are all
one to them. They feel special, superior to the average person,
because they‘re doing something useful. Have they ever fought
in a war? No. They create wars, but they don‘t fight in them. If
the war turns out well, they get all the credit. If not, others get
the blame. They‘re in love with themselves.‖ (Coelho: 2008, 95)
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The previous quotation is Igor‘s opinion about how the Superclass, a very
wealthy man, can control the society. The Superclass can make up a figure which
they desire. It is exactly the reason why Igor believes that by destroying
someone‘s world, which means killing that person, he has done something right
and proper in order to free their soul from the destroyed world. It is also the
reason why Igor chooses the person whom he considers as the victim of the
Superclass or the victim of Superclass‘ greed. Igor, as it has been already clear
from the story, believes that when he destroys someone world, he believes that he
has freed their soul from this materialistic world. He thinks that their lives are not
worth it in this world; unlike he who has always a good reason for life or Ewa
who has had his love. Since most of the story shows how Igor tries to escape from
the trap in the society; the society which is blinded by the shallow intention for
merely power, fame, and money, Coelho‘s The Winner Stands Alone is the
appropriate source of data to reveal how a person nowadays has to struggle more,
even in more extreme way sometimes, in order to be the winner in this
materialistic world.
This study is going to reveal how Igor‘s ideology of being the winner in
this materialistic society drives him to do the killing in order to accomplish his
mission. From the novel, it can be seen that Igor is characterised as a man who is
dare to stand by himself, to have different way of thinking among the common
people. He considers himself as the one who can value thing in life in deeper way,
unlike other people who cannot seek their true purpose of life. Related to a
previous study done by Rajan (2012), this study has similar perspective in which
Coelho‘s The Winner Stands Alone portrays how people‘s life nowadays becomes
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empty and meaningless since people only focus on pursuing the unnatural and
manipulated things. Since people live in that kind of society, they cannot feel free.
Igor‘s ideology can be seen through his choice of word in figuring other
people and him himself. Through the analysis later, this study aims to reveal how
the words used by Igor contain the ideology that Igor carries. Further, this study
aims to highlight that Igor‘s deed of killing is not merely his bad intention towards
certain people, but it is his resistance toward the whole society. He chooses this
extreme way since he thinks this society has been too spoilt to be changed only by
small and useless effort. The analysis in this study provides the elaboration how
Igor‘s uses his capitals. Capitals here refer to the term used by Bourdieu (1991)
which means resource that one has in order to win in the arena, in order to be free
from the society trap.
From the novel, it can be seen that Igor resists and condemns the Superclass
way of living. This Superclass way of living is influenced other member in the
Superclass. Although Igor is, in fact, the member of Superclass he does not like
their way of living. Thus, he shows how to live the life in more meaningful way.
As Foucault (1978) states that where there is a power, there is resistance, and yet,
or rather consequently, this resistance is never in a position of exteriority in
relation to power. A resistance, as he further explains, is not a lure or a promise
that the dominant will be able to be defeated. The resistance, instead, is described
as the odd term in relation of power and it is appeared in any aspects such as
certain type of behaviour. This study is going to find out the ideology of the
resistance of certain type of behaviour; in this case the behaviour of Superclass in
this materialistic society. There is one figure who fights the material possesion.
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Igor‘s extreme action in showing his resistance presents the similarity with
the life of Diogenes of Sinope. He is the cynic philosopher. He was a
controversial figure in that time which caused him being exiled from Sinope, and
then he moved to Athens. In Athens, he criticised many cultural conventions. He
chose a simple lifestyle, living in the barrel, to criticise the social value and
institutions which he saw as a corrupt and confused society. He believed that
virtue was better reveal through action not through words only.
Diogenes of Sinope lives his life in radical way. He rejects all possessions
which he considers them unnecessary. He even throws away his cup when he sees
there is a boy who can drink water with hands. Mark (2014) explains based on
Diogenes‘s point of view, society is an artificial contrivance set up by human
beings which did not accord well with truth or virtue and could not in any way
make someone a good or decent human being. To resist that, he even urinates and
masturbates in the barrel he lives in front of many people. Mark (2014) adds,
although many people think Diogenes is a mentally ill man, Diogenes, in fact,
challenges other people to live completely honest and have courage to do that. He
simply just criticises the lifelessness and shallow values of human beings.
A lot of reviews stated that this novel is a masterpiece since the writer can
tell his concern on this particular subject through his novel brilliantly. The
reviewers often give a compliment in the way how Coelho can raise an awareness
of the social phenomena happened in the society. He often puts the message and
critique on his writing. This is also happened in this novel The Winner Stands
Alone. Coelho aims to shows that there are a lot people in high power and social
status tend to do anything they wish regardless the bad consequences followed.
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Mahima Taneja, one of the reviewers, reviews that this novel is not a mere thriller
novel instead it reveals the fact that a person‘s immorality can harm the whole
society. He adds Coelho wants to send a message to the reader to increase their
awareness in facing this materialistic world where there are a lot people to use the
power to pursue their obsessions. In short, this novel tells the reader how money
and power can manipulate anything including a person‘s value and obsession, and
there is one character, Igor, which seems to be able to stand for this manipulation.
There have been several previous studies discussing the same novel. There
are three previous studies which use the novel as the data source. The first
previous study is written by Ibnu Rosid Afandi (2014). His finding is the fact that
actually Igor suffers from psychological disorder called anti-social disorder. He
provides the explanation says Igor can kill innocent people without any guilt for
his own pleasure shows his true personality as a man who is not able to mingle in
the society. The second previous study concerns on the Igor‘s utterances; how he
can put himself in such a way in front of the victim so the victim does not realise
that their life is in danger. The writer uses the theory of speech act and maxims in
order to reveal what speech act Igor employs during the talk with his victim. He
also talks about how Igor flouts some maxims in order to achieve his goal. The
last research is done using critical discourse analysis study. Saumya Rajan, the
writer, points out how Coelho portrays the recent society as postmodern. He
focuses on the issue in which the society nowadays is controlled by money,
power, knowledge purchase, and use-value. Following up the previous study, this
study wants to go further and focus on how Igor can come up with the idea of
killing and chooses people in Cannes as his victim.
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1.2 Research Questions
In order to achieve the objective of this study, there are three research
questions being answered here:
1.

What is the meaning of being the winner from Igor‘s perspective in
Coelho‘s The Winner Stands Alone?

2.

How does Igor show his perspective of being the winner?

3.

What language features reveal Igor‘s ideology of being the winner?

1.3 Research Objectives
The social class which influences how other people see the power of the
other party can be seen clearly through this novel. The fact that Igor admits that
his social class can make his plan successful is manifested through his behaviour
and thought about other characters. In order to elaborate how Igor‘s ideology
influences his deed, there are three objectives of this study.
The first research objective is elaborating the concept of being the winner
based on Igor‘s perspective. In order to achieve this objective, this study employs
the theory on Bourdieu. The purpose of answering this first research question is to
provide the explanation on what the meaning of being the winner is before going
further to more detail analysis. By providing the concept of being the winner at
the first place, this study aims to lead the analysis systematically.
The second research question is revealing how Igor‘s ideology of being the
winner drives him to have a plan of a serial killing. In order to reveal how Igor
shows his ideology of being the winner in this novel, there are two theories
employed. Bourdieu‘s habitus and capital gives an explanation that based on
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Igor‘s perspective, being the winner means using all capital he has to build the
desired habitus that fit in this society in order to survive.
The third research objective is revealing how Igor‘s ideology in manifested
his behaviour and thought toward other characters. In this third objective, the way
how Igor‘s talks about other characters and himself is discussed in more detail
explanation. To find out this, the dialogue between Igor and other characters and
Igor‘s monologue are going to be analysed using SFG. Through the analysis of
what language features used by Igor can reveal what ideology he has since
Fairclough says that language is a material form of ideology and language is
invested by ideology (Fairclough: 1995, 73). This objective is going to be
answered using three dimensions of text proposed by Fairclough. The result of
SFG analysis shows Igor‘s language features such as his choice of word and
modality reveals his ideology of being the winner. Further, the analysis on SBT
shows how Igor‘s discourse is formed due to the influence of the society
surrounding him. Gee‘s SBT provides the elaboration on how language is used to
make or build things in the world. Igor‘s language use which has been analysed in
the previous study is analysed further in order to see how Igor sees his world and
positions himself in the society.
By conducting the discourse analysis study, the way that someone‘s
ideology and power influences the deed and thought can be scientifically
explained. This study reveals Igor‘s belief encourages him to accomplish his
mission. His power and social class provide the opportunity to accomplish his
mission successfully. Further, this study elaborates how the situation in the
society encourages Igor to have such personality and will. By considering the
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society can have a wider point of view and deeper understanding toward that kind
of movement or action.
1.4 Research Benefits
Practically, developing our critical thinking towards certain social
phenomena, it is hoped that the readers of this thesis can contribute in proving the
solution and giving an appropriate judgement or opinion. Learning how to
understand the society better can be done though analysing any text, oral and
written, an try to reveal the discourse employed in that text. Moreover, as
Fairclough (1992) said, people can be more aware of the chance of being the
resistance and agent of change through the text and information they consume.
Thus, when we can figure out what happens in our society, we can put ourselves
properly and even we can have a good thought what behind each phenomena is as
well. Through this thesis, it is expected that people will be able to pursue their life
fully and do not get distracted to the manipulative things in this materialistic
society.
Theoretically, this study is also beneficial for the study of linguistic itself.
Employing the notion of three dimensions of text as the framework and SFG and
SBT as theories in analysing the data, this study aims to provide a theoretical
analysis on how to unpack the ideology and/ or hidden meaning behind the
written expression. The analysis on SFG reveals how the choice of word is
systematic and ideological, while the SBT analysis shows how the language we
use reflect the world we live in. This study also supports that linguistic theories
are the helpful tool to reveal the implicit meaning of the text.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter provides an explanation about what theories employed in this
study. The next sub-chapter talks about the review of related studies. The last subchapter is theoretical framework which elaborates how those theories employed to
answer the research question: (1) What is the meaning of being the winner from
Igor‘s perspective as seen in Coelho‘s The Winner Stands Alone? (2) How does
Igor show his perspective of being the winner? (3) What language features reveal
Igor‘s ideology of being the winner?

2.1. Review of Related Literature
As the beginning, it needs to bear in mind that this study uses Fairclough‘s
three dimensions of text as the framework in doing the analysis. Before explaining
three dimensions of text, the first part of this sub-chapter is going to provide the
summary of the novel. The next theories employed in this study are Halliday‘s
systemic functional grammar and Gee‘s seven building tasks. This study also uses
Bourdieu‘s habitus and capitals.
2.1.1 The Winner Stands Alone
Coelho‘s The Winner Stands Alone is written in order to show the readers
that dream we have can be manipulated by such a shallow thing such as fame,
money, and power. Coelho himself said in the interview about the novel that
people often get shattered when they try to pursue their dreams and in the end
what they have done is in vain. He added he does not want to condemn the vanity
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in human life, since as Salomon said, life is a vanity. Instead, he wants to points
that why people allow themselves being manipulated by such a thing. Coelho
adds that this novel is not a thriller, but a stark portrait of where we are now.
The setting of the story is during Cannes Film Festival in France. The novel
is about Igor‘s 24-hour-experience in carrying his mission to take his wife back to
Russia. His first encounter is Olivia, a young souvenir street vendor. He decides to
sacrifice Olivia to free her soul from suffering. They talk about love and Olivia
seems enthusiastic about their conversation. When they talk about Igor‘s intention
to destroy a world for Ewa, Olivia starts being afraid of him. Olivia asks Igor to
take his money back, but Igor refuses. He points a gun to her and asks her to sit.
In order to save her life, Olivia pretends to be interested in Igor‘s story about his
life with Ewa. Seeing the police approach his place, Igor decides to kill Olivia
right away. He uses Sambo technique and Olivia ends up lying down in his
shoulder.
After killing Olivia, Igor comes back to the hotel. During his shower, he
feels nervous of his action, but soon he feels strengthened by Olivia‘s soul. He
believes Olivia blesses him from above and asks him to carry on his mission. That
night, he went to the beach party. He sees Javits and his two bodyguards. Javits is
a successful producer however; he does not reach his success in an honest way.
Igor is sure that Javits must be an important person. He decides to destroy Javits
after he destroys an unimportant person like Olivia. He approaches Javits
carefully since he knows his bodyguards will watch over everyone. When he is
close enough to Javits, he puts the poisonous needle and blows it into Javits‘s
back, and then he slowly mingles with the crowd in the party.
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Igor‘s next encounter is with Maureen. She is an actress. Igor approaches
her in the bar. Igor, in a polite manner, asks Maureen to have a walk in the
seashore. Maureen appreciates Igor‘s politeness since she rarely meets such a
polite man like Igor. Igor just takes Maureen for a walk that makes Maureen feels
relaxed. However, just like his encounters with previous people, he sees Maureen
as a potential victim. He puts a small blade behind Maureen‘s ear and goes down
to her breast. Then Igor puts his arm around her and cuts her neck.
After doing three murders, Igor seems to change his objective. He still
wants to keep his mission going, but he is doubt whether Ewa is worth for the
sacrifice. He thinks Ewa does not seem to understand the message and does not
want to open her heart for Igor. In fact, Igor does this in order to make Ewa realise
that Igor will openly receive Ewa back to his life. Igor also thinks Ewa does not
realise that what he has done is to encourage Ewa to come back to him and to
show to Ewa that he can do anything for her.
Igor decides to put his mission to an end. He attends the Gala Dinner. As he
has expected, he meets Ewa and Hamid in the dinner. While talking to Gabriela,
Igor sees Ewa and Hamid enter the room. Igor and Gabriela approach them and
Igor asks Hamid for a permission to talk in private with Ewa but, she does not
seem happy with the idea on the other hand, Hamid thinks it is the perfect time to
make all things clear between them.
Hamid asks Igor and Ewa to have talk in the beach. They have a tense
argument about their marriage. Hamid wants to end their conversation and asks
Ewa back to the party, but Igor feels irritated of Hamid. Then he shoots Hamid.
Ewa still does not want to come back with Igor until the end. Igor shoots Ewa as
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well since he thinks Ewa does not deserve the world he offers; Ewa is not destined
to be in his world.
In short, Igor sees his action of murdering as an accomplishment of his
mission carrying a greater reason. He believes that all his victims are martyr who
serve a greater purpose after their death; as a sender of love. Igor determines that
what he has done does not need any justification of right or wrong from other
people since they will not understand the mission of love he carries. He places his
mission is different from other people‘s which is not as deep as a divine calling he
receives.
Coelho himself states, as it has been stated earlier, that this novel is a
portrayal of the society we live now. Many people are manipulated by money,
power, and fame, so their life is no longer meaningful with the true value in life.
As Wodak and Meyer (2001) mentioned that CDA method especially which is
proposed by Norman Fairclough is the appropriate method to apply in order to
analyse the social scientific study, this novel which is portrayed the social
phenomenon is the appropriate source for a CDA study.
2.1.2 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is developed as there is a development in
humanity science and applied linguistics. CDA views the language as a powerful
means in which specific ideologies, identities, and culture become dominant in
society. The experts argue that the language used by speaker shows reflects the
speaker‘s intention, ideology, and thought.
In this modern DA, the study combines the social and linguistic analysis.
Discourse is seen as a communicative event which carries certain belief, ideology,
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identity, and so on. The DA methods differ according to the method used in
analysis. Some DA analyses use the grammatical structure to analyse the text,
while other analysis applies conversational analysis and speech act theory.
CDA is actually the branch of DA. The term CDA occurs based on
Foucault‘s idea on power. CDA aims to reveal the relationship between language,
society, power, ideology, value, and opinion. Teun van Dijk and Norman
Fairclough are regarded as the most influential expert in providing the framework
in CDA study. van Dijk‘s combination on cognitive and pragmatic aspect of the
text is an appropriate framework to study political text, while Fairclough‘s
framework provides a beneficial method to analyse the relationship between
language and power. His focus is on the social phenomena and social structure
that can be analysed through the language used.
In order to choose the appropriate CDA framework, the first think to do is
determining what kind of text to analyse. Wodak and Meyer (2001) elaborate that
every CDA method proposed by different expert has its own benefit to analyse
certain text. CDA method proposed by van Dijk is the appropriate method to
analyse multidisciplinary aspect in the text, while CDA method proposed by
Norman Fairclough is the appropriate method to apply in order to analyse the
social scientific study. The focus of the study in Fairclough‘s CDA is the analysis
on the relation between language and other elements of social practices.
Ideology can be placed in many ways. Fairclough (1995) argues the
statement which is ideology invests language in various ways at various levels,
and that we do not have to choose between different possible locations of
ideology. He believes that ideology relies on structure and events. Further, he
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explains ideology can be placed in any form of system in language practice such
as in code, structure, system, or formation. The structure option shows the events
and actual discourse practice.
Besides manifested in text structure, ideology can also be placed in the
discursive event itself. In this ideology placement, the way the ideology is
presented is fluid since it is impossible to find out the ideology from the text. This
kind of ideology placement requires the text interpretation since meanings is
produced through text interpretation and texts are open with any kind of
interpretation because discourse can be seen as the whole social events.
In short, CDA analysis goes further than DA in term of the objective of its
study. DA analysis only focuses on the text structure in its communicative
context. On the other hand, CDA analysis goes beyond the text structure. The way
how the analysis in deeper than DA is CDA allows the analyst to reveal the
ideology relied on the language use and the text structure. In CDA, the analysis on
the text structure helps the analyst to reveal the ideology since the ideology can be
revealed through the language use and the text structure. In CDA, text
interpretation is also an important part since the ideology can be seen through the
social events happened in the discourse itself.
2.1.3 Three Dimensions of Text
Three dimensions of text is a CDA method developed by Norman
Fairclough. He explains how his notion on three dimensions of text can reveal the
sociocultural practice within the text itself. The three dimensions of text proposed
by Fairclough are description, interpretation, and explanation. Description is
usually regarded as the micro analysis in CDA since in this part the focus of
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analysis is on how the text is produced; how the use of the certain word is
meaningful in term of showing the intended text structure showed to the reader. In
interpretation, the analysis is aimed to reveal the text genre and what discourse or
power used. The last dimension is explanation. Explanation allows the further
analysis. The analysis does not only focus on the text, the language used and the
genre, but also the sociocultural practice embedded in the text (Fairclough, 1995:
96-102).
Process of production

text
Description (text analysis)
Process of interpretation

Interpretation (processing analysis)

Discourse practice

Explanation (social analysis)

Sociocultural practice

Figure 2.1 Fairclough (1995) Dimensions of Discourse (p. 98)

The text is characterised by a configuration of heterogeneous and
contradictory

properties.

Fairclough

(1995)

explains

the

meaning

of

heterogeneous and contradictory properties is how the fact presented is in contrast
with their manner of occurrence. Further, Fairclough (2004) states language which
is used in the text carries a potential, possibility, and other in such a way to show
the combination of linguistic elements. However a text is not simply a
combination of linguistic elements, a text carries the network of social practices as
well. He calls these social practices as orders of discourse. So, in this abstract
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structure, the language can be analysed using functional theory proposed by
Halliday; later so-called systemic functional grammar.
The discourse production can reflect the context in which the discourse is
built. Fairclough (1995) explains the nature of the discourse production process
can refer to the wider context which is the sociocultural practice within which it is
occurred. In this dimension, the analysis is aimed to interpret the text. The
interpretation aims to find out the other text or context that is embedded to the
text. The other embedded text is called the intertextuality. Further, Fairclough
(2004) mentions in order to find the intertextuality, the process of making
assumption and presupposition is inevitable. In intertextuality, assumptions
connect one text to another text, to the ―world of text‖.
After interpreting the text through intertextuality, the sociocultural context
of the text can be revealed as well. We must bear in mind that discourse figures
part of the action, meaning to say discourse is always a part of social practices; as
a representation of the material world. Based on Fairclough (2004), the term
discourse here has two senses. The first sense is abstractly sense; discourse as an
abstract noun, language as element of social life. The second sense is discourse
has more concrete meaning, as a count noun; the meaning of the language
represents part of the world.
To sum up, as Fairclough says, language is a material form of ideology, and
language is invested by ideology. Discourse is shaped by structure and discourse
contributes in shaping and reshaping the structure as well. Fairclough sees
discourse as a complex of three elements: social practice, discoursal practice, and
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text. In order to reveal the ideology, the text must be produced or interpreted in
those three elements.
2.1.4 Systemic Functional Grammar
The objective of CDA study is to reveal the ideology in the language use.
Related to this objective, Wodak and Krzyzanowski (2008) states in CDA study,
revealing the unpacking mechanism in the written or spoken work is done through
the analysis on the text‘s linguistic repertoire. The linguistic aspect in CDA
contributes in identifying the text patterns from the choice of words and polarity.
The systemic functional grammar provides the linguistic analysis in this study
especially in giving scientific analysis on how Igor‘s and author‘s choice of words
carry the hidden meaning.
The theory of SFG is proposed by Halliday. Based on SFG notion, language
is manifested through text. In analysing text, there are two points view: text as an
object in its own right and text as an instrument for finding out about something
else. The first point of view is the focus of the grammarian. The later point of
view questions what the text reveals about the system of the language in both
spoken and written. Jones and Lock (2011) regard SFG as a tool to provide a
useful interpretation of grammatical structures in term of different kinds of
meaning and has a well worked out model of language and context. Further, Bloor
and Bloor (2004) explain that every linguistic choice, in this case the word and
sentence arrangement choices, is systematic and structural. Since linguistic choice
is systematic and structural, they can be analysed in term of how the systematic
and structural linguistic choice makes meaning.
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There three language metafunctions which are ideational, interpersonal,
and textual as proposed by Halliday (2004) under the notion of systemic
functional grammar. Ideational metafunction means language provides a theory of
human experience and certain of the resources of the lexicogrammar.
Interpersonal metafunction means language is a reflection of a person‘s
experience. Textual metafunction refers to language is used to build a discourse
sequence, organise discursive flow, and create cohesion and continuity of the text.
To analyse those three language metafunctions, SFG provides the theory of
clause. In revealing the ideational metafunction, the analysis on transitivity is
applied. The transitivity system is manifested through the manageable set of
process type. Halliday (2004) explains six process types: material, behavioural,
mental, verbal, relational, and existential. Material process sets up a sequence of
concrete change in certain object; it is the process of doing-and-happening.
Behavioural process represents the outer manifestations of inner workings
consciously. Unlike material process, mental process concerns with the
experience within our conscious mind. Mental process is also called a sensing
process. Verbal process is on the borderline of mental and relational. Verbal
process is a realisation of human consciousness which is enacted through saying
and meaning. Relational process is the process of being and having. This process
is used to characterise and identify. The borderline between the relational and
material process is existential process. As the name suggests, existential process
concerns with the existence of the phenomenon. The analysis of the ideational
metafunction is under the notion of clause as representation.
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Related to analysing transitivity structure, Eggins (2004) explains there are
three clause aspects which need to be concerned. Those three aspects are the
selection of a process, the selection of participant, and the selection of
circumstances. The process choice will be realised in the verbal group of the
clause. The participant in the clause is realised in the nominal group. The
circumstantial meaning is expressed through adverbial group or prepositional
phrases.
The interpersonal metafunction is achieved through the analysis of clause
as exchange. In order to know the interpersonal metafunction, the analysis on
mood and residue should be applied. The structure of mood is the subject and
finite operator. Eggins (2004) states mood refers to variables such as the type of
clause structure, the expression degree of certainty or obligation, the use of tags,
vocatives, attitudinal words both positive and negative, expression of
intensification and politeness. The subject of the sentence is in the form of
nominal group and the finite operator is a part of verbal group. In this finite
element, there is an element which expresses the tense and/ or the modality.
Related to modality, Fairclough (2004) states the analysis in modality is important
to texture the identities both personal and social. The use of modality to the
further extent shows how a person commits himself as a significant part of what
that person is. Jones and Lock (2011) explain the systems of modality provide the
resources for indicating the judgements and evaluation. In other words, the choice
of modality can unravel the self-identity texturing process.
In the interpersonal metafunction, there is also an analysis on residue. The
structure of residue is predicator, complement, and adjunct. A predicator is
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realised by a verbal group without its temporal or modal operator. The predicator,
thus, is non-finite and there are non-finite clauses containing a predicator without
finite element. A complement is realised by a nominal group. The complement is
the element within the residue which as a potential to be the subject but it is not
the subject. In other words, the complement includes all nominal groups in the
sentence which do not function as subject. An adjunct is realised by adverbial
group or a prepositional phrase. The adjunct is the element which does not any
potential to be the subject, thus it cannot be placed to the interpersonal status of
modal responsibility. Jones and Lock (2011) elaborate adjunct is a flexible
element in term of its placement. It can be placed in the end of the clause, as it is
its common position; it can be placed in the beginning of the clause as well.
The last metafunction which is textual is done by analysing the sentence on
its Theme and Rheme. Jones and Lock (2011) explains the way grammar and
other system in the language contribute to the coherent flow of the information in
the text. The structure that carries a meaning is called thematic structure. It is
where the theme places. In other words, Theme is the element in which the
message is located. Rheme is the new information given in the sentence. The
theme in the sentences relies on either an adverbial group or prepositional phrase
or a nominal group not functioning as subject. Related to Theme, the choice of
mood determines the Theme of the sentence. The Rheme of the sentence relies on
the new information which is not recoverable before by the listener. In term of
how Theme and Rheme are structured reveals the orientation of the text. If the
sentence is structured Theme + Rheme, the sentence is speaker oriented. On the
other hand, if the sentence is structured Rheme + Theme, the sentence is listener-
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oriented. As a conclusion, as Jones and Lock (2011) say the focus in textual
meaning is textual organisation affects grammatical choices and different process
type has different grammar characteristic.
Related to textual metafunction, Eggins (2004) elaborates two patterns of
theme choice: marked and unmarked theme. The unmarked theme means the most
typical or usual theme, while marked theme means the unusual or atypical theme.
In unmarked theme, the theme plays the role as subject (in declarative clause),
finite (in an interrogative), predicator (in an imperative), and WH element (in
WH-interrogative). In marked theme, theme combines with any other part in the
clause from the mood system. She explains further the commonest type of marked
theme is theme which combines with adjunct and/ or circumstantial (which is not
in WH element).
The analysis on markedness of the sentence gives the explanation on how
the speaker puts the most communicative part of the sentence itself. Knowing the
placement of the message supports the ideology in a way revealing the speaker‘s
belief or idea of certain thing. It can be said that the Rheme of the sentence is the
ideology carried by the speaker.
2.1.5 Seven Building Tasks (SBT)
The notion of seven building tasks of language (SBT) is proposed by Gee
(2011). He argues the language use is both conventional and unique. When a
person speaks, he follows certain rule in language; however he also expresses it in
unique way. Language is used to make meaning. When we talk and bring certain
object through language, that thing becomes exist in the real world. In short,
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language is used to make or build things in the world. SBT provides the analysis
on the language-in-use which is constructed by seven areas of ―reality‖.
The first task is significance. Language is used to make the thing we talk
about is significant or less significant and to make the listener know how we value
the significance of this thing. The second task is practices or activities. The
language is used to get our practices or activity recognised. The next task is
identities. Language is used to build the speaker‘s identity or role. In this task,
language can also be used to compare our identity to others‘ explicitly or
implicitly. The fourth task is relationships. Language is used to give a clue about
what kind of relationship we have, want to have, or are trying to have with our
listener, reader, or other people. Yule (1996) explains what a person says is
closely influenced by the social relationship. To make sense of what a person says
in an interaction, we have a take a look at some factors that relate to social
distance and closeness. The term politeness refers to the impact of one‘s saying
which is considered as rude, thoughtful, appropriate, or inappropriate.
The next task is politics. Language is used to convey a perspective on the
nature of the distribution of social goods, the statement about whether something
or someone is good or not to some group in the society, and to build a perspective
on social goods in the same way. The sixth task is connections. Language is used
to explain whether certain things have or do not have connections or relevance to
other things. The last task is sign system and knowledge. Language is used to
make a certain sign system or certain forms of knowledge are relevant in given
situation.
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In order to analyse the tasks above, the tools of inquiry are used. The tools
of inquiry are beneficial to make relevance on how people build identities and
practices and recognise identities and practices that others are building around
them. There are six tools of inquiry: social languages, Discourses, Conversations,
intertextuality, situated meaning, and figured worlds. The first tool is social
languages. The different style of language that is used by the speaker aims
differently on certain purposes. Social language can give a clue to the social
identity of a particular social class and can enact different socially meaningful
practices or activities. The next one is Discourses. In order to build identities and
activities, language is not the only thing used here but using other ―stuffs‖ which
are not in the form of language as well. The use of capital D highlights a
Discourse is a characteristic way of saying, doing, and being. The third tool is
Conversations. The talk we deliver must be related to themes, debates, of motifs
which are the focus and familiar thing in the society. Through the analysis of what
kind of Conversations, we can determine from what social class that person is.
The fourth is intertextuality. In intertextuality, the talk we deliver is
sometimes related to other texts or certain type of texts. Intertextuality also deals
with word borrowing; sometimes the word in a text is borrowed from another text.
Intertextuality, based on Fairclough (2004), is basically the property of texts in
which the texts are in fact the snatches of other texts and this particular text can
assimilate, contradict, ironically echo, and so forth of another texts. The next tool
of inquiry is situated meaning. The notion of situated meaning is exist since the
language used is understood in a particular context; meaning is a situated matter,
only can be understood and valid in certain use in a certain context as well.
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Cutting (2002) also explains discourse, as pragmatics does, studies a language in
context. The language can be analysed in more meaningful way when it is
analysed within the context, such as in physical and social worlds, and sociopsychological factors influencing the communication, in which the language is
used. Through this way of analysis, how the language becomes meaningful and
unified for its users can be found out.
The last tool of inquiry is figured worlds. Figured worlds are defined as
theories or stories about how the world works that we use to get on efficiently
with our daily life. Gee states we learn our own figured worlds based on the
experiences we have, however it turns out those our own experiences are in fact
guided, shaped, and normed by the social and cultural groups in which we belong
to. Yule (1996) adds one‘s experiences shape the cultural schemata of that person.
Since the cultural schemata are formed based on personal experiences, it is
inevitable that one‘s good cultural schemata may be seen as bad by the other
people.
The idea of seven building task of language and six tools of inquiry comes
from the idea of having an ideal discourse analysis. Those two things are used to
analyse a discourse by asking each task of language using six tools of inquiry. In
total we have 42 questions to be answered in analysing a discourse. The further
explanation on seven building tasks of language and six tools inquiry is on
Chapter 3 on the CDA analysis verification.
2.1.6 Bourdieu‟s Habitus and Capitals
This society is in fact the arena for each individual to keep his existence. In
order to keep existing in this society, a person must be able to fight against the
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other society members. Bourdieu (1991) defines habitus as the result of a whole
process of adaptation that one makes. Regarding this, habitus is closely related to
the condition in which one learns and acquires certain way of speaking and
behaving. It is proved by the condition in which a child behaves similarly to the
parents, thus it will be easily to recognise the social class of certain family from
the way that child is speaking and behaving.
However, not all habitus can fit to a certain condition in the society. Thus,
people who want to raise their social class will go to school and other educational
institution in order to learn how to behave legitimately based on the society. This
way of legitimate behaviour based on certain class of society standard causes the
phenomenon which is so-called symbolic power.
The difference in power causes the hierarchy. The ideology of dominant
class legitimates the distinction among the social classes. The same power shared
by the members in the same social class is in fact separates this social class to
another social class. Since different social class causes hierarchy, a person will
always find a way to fit in one social class. It is exactly the reason why a person is
always in struggle in collecting the appropriate capital that suits his interest.
In order to be fit in this arena, someone has to have the appropriate capitals.
The example of having an appropriate capital is having an interview or discussion.
Those who come from high social class and have linguistic capital are easier to
follow the discussion or answer the question with appropriate manner and choice
of words. Capital is resource that one has in order to win in the arena. There are
different kinds of capital: economic capital, cultural capital, symbolic capital, and
social capital. Economic capital is the most obvious and flexible capital since it
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can be transferred into another form of capitals. This capital is in the form of
material wealth such as money, stocks, and property. Cultural capital can be in the
form of knowledge, skill, and other cultural acquisition which is achieved through
educational institution. The next kind of capital is symbolic capital which is in the
form of prestige and honour. Based on Bourdieu, this capital is the most searchedcapital.
These different kinds of capital are important in the arena. The possession of
certain kinds of capital can guarantee one‘s winning or losing. Since capital can
guarantee that, one‘s purposes in this arena is maintaining one‘s existence and
persistence. Bourdieu explains further why society grows to be more and more
economic-oriented; as it has been explained earlier that economic capital is the
easiest form of capital to be transferred to another form of capital. Although
people are getting more and more economic-oriented, it does not mean economic
things are all they need. The search of economic capital must be understood in a
broader sense. People use their economic capital to gain more prestigious one; in
this case is prestige and honour which belong to symbolic capital.

2.2 Review of Related Studies
This study is not the first study which uses Coelho‘s The Winner Stands
Alone as the object of the study. There are four other previous studies analysing
the same novel but employ different theories. Related to finding ideology in the
text using CDA method, this study is also not the first study to analyse that matter.
This part will review two previous studies which elaborate how to find the
ideology using CDA method.
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2.2.1 The Study on Igor‟s Antisocial Personality Disorder
This study is conducted by a student in one of university in Surakarta. He
points out regardless Igor‘s wealth, success, and intelligence he has an abnormal
psyche in term of controlling his obsession. Igor does inhuman deed, killing the
innocent people, in order to send a message to Ewa that he can do anything for
her. However, this killing turns out to be his personal pleasure fulfilment.
Igor‘s abnormal behaviour is analysed using the theory on abnormal
psychology. The study employs two tests to find out whether Igor really has an
antisocial disorder which leads him to be a psychopath. The result of DSM-IV TR
test shows Igor is manipulative, mentally-ill, and lack of remorse man. The test
proves Igor indeed has a potential to be a psychopath since he has been more than
eighteen years old; as the test said before a person turns eighteen one cannot be
considered as having a psychopathic personality. From ICD 10 test results Igor
has a mental problem. The fact that he plans a series of murderer shows he
actually suffers from a frustration after losing his wife.
As a final remark, this study finds out the psychological factor is the main
cause of Igor‘s abnormal personality. The study explains Igor‘s experiences in sad
childhood and bloody war shape his personality. He grows as an impatient man
and lack of tolerance since he has an experience in dealing anger with killing.
However, there is one small weakness in this study. It mentions the reason
why Igor persists in avoiding a punishment for his killing is because he never felt
guilty when he killed during Afghanistan war. In a war, the only soldier‘s task is
killing the enemy. As an addition, the soldier will never been accused for killing
his enemy in the war, he will receive an honour instead. It is normal for a soldier
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not to feel any guilt when he kills his enemy since it is the reason why he is here
and it is his duty to do so in order to win. In short, the reason why Igor never feels
guilty after kills a person because he also does not have a guilty feeling when he
killed people during an Afghanistan war is irrelevant.
2.2.2 The Study on Igor‟s Speech Act and Flouting Maxims
This study is beneficial in giving the analysis on how Igor chooses his
utterances in such a way to create his image. The study employs three pragmatic
theories: speech act, cooperative principles, and politeness. This study aims to
enrich the study in literary works and its relation with linguistics field as well.
Igor uses locutionary act in order to mention his intention directly to the
other characters. Another speech act used by Igor is declarative illocutionary. He
uses this speech act to declare that everything is fine and hides the reality at the
same time. Besides analysing the dialogues using speech act, the dialogues are
analysed using implicature and politeness. The result on implicature analysis
shows Igor‗s violation on maxims is aimed to cover his bad intention by saying
something irrelevant or false. Since he puts himself as a high class man, he tends
to be impolite to other people. The analysis on implicature reveals how Igor
violates the cooperative principles in order to build his image in front of the other
characters.
However, this study does not provide a clear explanation about violation in
maxim of generosity. The reason why Igor violates maxim of generosity is
because he is talking to someone he barely knows. In this case, the situation in
which Igor does not show his generosity because it is normal to ignore the
unknown person especially when we do not have any intention to get closer.
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2.2.3 Igor‟s Characterisation and Motivation in the Novel
In order to reveal Igor‘s characterisation and motivation in the novel,
Siahaan (2013) did a research on it employing the theories of character and
characterisation in the novel, psychoanalytic, and motivation theory. Her study is
a critical study in the novel since her study aims to reveal how the novel gives
new insight to the readers. From her analysis, she figured out that Igor is
characterised as a cautious, charming, faithful, hard-working, intelligent,
methodical, observant, and proud man.
Besides having those good characters, Igor seems to be aggressive in term
of achieving his goal; taking Ewa back to his life. Her study elaborates the reason
why Igor is driven by his aggressive tendency. The reason is because he is driven
by his thanatos instinct. Thanatos instinct is an instinct which allows the person to
do whatever necessary to achieve the goal. As Freud has explained that this
thanatos side opposes the eros side, because of that, Igor chooses to kill in order to
get his love back.
After analysing Igor‘s motivation using theory of motivation, the study
found out that Igor‘s deed is aimed to fulfil his basic needs. As theory of
motivation proposes that a person tends to do anything to fulfil his basic needs
and that kind of encouragement to fulfil the basic needs is inevitable. Thus, since
Igor is lack of basic needs, he does a murder to fulfil his basic needs.
2.2.4 The Study on Postmodern Cultural Voices in the Novel
This next study being reviewed here has a similarity to the study being
conducted. Rajan (2012) uses the theory on postmodernism, Baudillard notion on
hyperriality, and Foucault idea on power. Rajan focuses his study on how Coelho
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criticises the recent condition in the society. Rajan analyses the character of Igor
and other characters show how fluid one‘s identity in this world. The word fluid
here means our identity is formed by what we have or what we wear. This kind of
society shows how world can be destructive to human.
Since people‘s dream becomes focus more on having certain thing in certain
brand, the life becomes empty. The emptiness happens because people no longer
have pure objective. The reality in which we live on is hyperrialised by
materialistic things. This objective can be destructive since we believe in the
world which, in fact, has been manipulated. He adds identity of certain group of
people creates a fragment in the society. However since being a part of certain
group is manipulated, the fragment is unnaturally constructed.
This unnaturally constructed social fragment is driven by power, money,
knowledge, and use-value. Since those things drive the social fragmentation, the
inequality among social class can be obviously seen. In this postmodern world,
every people are pushed to do everything in order to free from oppression.
However, the effort people make in order to escape the oppression is in fact the
oppression itself; people cannot freely do anything they want.
As the conclusion, Rajan mentions if a person can win in this materialistic
world, this person deserves to stand alone as the winner. Being the winner here
means a person can maintain his existence among this extreme world. Being the
winner also means a person can find the depth of this life when all people seem
lose the depth of their life.
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2.2.5 Ideology and CDA
Based on the CDA experts that have been elaborated earlier, the aim of
CDA analysis is to reveal the ideology of the text. The CDA analyst has to
remember that the use of language is co-opted by the ideology in which embedded
in the text. Rahimi and Riasati (2011) try to trace the history of CDA
development. They explain that since the beginning of the development, from DA
to CDA, the analysis aims to unravel how the ideology can be seen through the
use of language of the speaker to the interlocutor. This study took the argument
from Fitch (2005) who states that in analysing discourse, the analysis should focus
on the internal structure of the text. He refers his argument to the theory from
Halliday and van Dijk.
However, Foucault is regarded as the pioneer who introduces the term CDA.
Following his idea, van Dijk develops his theory in DA. In CDA, the analysis
does not only focus on the internal text structure but also focuses on how to
unravel the relation between language, ideology, power, society, value and
opinion. There are many theorists who try to propose their own theory in order to
reach this objective. van Dijk proposes the combination of CDA and cognitive
psychology, Chilton combines the cognitive and pragmatic aspect and focuses on
credibility in political texts, Wodak focuses on analysing gender discrimination
and how political groups or nations define their territory through language, and
the last one Fairclough focuses on social conflict and its linguistic manifestations
in discourses of dominance, difference, and resistance.
Mahfouz (2013) applies the CDA method to reveal the ideology in the
newspaper. His research aims to proof that the language used in the newspaper is
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not merely to report the real fact in the society, the language used carries certain
hidden agenda instead. The hidden agenda here is in fact the hidden purpose of
certain party. Since the newspaper does not merely present the social fact, the
news presented there is bias. The reporter uses the language and structure the
sentence in such a way so the reader will lose focus of the important thing in the
news. He provides an example Al-Gomhuria newspaper wrote that the local police
had helped the victim of the sabotage, however the newspaper did not report how
badly the damage after the sabotage. The objective is clear; the newspaper wants
to hide the fact that a policeman killed a woman during the sabotage.
Further, he finds out the use of hyperbolic language can also be the indicator
that the newspaper frames certain fact. He takes an example ―One Bedouin killed,
another injured in armed confrontation with police troops in Central Sinai.‖
Mahfouz highlights the use of armed confrontation as a hyperbolic expression
since actually it was the news about police aggression. By saying so, the
newspaper aims to make the readers believe that both Bedouin and police take
part in the confrontation.
He also analyses the use of Bedouin here. This choice of word shows the
reporter‘s implication to say that the Bedouin is not in the same right as the
Egyptians, while in fact they live in Egypt. This kind of language use aims to
show that the police were regarded to have fewer faults in engaging the riot.

2.3. Theoretical Framework
This last sub-chapter elaborates how those theories are employed to answer
the research questions and reach the objective of the study. This study which is a
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CDA study places itself as the further analysis on the previous study especially
related to Igor‘s disorder personality and his flouting maxims. From the study of
Igor‘s disorder personality and his characterisation in the novel, this study can get
an analysis of Igor‘s personality from two perspectives which can enrich the
understanding about Igor‘s trait. From the study on Igor‘s flouting maxims, this
study can get an early explanation on how Igor uses language to fulfil his aims.
This study can get the scientific explanation on what kind of society in which Igor
lives, so Igor can build such kind of way of thinking and behaviour.
In the first research question, the analysis and the explanation focus on what
Igor‘s ideology of being the winner is. The answer for this study question is
achieved through the analysis using Bourdieu‘s theory on habitus and capital. This
theory is the grounded theories used to give the theoretical and reliable point of
view in stating what the concept of being the winner is based on Igor‘s
perspective. Employing Bourdieu‘s habitus and capital allows this study to reveal
that being the winner means utilizing all capitals Igor has in order to build a
proper habitus to survive in the arena.
The second research question is answered by employing the same theories
as the previous research question. Unlike the first research question, the second
one focuses on the way how Igor shows that he is really the winner. After
knowing the concept of being the winner, the next explanation is about the real
action taken by Igor in showing and proving that he is indeed the winner. Those
two theories are employed in order to provide a theoretical explanation on being
the winner based on Igor‘s ideology means being able to use all his capital in
order to be able to survive in this materialistic world.
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The third research question is answered by employing the notion of SFG
proposed by Halliday and SBT by Gee. The consideration in choosing those two
theories is, as it has been explained in the previous chapter, Fairclough suggests
that by implementing SFG, the CDA analyst can have a good analysis on how the
text is written in such structure. Gee‘s SBT is needed in order to have a theoretical
analysis on intertextuality. SBT is also essential in how the choices of word and
sentence structure are made in such a way in order to show what kind of world
and discourse that the text is formed.
As it is acknowledged, systemic functional grammar allows us to reveal
how the text is structured to present its meaning. Igor‘s dialogues and monologues
are going to be analysed in term of the language metafunctions. The aim of this
analysis is to reveal how Igor‘s ideology is manifested through the language he
used, as the CDA study searches what ideology relies on his language use. As
Fairclough (1996) explained the functional grammar is a helpful tool for revealing
ideology and power relation through the language use. He explains further,
Halliday‘s works on functional grammar allows the CDA analyst to know that
there is a potential meaning behind the connection between vocabulary, semantic
relation, pragmatic convention, schemata, frame, and script. Thus, SFG is the
appropriate theory applied in order to reveal how the language use can reveal the
ideology and power.
SBT contributes in providing the text‘s intertextuality. Fairclough (1996)
explains intertextuality shows the historic aspect of the text. The idea of
intertextuality comes from the belief that every text must have a connection with
other texts. In other words, text is always dialogic. The intertextuality analysis can
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be regarded as the interpretation process in CDA. The same data are going to be
analysed using seven building tasks of language; the analysis aims to find out the
intertextuality.
In other words, as Fairclough argues that the ideology is manifested in the
text structure, the SFG and SBT analyses support the analysis in revealing Igor‘s
ideology of being the winner in the Coelho‘s The Winner Stands Alone. These
analyses are also important in supporting the trustworthiness of this study. This
study, it has been elaborated earlier, implements the notion of three dimensions of
text which shows how the ideology of the text can be found through the analysis
of the text structure and its interpretation. The SFG analysis provides the
explanation on the text structure, while the SBT analysis provides the
interpretation of the text.
SFG analysis to reveal the
text structure of Igor‘s
language

Igor‘s
ideology of
being the
winner

interpretation
process

habitus and capital to
reveal Igor‘s sociocultural
practice

SBT analysis to reveal
Igor‘s discourse practice

explanation
process
Figure 2.2 The Theoretical Framework
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter elaborates the type of the study, data collection, data analysis,
and result verification. Type of study sub-chapter elaborates the type of this study
which aims to reveal Igor‘s ideology of being the winner. The next sub-chapter
explains the type, the number, the selection, and the organisation of the data. The
third sub-chapter elaborates how the data are analysed using the theories
explained in Chapter 2. This sub-chapter also explains how the use of the theories
supports the trustworthiness of this study. The last sub-chapter talks about how
the result of the analysis in this study is validated.

3.1 Type of Study
This study belongs to CDA study. As CDA study suggests that all text is
written in the scope of its own socio-cultural practice and the choice of word is
ideological, this study aimed to find out how the main character of the novel The
Winner Stands Alone is depicted by the author. In other words, this study wanted
to find out how Igor‘s choice of word and his action are co-opted by his ideology
and his ideology, in fact, is embedded into the world he lives in.
This study found out Igor‘s ideology as portrayed in the novel. In order to
achieve that objective, CDA framework proposed by Fairclough is implemented.
Before coming up to find the ideology, the language used by Igor should be
analysed first. Fairclough proposes the three dimensions of text to reveal the
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ideology embedded in the text. To analyse the three dimensions of text, the theory
of systemic functional grammar and seven building of tasks are used.
Since this study did not only analyse the language used as seen in the text
structure but also the ideology manifested in that language use, this study is a
critical discourse analysis study. It agrees with the CDA experts who state that in
CDA the analysis goes beyond the text structuring into the ideology presented in
the text.
This study is a CDA study as well; however it applies different approach
from Rajan‘s study which uses hyperriality approach. This study applies the
approach of three dimensions of text proposed by Fairclough in order to analyse
the text, in this study the novel, in systematic way. Each dimension of text is
analysed using different theory which is appropriate. By applying the three
dimensions of text, the objective of the study which is to reveal Igor‘s ideology
can be achieved.

3.2 Data Collection
The data of this study was taken from the novel The Winner Stands Alone
which is written by Paulo Coelho in 2008. This novel is originally written in
Portuguese with the title O Vencedor está Só and was translated into English by
Margaret Jull Costa. This novel is published by HarperCollins Publishers. The
English version of this novel is published one year later. As the author of the
novel, Paulo Coelho has received many awards; his works are worth to study. In
his hometown, Brazil, his works entitled The Pilgrimage and The Alchemist have
been sold more than five hundred thousand copies. Since his remarkable
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achievement, he has regarded as the most influential author in this the world. His
works are always the result of his trip and/ or his deep contemplation about life.
This process of writing makes his works have a deep value related to human rights
and its surroundings. One of the reviewers, Annette Colin Simmard, as cited by
Morais (2009), stated that ―With what appears to be a simple tale, Paulo Coelho
soothes the hearts of men and makes them reflect upon the world around them. A
fascinating book that sows the seeds of good sense in the mind and opens up the
heart.‖
The data is in the form of clause and/ or sentence for SFG analysis and data
unit in context for SBT analysis. The form of the data is different since SFG and
SBT require the different data analysis. In SFG, the analysis focuses on the choice
of verb and the sentence arrangement. Differently, SBT requires the data unit
which is put in the whole context in order to interpret it well. The data, for both
SFG and SBT analysis, is taken from Igor‘s dialogue, monologue, and author‘s
narration about him. The reason why the data are selected in that particular way
because this study focuses on Igor‘s ideology and, as it has been mentioned
previously, the ideology is manifested through the language used, thus it is just
necessary that the data analysis is taken from Igor‘s dialogue, monologue, and
author‘s narration. The number of data for SFG analysis is 666 clauses and 37
data unit in context for SBT analysis.

3.3 Data Analysis
The data was analysed under the notion of three dimensions of text. The
purpose in doing so is, based on Fairclough (1995), it is necessary to reveal how
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the text is organised and how the choice of word must contain ideology of the
person who utters it. It is also important to find out how the sentence is arranged
in order to reveal what kind of situation being exposed to the readers. The next
dimension of text is related to intertextuality of the novel. In order to find out how
this text, in this study is the novel, is interconnected to other text out there, the
data was analysed using the notion of seven building tasks. As it has been
explained in the previous chapter that seven building tasks provides the analysis
on intertextuality of the text.
The Halliday‘s systemic functional grammar was implemented for the
analysis in the first text dimension. The sentences which were taken from Igor‘s
dialogues, monologues, and narration are analysed in term of the language
metafunctions. This analysis aimed to reveal the text structure, in this case the
structure of Igor‘s characterisation. The result in transitivity was used to support
the analysis on existentialism; how Igor tries to maintain his existence through the
choice of words he makes. By conducting the SFG analysis, this study identified
Igor‘s modality use and sentence arrangement reveal his ideology of being the
winner. The example of the SFG analysis can be seen in section 3.4.
The next dimension of text was analysed using Gee‘s seven building tasks
of language. This analysis was done to fulfil the interpretation process in CDA.
The data are from the data from the previous analysis. In this part, the objective of
the analysis is to interpret the text in its intertextuality. By implementing seven
building tasks of language, the discourse practice of the text can be explained. The
example of seven building tasks of language analysis done in this study is shown
as this example: Igor has no one to talk to, nor does he want to talk. The winner
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stands alone. Igor is the successful owner and president of a telephone
company in Russia. A year ago, he reserved the best suite in the Martinez (which
makes everyone pay up-front for at least twelve nights, regardless of how long
they‘ll be staying); he arrived this afternoon in his private jet, was driven to
the hotel, where he took a bath and then went downstairs in the hope of
witnessing one particular scene. (TWSA, p. 5) serves as the data unit in context.
The data unit being analysed in this data context was in bold. In this data unit in
context, there are three data units. The first data unit is The winner stands alone
which contains the building task politic and significance. This data unit shows the
politic task of language since in this data unit, Igor regards himself as the winner
since he believes that he has lived his life in a better way than other people. The
politic aspect of this data unit is the proof that how Igor values other people‘s
lives as undignified and less privilege than his since they only pursue shallow
living value. Form these tow data unit, the tools of inquiry used to build the
language task are social language, figured world, and situated meaning.
Bourdieu‘s concept on habitus and capital was implemented in the analysis
on how Igor uses his capitals to build his habitus. Since Igor believes that he can
get whatever he wants due to his capitals, this also drives Igor to choose such an
extreme way to get Ewa back. The existentialism theory was used to provide an
analysis on how Igor struggles to show his existence.
To support the trustworthiness of this study, the analyses on SFG and SBT
were needed. First of all, the notion of three dimensions of text became the
framework in revealing Igor‘s ideology of being the winner. In order to do the
analysis in each dimension of text, various theories were needed. The text was
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analysed using SFG, while the next dimension was analysed using SBT. Igor‘s
ideology of being the winner is also needed to be supported by reliable theory,
thus Bourdieu‘s habitus and capital was implemented to provide the scientific
explanation on this ideology. In the nutshell, each dimension of text was achieved
based on theoretical analysis which was presented systematically; the analysis was
not just merely the personal opinion without a reliable theoretical framework.

3.4 CDA Analysis Result Verification
To verify and validate the result of CDA analysis is a hard thing to do. Gee
(2011) explains the validity in DA cannot be simply answered by how well the
analysis shows the reality. He suggests two considerations to validate the result of
CDA analysis. The first consideration is during the text interpretation, the use
some language or some other symbol system and the text is meaningful. The
second consideration is that text interpretation should be done in certain context to
make it meaningful.
The considerations above make CDA seems to be a subjective analysis, thus
he states that validity in CDA is never ―once and for all‖. In order to bridge this
gap, between validity and the subjective analysis in CDA, Gee states as an
empirical inquiry, CDA is built around making arguments for a specific claim or
hypothesis. In other words, in doing CDA analysis, the analysis should stand in
certain point of view to make the analysis contextual.
It is hard to say that a CDA analysis is objective or subjective. The previous
explanation about the CDA analysis only valid for one analyst and in certain point
of view shows that the result in CDA analysis is subjective. This subjectivity in
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CDA analysis is also explained by Fairclough (2004). He explains that the
subjectivity in the CDA result is not a problem since every text analysis must be
subjective. It is because the limitation of the analysis and the analyst himself.
Further, the CDA analysis is hard to cover all part in the text. Thus, Fairclough
suggests that the result of CDA analysis must be open with further research and
change.
There are four elements to test the validity of DA analysis as Gee suggested:
convergence, agreement, coverage, and linguistic details. The first element is
convergence. The CDA analysis result considers valid if the answer of those 42
questions, from seven building tasks and six tools of inquiry can provide a
trustworthy and convincing answer. The next one is agreement. The CDA
analysis result is valid in the condition in which the result in social languages
analysis really shows the true reflection of the real discourse. The third element is
coverage. The analysis is valid when the data can really support the analysis and
the result of the analysis can measure the next situation that might happen in the
same discourse. The last element is linguistic details. The analysis can gain its
validity when it is supported by detail on linguistic aspect. Since society and
cultural change from time to time, the grammar of any social language is
composed in specific forms which carry the specific functions as well.
Further, Gee explains convergence and linguistic details are the most
important aspect in DA analysis. Related to these two important element, as it has
been explained in Chapter 2, in analysing seven building task of language Gee
provide the tool of inquiry. The tools of inquiry support the convergence and
linguistic details elements of the analysis. As a conclusion, Gee states that the
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individual work in CDA analysis is valid in its individual work, thus the
juxtaposition with earlier and future analysis is inevitable.
In order to fulfil the convergence aspect in CDA analysis, this research
applies the notion of seven building tasks of language proposed by Gee. The
analysis on seven building tasks using the six tools of inquiry supports the
convergence aspect in CDA analysis. The linguistic details are fulfilled by
providing the SFG analysis; as it has been elaborated earlier that SFG is the
appropriate way to reveal the text structure. Thus the result of SFG analysis can
provide the linguistic details element in the analysis.
In term of transitivity, there are five processes to be analysed. To determine
whether a verb belongs to material process is by seeing whether that verb shows
the outer experience and the process of external world. Material process, as it has
been explained in Chapter 2, shows the concrete change of the object by the
subject. The subject here is called the actor. The verbs in the novel such as A year
ago, he reserved the best suite in the Martinez; he arrived this afternoon in his
private jet, I flew in from Moscow yesterday, we married, and So that I can
rebuild my own world belong to material process.
Unlike material process, mental process shows the inner experience and
process of consciousness. Mental process construes the change happened inside
our consciousness. Fontaine (2013) gives an example of the verbs that belong to
mental process: know, see, hear, and think. The verb on the sentences I would like
to have had children, to honor and fear God. and in order to do that, I need to
destroy a few universes or worlds.” I know she wants to come back to me, and
And I think you can help me in that task.” shows the mental process.
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On the other hand, behavioural process shows the unconscious process. This
behavioural process is hard to determine since some of the verbs such as sing,
dance, and lie are near material process, while the other verbs such as look, watch,
think, and dream are near mental (Fontaine, 2013: 78). The verbs in the novel as
like in sentence If I wait for the rush hour to begin, they usually change their
mind, and Yes, I killed people during the idiotic war I was sent to fight, belong to
behavioural process since the verbs show how Igor‘s feeling change due to outer
causes such as he killed people since he was asked to do that during war.
Both relational and existential process are characterised by using auxiliary.
In order to differentiate those two, we can rearrange the sentence. The sentence
like I’m not a movie distributor belongs to relational process since I here relates to
the attribute a movie distributor. So, when the sentence can be rearranged
becomes A movie distributor I’m not this sentence is a relational process. The
sentences as follow Igor is the successful owner and president of a telephone
company in Russia, “No, I’m not, and My name is Igor Malev belong to relational
process. The sentences in the previous example can be rearrange become The
successful owner and president of a telephone company in Russia is Igor and Igor
Malev is my name. Thus the attribute the successful owner and president of
telephone company and Igor Malev are the attribute of he, in this case Igor.
While the following verbs in the sentence and now they’re proud of me and
you’re always at risk of being approached by people who have no scruples about
attacking, destroying, killing belong to existential process since the auxiliary
shows that a phenomenon is exist or happened. In addition, existential process
uses the sebject there (Fontaine, 2013: 90).
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In addition, in relational process there is other verb used. The verb have and
its forms had, has, and having as a predicate belongs to relational process since
this verbs shows possession, meaning to say it shows the relation between the
possessor and the possessed (Lock, 1996: 138). The sentences Igor has no one to
talk to, He had no boss. As he has many times before in his life, he has a mission
“I have some very influential friends.” belong to relational process.
Related to textual metafunction, the analysis aims to finds out how many
marked and unmarked themes in the story. The unmarked theme is written in the
basic structure of sentence, meaning to say the sentence begins with subject. The
examples of unmarked theme occurred in the novel are Igor has no one to talk to,
nor does he want to talk and Igor is the successful owner and president of a
telephone company in Russia. From those two examples, it can be obviously
recognised that the subject is placed in the beginning of the sentence. While the
examples of marked theme are Before going over to her, he observes her tenderly;
she doesn’t know that in a little while, if all goes well, her soul will be wandering
the clouds, free forever from an idiotic job that will never take her where her
dreams would like her to go and Anyway, my name is Igor Malev. The first
marked theme, the sentence begins with the adverb of time and the second one is
begin with disjunct.
The agreement and the coverage elements are achieved by comparing Igor‘s
situation with the recent event and other similar event happened in the past. This
study takes an example of Diogenes the Sinope and Jack the Ripper as the figures
who take similar action. Further, this study also explains how the recent case of
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) and other terrorism actions is similar or
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different from Igor. In addition, this study also explains how Rothkopft‘s book
influences Coelho in writing this novel.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the result of the analysis and its discussion. This
chapter is divided into three sub-chapters as this study has three research
questions to answer: (1) What is the meaning of being the winner from Igor‘s
perspective as seen in Coelho‘s The Winner Stands Alone? (2) How does Igor
show his perspective of being the winner? (3) What language features reveal
Igor‘s ideology of being the winner?
The first sub-chapter discusses the concept of being the winner from Igor‘s
perspective. The second sub-chapter discusses the real action Igor takes in order
to expose that he is the winner. The last sub-chapter elaborates how the ideology
is found in the previous sub-chapter is manifested through the choice of word and
its interpretation.
4.1 Igor‟s Ideology as Portrayed in Coelho‟s The Winner Stands Alone
This discussion is divided into two sub-sub chapters. The first part talks
about Igor‘s ideology of being the winner. As the title of the novel suggests, Igor
is mentioned as the winner who stands alone and he uses the reference the winner
to refer to himself. The next explanation is about how this study reveals that his
belief in being the winner is a form of a resistance toward the Superclass, in this
case the Superclass.
Before analysing Igor‘s ideology, it is important to see what he Superclass
refers to. In the acknowledgements of the novel, Coelho mentions he got the term
the Superclass from David Rothkopft. Rothkopft is a writer. His book entitled
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Superclass: The Global Power Elite and the World They Are Making is
considered controversial since he states that the world we live in is a subject to the
high influence of the elite. This book was written in 2008, the same year as The
Winner Stands Alone was written. He mentions that the world nowadays is run by
a small number of people which is called the superclass. The superclass comes
from the elite who are not only wealthy but also powerful. The superclass controls
people‘s interest in certain area such as business.
Rothkpoft mentions that the superclass is in the top of the pyramid. They
can earn money from the price stock, and how they can raise the stock price is by
trading in the daily basis. He explains further that those who can control the price
stock are just a small number of them. The countries in which those big
companies are operated, Rothkopft refers those countries like pets who live in the
house with an invisible fence.
He takes an example the recent financial crisis in US. When the country
faces a crisis, the president of the company gathers the head of the largest
companies to share their holders to the smaller ones. The good effect of this kind
of decision making is the business can be run well. The bad effect is the people
are forced to have the same interest of the superclass.
Since the superclass is the pillar to solve the crisis, the government tends not
to influence their decision since; in fact, the superclass‘ decision helps the
government as well. The bad effect is, government nowadays has lesser and lesser
authority toward them. Along with this effect, the citizens put their trust on the
superclass not to the government. Then, Rothkopft says that the superclass is too
self-interested.
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Rothkopft also presents a fact that that superclass also includes themselves
as the philanthropist. They believe that they have given a lot amount of money to
help people in charity. The fact is the government allocates more money than the
superclass. The bottom is rising; however the top is rising faster.
The situation created by Coelho in the novel The Winner Stands Alone is
similar to Rothkopft‘s book about the superclass. The superclass has the power
and wealth to control the world; Coelho writes the movie director and designer
control the actress and model and entertainment as well. Another similarity is how
the superclass takes part in philanthropy just to show how powerful and wealthy
they are without a pure intention to raise the poor.
4.1.1 Winner
In this novel and in Igor‘s case, being the winner means being a survivor in
the idiotic society. From the novel, Igor believes that he is the winner since he can
survive from the spoiled society by having more precious things to pursue in life.
When he decides to carry on a mission in the name of love, he has prepared
everything to ensure that his mission will be successful. He has given all his effort
to prepare everything. The fact that he has used all his capitals to reach certain
position in society shows that he deserves to be the winner; as it has been
explained on page 29-31, capital as a form of property that can be used to fight in
the arena.
There are four kinds of capitals; economic, cultural, symbolic, and social.
Unlike the rest of Superclass, Igor uses his capital to reach something more
valuable than money and power. The way Igor uses his capitals to be the winner is
discussed further in sub-chapter 4.2. Igor‘s ability in utilising his capitals shows
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his perspective of being the winner. In Igor‘s point of view, money and power are
in fact the capital someone has in order to help that person pursue something else.
Thus, if someone only focuses on having a lot money and power, that person has
not made use of the capitals to fight in the arena. Igor‘s capitals surely help him to
carry his mission successfully and to be the winner.
Igor‘s concept of being the winner is, first of all, being able to utilise all
capitals he has in order to survive in this materialistic society. In the novel, Igor is
portrayed as a man who is capable to overcome the difficulties. He does not rely
on his situation or luck based on money he has, but with all he has such as his
position as a president and his connection as well. When the Superclass and other
people only use their money and power to pursue other materialistic things, Igor
uses his wealth and prestige to pursue love and meaningful life. He does not allow
himself to be driven away by the wave of common people desires.
Igor does not want to have the same way of living as the rest of Superclass
member. When he attends the auction, he is just there to fulfil the necessity.
However, he does not have any intention to buy anything there. He thinks that
Superclass only spends their money to buy useless thing in high price to show
their prestige. The Superclass wants to show that they can use their money to save
people in Rwanda or panda in China, but in fact not all the money reaches
Rwanda or China.
(1) They‘re in love with themselves.‖ ―What he doesn‘t say,‖ Igor went on, as if
he hadn‘t heard her, ―is that only ten percent of the total amount raised will
reach its destination. The rest will be used to pay for this event, for the cost of
this supper, for the publicity and the organizers, in short, for the people who
had the ‗brilliant idea‘ in the first place, and all at an exorbitant price. They
use poverty as a way to get even richer.‖ (TWSA, p. 95)
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Igor implies that the good deeds the Superclass did aims to raise their popularity,
while in fact they do not have intention to really help the suffering.
On the other hand, Igor has true intention related to helping the suffering. It
is told in the novel when he does the charity to help his friend save the war
victims when the rest of Superclass provide the parties weapons to war. At (2),
Igor‘s intention to finance his friend in Rwanda shows he has different way from
other people to help the suffering. He knows that the money earned in the charity
will not reach the victim in full amount, despite the organizer uses some from it to
hold the event.
(2) When the genocide was going on in Rwanda, I financed a small army of
friends, who prevented more than two thousand deaths. (TWSA, p. 95)
Secondly, being the winner from Igor‘s perspective is the way he has a
determination to stand by himself. He believes in himself that he can succeed in
his mission and life as well. This is the reason why he wanted to make the
powerless and less determined people as the martyr of love; his message to Ewa.
He obviously states his opinion about people in Cannes who are common and
predictable.
(3) It hadn‘t been difficult to evade the vigilant eyes of Javits‘s
friends. He knew that such men, as well as being physically prepared to react
rapidly and precisely, were trained to memorize each face, follow every
movement, second guess any danger. They probably knew he was armed,
which is why they watched him for a while, but relaxed when they realized
he didn‟t constitute a threat. They might even have thought he was in the
same line of work and had gone to the tent to check out the place and see if it
was safe for his own boss. He had no boss. And he was a threat. (TWSA, p.
112)
From the previous quotation in the novel, Igor dislikes the fact that the
Superclass relies on the safety into somebody else, in this case a bodyguard. Igor
shows although we are already fully protected, we have to be alert to the threat
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which comes unpredictably. Further, if possible it is better to position ourselves as
a threat in order to be free. By stating that he has no boss, Igor highlights his
position as the one in high position; in other words he implies that he is the boss
of his life. Unlike Javits who relies on his life on his bodyguard‘s hand, Igor has
his life on his own hand. It is the reason why Igor always persists in developing
his capital and ability since he wants to be the threat, or at least he wants to stand
on his own foot.

(4) All so unsurprising. All so predictable. (TWSA, p. 39)
(4) is Igor‘s opinion about situation during Cannes Festival when
everybody hopes for having a great opportunity to become richer and more
famous. For Igor, this situation is so common to happen. Many people who come
from marginalised and powerless society tend to wait for the opportunity to come
and when the opportunity is about to come, they will do everything to get it.
Although they have done everything, their effort is not enough to take them into a
success since they have no determination to be in that position. Igor sees the effort
that many people make in order to achieve their dream is sometimes not realistic
enough.
(5) ...hoping they‘ll be summoned to an audition that will change their lives
forever (TWSA, p. 39).
He also dislikes people who rely on their luck to others. At (5), he
emphasises they only rely on being given an opportunity instead making their own
opportunity. Those people put their hope highly in this event, since Cannes
Festival is the best chance for them to meet an important person who can change
their lives. As it is told in the novel, those who search their luck here mostly come
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from marginalised society. They believe being an actress is the easiest way to earn
money, while in fact a person needs to work hard in order to earn much money
and high position.
His habitus is later on distinct Igor from the rest of the Superclass. As all
Superclass always try to show how rich they are by wearing expensive clothes,
attending auction, participating in charity, and eating in an expensive restaurant,
Igor has different way to show how classy he is. His way of living is, in fact, the
resistance toward the Superclass. This matter is discussed further in the next subchapter.
4.1.2 Resistance toward the Superclass
Igor indeed has a joyous life. He has become a president and the owner of a
big Russian company, a perfect wife, a trusted friend, and much money. Igor feels
content of his life. He also admits that he has become a religious person and he is
a philanthropist as well. His visit in Moscow remembers him to always pray to
God (TWSA, p. 3). Unlike other rich people who fund the war, he helped his
friend in Rwanda to build a shelter. He tells Ewa that his charity has saved many
lives.
(6) Igor is the successful owner and president of a telephone company in Russia.
(TWSA, p. 5)
(7) I met the perfect woman, we married, ... (TWSA, p. 14)
(8) And so when he wanted to buy some curare, he knew where to go, although he
had to pay an absurd price for a substance that is relatively commonplace in
the jungles of South America. (TWSA, p. 255)
(9) he arrived this afternoon in his private jet, was driven to the hotel, ... (TWSA,
p. 5)

Despite all the blessing and prosperity he has, he actually feels empty
inside. He expects to have a child, but he cannot have one [see (10)]. He dreams
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of having a happy marriage life, alas his wife leaves him to another man [see
(11)]. He always loves his wife, even he teaches her to be a successful
businesswoman. He helps Ewa to be a successful business woman to make Ewa
find happiness since she might be boring of her life at this state. Ever since Ewa
starts her own business, she does not have a boring life anymore and she can have
her own business trip [see (12)].
(10) and I would like to have had children, to honor and fear God. The children,
alas, never came.‖ (TWSA, p. 14)
(11) For example, last night, I saw my wife with another man. (TWSA, p. 15)
(12) She said she couldn‘t stand the empty existence she was leading; if she didn‘t
do something soon, she would go mad. Wasn‘t she satisfied with what she
had, asked Igor. ... She had had enough of the shopping and the tea parties
and the ghastly television programs that she watched while waiting for
him to come home from work. ―Don‘t say that, don‘t say I‘m killing our
love. I promise that soon we‘ll leave all this behind us, just be patient.
Perhaps you should start some project of your own because your life at
the moment really must be pretty hellish.‖ At least he recognized that.
―What would you like to do?‖ he asked. Yes, she thought, perhaps that would
be a way out. “I‟d like to work with fashion. That‟s always been my
dream.” (TWSA, p. 89)
Since then, he realises that he has been too busy with his life and forgets to keep
the most important thing in his life, love and his wife. He does not want to dwell
in sorrow. He makes a decision to take his wife back. He does not want to admit
that there is any other man who is more capable to give Ewa happiness.
This is an extreme decision; he decides to kill randomly to send a message
to Ewa, chosen since Igor believes that he deserves all the best he wants since he
is definitely a better person than any other people, especially the Superclass. He is
a member of Superclass, he goes to the Superclass events and activities, but he
does not want to be recognised as the same person as other people. He, in fact,
condemns their way of living. The Superclass always looks for money, fame, and
power. They will do everything to gain those three things. Igor does not like the
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way they dress in luxurious and expensive clothes, they sign a contract with an
exclusive pen, and they do business dishonestly.
Unlike the other Superclass member, Igor does not need to wear an
expensive clothing to show his position as a president. He does not need to sign a
contract with an exclusive pen since he will always be able get one. He does not
need to do something dishonest to earn money since he has done his business so
far well and he can still earn much money. Coelho states directly that Igor sees
fashion as the same as war uniform. One who wears the same fashion means that
person belongs to the same social class. Since one belongs to certain social class,
the other member in the same class should treat one well.
(13) Fashion. Whatever can people be thinking? Do they think fashion is
something that changes according to the season of the year? Did they really
come from all corners of the world to show off their dresses, their jewelry,
and their collection of shoes? They don‟t understand. “Fashion” is merely
a way of saying: “I belong to your world. I‟m wearing the same uniform
as your army, so don‟t shoot.” (TWSA, p. 8)
(14) Igor is untouched by this destructive power, for he has one of the most
enviable jobs in the world. ... He doesn‘t have to wear a particular designer
label, go to a particular restaurant, spend his holidays at a beach where
―everyone‖ goes, or buy a watch just because some successful sportsman is
promoting it. He can sign major contracts with a cheap ballpoint pen,
wear comfortable, elegant jackets, handmade by a tailor who has a small
shop next to his office, and which carry no label at all. (TWSA, p. 9)
Igor, by not wearing any clothes showing his social status, wants to make clear
that he indeed does not belong to this simple-minded society who only thinks
about fashion as the only significant thing [see (13)]. Further, he implies that he
does not want to be regarded as the member of Superclass since he obviously has
better living value than them. (14) shows how Igor does not need any sign or other
materialistic proof to show that he is a powerful and respected man.
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Seeing this phenomenon, Igor decides to take an action and to give an
example to those people that someone should reach something more valuable than
money, fame, and power. He acknowledges his mission as the love martyrdom.
He shows the society that love is the most valuable thing in life. Thus, he can do
anything to get love in his life. At (14), Igor sees money, fame, and power are
destructive things since they have to spend a lot of money just to belong to certain
social class through fashion.
Then, Igor‘s action to send a message to Ewa by killing randomly is a form
of a resistance. He resists the Superclass who feels comfortable in their comfort
zone; one member just does the same as other member since he has seen that it is
the easiest way to earn money and gain power. Superclass does dishonest
business, like Javits, in order to earn money more easily. They, the movie
producer and designer, ask the actress and model to pay certain money or to have
a sexual intercourse with him if she wants to get a job.
His making a decision to take such a great action does not come instantly.
Igor‘s decision to kill randomly might be unacceptable to the other people;
however it is the right thing to do base on Igor‘s idea. The same thing happened to
Diogenes of Sinope as it has been explained in Chapter 1. Diogenes lives in a
barrel, eats and drinks with his hands, and urinates in front of people to prove that
human does not need materialistic thing to keep a living. Igor has the same idea.
He wants to prove that the bad thing is needed to be done to serve a greater
purpose. It is clear that Igor sees love as the greatest thing of all.
Further, it is also important to see how Coelho‘s life experience, since he is
the author of the novel, is similar to Igor‘s. Choosing to kill his martyrs of love is
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Igor‘s considerate decision since, as Coelho himself believes and experiences,
sometimes the way someone understands humanity is through satanic deeds. It is
told in Coelho biography by Morais (2009) in which Coelho‘s works which
mostly talk about humanity is the result Coelho‘s spiritual journey in Satanism.
Morais writes Coelho‘s works are often influenced by his journey. His novel
The Pilgrimage is the result of his journey from Cebrero to Santiago de
Compostela. Another novel The Manual Book of The Warrior of Light is written
based on Coelho‘s spiritual growth when he begins to realise that he has to keep
on his determination of being a successful writer despite all the critics he gets. He
writes his reflection: ―Someone capable of listening to the silence of his heart, of
accepting defeats without allowing himself to be weakened by them and of
nourishing hope in the midst of dejection and fatigue.‖ (Morais, 2009: 384)
When Morais wrote the biography, the novel The Winner Stands Alone was
in progress. This study finds out that the theme of this novel is influenced by the
fact that Coelho sees drugs, religion, and fashion as the war weapons nowadays.
He also says that these weapons are the strangest since it is something against
which it is impossible to fight (Morais, 2009: 181). His argument is similar to Igor
who does not want to dwell in the wave of fashion in order to get recognition. Igor
is characterised as the man who can gain success without using fashion or other
things such as ballpoint to show certain brand; unlike the Superclass who needs to
follow the latest fashion and to use an expensive pen to show where they belong
to; previously it has been stated that Igor sees fashion as a war uniform [see (13)].
Firstly, Igor has ever doubted his decision in carrying his mission. After
killing Olivia, he gets a headache and his blood is flooding his brain, as seen in
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(15). He knows his condition is due to his being under extreme tension. He is also
in doubt again when he has killed for the third time. He is doubt whether Ewa is
worth for the sacrifice he makes for her [see (16)].
(15) He takes a few steps and his head begins to ache terribly. This is perfectly
normal: the blood is flooding the brain, an understandable reaction in
someone who has just been under extreme tension. Despite the headache, he
feels happy. (TWSA, p. 23)
(16) He wonders now if his love for Ewa is worth what he is doing. (TWSA, p.
109).
However, he has decided not to allow himself to get confused for so long.
From the novel, Igor is portrayed as someone who has a deep reflection toward
his life. He gets his determination back to carry his mission on when he reflects
the situation which helps him to kill Olivia without being caught. He realises God
and universe help him since although there are two policemen in the other side of
the road, they do not see him kill Olivia. He also gets a vision through dream that
Olivia‘s soul thanks him for freeing her from this idiotic world. Olivia also
encourages Igor to continue his mission [see (17)].
(17) He dreamed that the girl on the bench near the beach came to see him
and instead of condemning him, blessed him. He lay in her lap, weeping
and begging her to forgive him, but she seemed not to care about that, and
simply stroked his hair and told him not to upset him self. Olivia, the image
of generosity and forgiveness. ... He prefers to believe that it is. The fact that
Olivia is on his side, that he met with her on a higher plane closer to the
Divine, and that everything has been so much easier than he imagined, all this
indicates that there must be a reason behind what is happening. (TWSA, p.
109)
After doubting his motive and finally he has gotten his motivation, Igor
continues his plan in calmer and prepared way. He is not confused by his
indecisive action anymore. After doing several killings, he does not feel headache
or tremble since he has had a determination to do that. Igor‘s experience is facing
his fear is similar to Coelho‘s experience when Coelho decided to quit Satanism.
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Coelho ensured himself that he had to be strong and overcome his fear in order to
avoid unnecessary pain (Morais, 2009: 315).
At (17), Igor believes that everything happens as Divine wants it to happen;
in other words, Igor‘s mission can go smoothly because God allows him to do so.
On the previous explanation, Igor believes God is in his side since he can carry on
his mission smoothly. In the end of the story, Igor can accomplish his mission
without fail; his mission goes as he plans it. In the beginning of the novel, Coelho
tells that Igor always remember the time he goes to Moscow to pray and the pray
strengthens his will to get his mission accomplished [see (18)]. He also has
decided to hand his faith into Jesus‘ hand and Igor believes Jesus wants him to
accomplish his mission [see (19)].
(18) God alone knew what would come of that meeting. Igor, an orthodox
Catholic, had made a promise and sworn an oath in a church in Moscow
before the relics of St. Mary Magdalene (which were in the Russian capital
for a week, so that the faithful could worship them). He had queued for
nearly five hours and, when he finally saw them, had felt sure that the whole
thing was something dreamed up by the priests. He did not, however, want
to run the risk of breaking his word, and so he had asked for her protection
and help in achieving his goal without too much sacrifice. (TWSA, p. 3)
(19) He had placed his fate in Jesus‘ hands, and Jesus had decided that he should
continue with his mission. (TWSA, p. 119)
(20) Yes, he had won, but the winner doesn‘t stand alone. His nightmares are at
an end. An angel with dark eyebrows is watching over him and will teach
him which path to follow from now on. (TWSA, p. 343)
He finally realises that his being the winner does not stand alone. He will
always be accompanied by God to continue his life [see (20)]. Further, Igor takes
every action carefully since he realises a small mistake can fail his mission. His
single action is driven by his motivation to finish his mission successfully in order
to send a message to Ewa. He is sure his message will be understood and Ewa will
come back to him.
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His whole life is a resistance towards the Superclass, in this case the
Superclass. When Ewa is still with him, he shows and teaches Ewa how to be able
to survive in this world. He teaches Ewa how he does not want to be like other
people who live their life meaninglessly. When he decides to take Ewa back,
which means he wants to get something precious, he also chooses a different way
from other people. In the novel, Superclass such as a movie director uses the same
strategy to have a contract with an actress; either using money or having a sexual
intercourse.
The previous paragraph mentions that Superclass does the business in
dishonest way. On the other hand, Igor does his business honestly. He never uses
his money or other wealth to get a contract. He simply believes people will see his
quality in his achievement, not simply how much money he can pay or how
expensive his clothes or pen he has. His resistance is obvious; he condemns the
Superclass‘ way of living which he considers meaningless. He can make use his
money and power to achieve something more precious, while Superclass uses
their money, power, and fame to earn another money, power, and fame.
Seeing the fact that the Superclass lives like that, Igor wants to show that the
most important things are not money, power, and fame. There is another
important thing that can move someone, in this case he himself, to do everything
to get that. This novel shows how Igor values love as the highest and most
important thing.
(21) In this world, only love deserves absolutely everything (TWSA, p. 119).
(22) The life is more than meat, and the body is more than raiment. Consider
the ravens: for they neither sow nor reap; which neither have storehouse nor
barn; and God feedeth them: how much more are ye better than the fowls?
And which of you with taking thought can add to his stature one cubit? If ye
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then be not able to do that thing which is least, why take ye thought for the
rest? (TWSA, epigraph)
(23) Whoever you are holding me now in hand, Without one thing all will be
useless, I give you fair warning before you attempt me further, I am not
what you supposed, but far different. ... Therefore release me now before
troubling yourself any further, let go your hand from my shoulders, Put
me down and depart on your way. (Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass)
Since Igor sees love as the most important thing, he can do everything to get his
love back. In other words, Igor decides to destroy one‘s world to show that he
resists the Superclass way of living. He aims to make it clear that the true meaning
of life is pursuing divine things not merely a materialistic matter.
(22) and (23) above are Igor‘s motive in being the resistance. (22) is the
epigraph which is taken from Luke. This Bible quotation reminds human, in life,
needs to fulfil their religious aspect as well not merely fulfil their biological
needs. This quotation is supported by the Whitman‘s poem Leaves of Grass [see
(23)] which tells someone needs to be free from materialistic bond in order to
avoid suffering and trouble. Igor proves in order to feel content in life; he needs to
free himself from materialistic things. It is true that he has gained so much wealth,
but he does not allow himself to be bound by it. He can sacrifice his material in
order to gain something more divine. In other words, he does not gain money,
power, and fame to gain another one instead he uses them to gain something more
valuable to fulfil his soul‘s needs.
In a nutshell, the deeper concept of being the winner is being able to
maintain his existence as the resistance toward the Superclass. The fact that he can
reach each step to maintain his existence shows how he wants to be recognised
and remembered as the one who can survive from this materialistic society. Igor
has chosen a different path from the Superclass to show that his choice is correct
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after all. Since Igor can reveal his true power out of his limit, he is indeed the
winner who deserves to stand alone.
This study sees Igor‘s being the resistance towards the Superclass despite
the fact that he belongs to the Superclass because only the Superclass member
who can enter or include in the Superclass‘ events. As this novel‘s setting of place
is in Cannes Festival which is the event for celebrity, only the Superclass which
can afford the living during the festival. It is clear that Igor intends to destroy the
Superclass since Igor sees their life is meaningless and destructive.
Similarly, Indonesian citizens felt reassured when Susilo Bambang
Yudhoyono (SBY) was elected president (Abuza, 2007: 104). The reason is SBY
was the former general who was mandated to be security minister during a
Megawati‘s reign. The citizens believed only the general, those who have a
military career, can expel the riot in Aceh and other terrorism actions. It was
proven that SBY could bring peace in Aceh by making Gerakan Aceh Merdeka
(GAM), the group which was against the government for thirty years, signed the
pact of peace.
SBY was also able to counter terrorism and made the foreign investors
invested their money in Indonesia. He successfully convinced the citizens to fight
terrorism in order to increase the economic sectors. Brilliantly, he did not directly
mention or put terrorism as the top agenda. By presenting the situation if the
national security is low, Indonesia will barely be able to invite the investor. Once
again, this success can be achieved since the citizens have put their trust in him.
SBY is seen as the former military general who can maintain national security
since he is more decisive than his predecessor.
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This study sees the reason why Coelho puts the Superclass member, Igor, as
the resistance toward the Superclass since Igor is likely to succeed the mission.
The assurance is clear. It is because Igor can afford to reach the Superclass. If
non-Superclass member, Olivia for example, was put as the resistance, that nonSuperclass member would not be able to enter the Gala Dinner or afford the
expensive poisons. Moreover, that non-Superclass member would not be able to
approach Javits to kill him because he is guarded by the bodyguard. In short, it
can be said that only the Superclass member who can significantly bring the
successful resistance toward other Superclass members. The powerful one can
only be defeated by the other powerful party.
Further, Foucault (1978) mentions that the resistance occurs within the
power relation itself. The one who can be the resistance is the one who is closely
related to the powerful one. The resistance should be seen in many lenses. Each
case of the resistance is unique in term of its form and purpose. In Igor‘s case, the
resistance aims to rebuild the society. He believes that this resistance is needed to
carry out since it is necessary to fix the materialistic society. Foucault also
explains resistance occurs in many ways and some of them are occurred violently.
Regarding this explanation, this study states that regardless the violent way
used by Igor in being the resistance, Igor‘s action can be regarded as one of a kind
of resistance; Igor‘s action is not merely a criminal action, but rather than a
violent resistance. This study finds out the reason why Igor chooses to use a
violent way because he positions himself differently in front of the Superclass and
the victim of the Superclass.
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Igor sees himself as a saviour in front of Olivia and the beggar since he
believes by killing them he saves their soul from the idiotic world. He also sees
himself as a saviour when he is talking with Maureen. He wants to save Maureen
from destroying her life and her family any further. However, he never says to
Javits, Hamid, and Ewa that he is the saviour. He regards himself as the threat, as
can be seen in (3). Meaning to say, he aims to prevent any further victim of the
Superclass by killing the source of the problem, in this case the Superclass itself.
By doing so, he believes that his resistance will be more significance in bringing
the better society; it is also the reason why he kills the Superclass member after
killing Olivia in order to make his action more significance.
The significance in putting Igor as the resistance towards the Superclass is
the fact that he is the Superclass member. Igor is the one who can enter the
Superclass‘ life, destroy it, and rebuild it. This study tries to see the phenomenon
happened in the novel based on Igor‘s perspective to build an understanding why
he carries a mission in such a way.
Materialistic culture grows in the condition in which people are willing to
gain much money to fulfil their needs such as fashion and life style. However, it
turns out that fashion and life styles do not have a purpose only for personal
fulfilment but also for social status. It is the reason why Coelho addresses fashion
as a war uniform since people tend to show more respect to those who wear the
―same‖ fashion. In order to be able to include in certain social class, one has to
wear the same style with that certain social class. In the novel, Coelho mentions a
famous designer and brand such as Elie Saab and Versace. He also characterises
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Gabriela as the actress who wants to be given a project to earn much money and
buy that clothes designed by Elie Saab.
Coelho also creates character of Igor who is not interested in that particular
fashion or life style. Although Igor is a rich man, he still prefers wearing jackets
tailored by a small shop next to his office. He believes that he can get success by
improving his business, professionalism, and personality. Igor also prefers to
spend his money on luxurious vacation or expensive dinner with his wife. Coelho
wants to depict that people like Igor has a more meaningful life than the
Superclass.
However, based on the Hakim‘s idea of erotic capital, both Gabriela and
Igor are having the same strategy to get a success. Hakim (2010) explains erotic
capital is multi-faceted capital. Erotic capital includes beauty, sexiness, charm,
social skill in interaction, physical fitness, and good humour. Gabriela has an
erotic capital in form of beauty, while Igor in form of charm, social skill in
interaction, and physical fitness.
Igor is referred as the winner regardless other character such as Jasmine and
Gabriela can survive from the idiotic society because, as Igor resists the
Superclass, the money Gabriela spends for fashion benefits the Superclass.
Gabriela works for the Superclass and the money they earn is spent to buy the
Superclass product. This lifestyle makes the rich get richer.

4.2 Igor‟s Action and Reaction of Being the Winner
Igor knows well how to be the winner. Besides having the idea on how to be
one, he realises his idea into a real deeds. This sub-chapter particularly discusses
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Igor‘s action in showing himself as the winner. The theory on Bourdieu‘s capital
and habitus is employed in order to have a scientific explanation on it.
There are four forms of capital based on Bourdieu theory. Those kinds of
capital are economic capital, cultural capital, symbolic capital, and social capital.
The capitals are useful in order to survive in the arena. Someone must make use of
those capitals well in order to be the winner. Igor is able to use of his capitals very
well. It can be seen on how he utilises his capitals to make sure that his plan will
go smoothly. Since he is able to do so, Igor surely exposes himself as the winner
in Superclass in particular and in this materialistic society as well.
(24) he arrived this afternoon in his private jet, was driven to the hotel, (TWSA, p.
5)
(25) And so when he wanted to buy some curare, he knew where to go, although
he had to pay an absurd price for a substance that is relatively common place
in the jungles of South America. (TWSA, p. 255)
Igor‘s economic capital is in the form of his money and other assets. Igor
flies from Russia to Paris using his private jet in order to avoid an airport
inspection since he carries poisons, as seen at (24). He also can afford curare with
an expensive price since he needs to buy it in private. He does not mind spending
his capital since he believes he does it for a greater purpose. He also says that
paying a quite amount of money for curare is reasonable since he has to show a
gratitude to people who have helped him [see (25)].
Another proof that he can use his economic capital well is when he has a
talk with Olivia. He offers Olivia some money to buy her time and to hear his
story. His strategy to make Olivia is interested to his offer is a success. Olivia
likes having conversation with Igor; moreover she likes it when Igor talks about
love. Olivia knows Igor is unlike other people in time like this; the town is full of
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producers who seek new actor, Igor chooses the talk which is more interesting for
common people.
However, there is a moment in which Igor seems mistakenly use his
economic capital. He always has a quarrel with Ewa when Ewa says that he is too
busy with his work. On the other hand, Igor believes he has provided Ewa
everything; he can make Ewa include in rich woman group, he can rent a shop in
the most elite place in town to open a haute couture for Ewa, and he make Ewa
become a successful haute couture businesswoman.
Although Igor seems to mistakenly use his economic capital, he can
reconcile his mistake. Planning to take Ewa back no matter what indicates that
Igor believes he can fix the mistake. He knows that he has an ability to make his
plan go smoothly. He has a lot of money to afford the gun and the poison; he has a
private jet to avoid airport checking. Moreover, he enters the gala dinner without
invitation; he shows his business card which tells that he is the president of
telephone company. It shows he is able to utilise his capital well.
The fact that he has a friend, even from South American jungle, who wants
to help him, shows that he has social capital, as seen at (25). It must be needed to
know a lot of people to find a certain people or tribe in the middle of the jungle
who knows about traditional poison. Moreover, Igor‘s occupation as a company
president does not seems any relation with that kind of people. Thus, Igor must
have a wide link to have an acquaintance with many people from different arena.
Igor can easily enter the party for Superclass only by showing his business
card which shows that he is the president of Russian company and it is an
effective entrance ticket to a glamour party.
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(26) He offers her his business card, bearing the logo of his phone company and
his name, Igor Malev, President. He‘s sure his name is on the list, he says, but
he must have left his invitation at the hotel; he‘s been at a series of meetings
and forgot to bring it with him. The receptionist welcomes him and invites
him in; she has learned to judge men and women by the way they dress, and
―President‖ means the same thing worldwide. Besides, he‘s the president of a
Russian company! And everyone knows how rich Russians like to show off
their wealth. There was no need to check the list. (TWSA, p. 40)
From (26), it is obvious that Igor has symbolic capital as well. He believes that
whatever the president is, this position surely guarantees that he can get any
facility he wants. He also decides not to follow Superclass‘ fashion since without
wearing any expensive clothes or bringing an expensive ballpoint since by telling
what his job is, everybody will respect him anyway.
(27) The Beretta Px4 compact pistol is slightly larger than a mobile phone, weighs
around seven hundred grams, and can fire ten shots. It is small, light, invisible
when carried in a pocket, and its small caliber has one enormous advantage:
instead of passing through the victim‘s body, the bullet hits bones and
smashes everything in its path. (TWSA, p. 1)
(28) Igor‘s right thumb is pressing down on Olivia‘s jugular vein, and the blood
stops flowing to her brain. Meanwhile, his other hand is pressing on a
particular point near her armpit, causing the muscles to seize up. There are no
contractions, it‘s merely a question of waiting two minutes. (TWSA, p. 22)
(29) ―That she was killed where ... and that her killer must be someone highly
trained and with an extensive knowledge of the martial arts.‖ (TWSA, p. 77)
Igor‘s cultural capital is in the form of his knowledge about gun, Sambo,
and poison. Besides that knowledge, Igor shows his cultural capital from his
language. Igor chooses to carry Beretta P4 since he knows that this kind of gun is
light and small, thus he can carry it secretly and easily [see (27)]. When he kills
Olivia, he knows which part of the body needs to press in order to stop bloodline
[see (28)]. The pathologist who examines Olivia‘s body acknowledges that Igor
has a good knowledge about martial art and highly trained as well since Sambo is
rarely used in Russia now since it is a dangerous sport [see (29)]. Igor applies
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different tool to use the poison. He blows the poisonous needle to Javits to stop
his breath. He uses the envelope contains cyanide to kill two persons in the hotel.
(30) ―How much?‖ he asks in perfect French. (TWSA, p. 12)
This handsome, well-dressed man, speaking fluent French, doesn‘t seem like
a madman at all. (TWSA, p. 15)
Another cultural capital he has is his ability in speaking French fluently.
Further, he is also able to be friendly. He understands well how to mingle with
local people. He needs to do so since he does not want to cause commotion or to
be caught while doing his mission. In order to avoid being caught, he has to
minimize other people‘s suspicion. It is seen when he talks with Olivia and when
Olivia feels secure since this foreigner speaks the same language with her. From
(30), Olivia does not feel alert of Igor since Igor has a sense of humour and Igor
can attract people attention in the conversation easily.
(31) ... regardless of whether they know how much money he has— he‘s tested it
out on more than one occasion and never failed yet. He has just turned forty,
is in good physical shape, and, according to his annual checkup, has no health
problems. (TWSA, p. 9)
(32) ―I never harmed anyone who got in my way. ... But there are other women,
and the pain of love always passes. I need to act, I‘m tired of being a frog
slowly boiling to death.‖ (TWSA, p. 21)
Not only being able to use his capitals well, but also being able to have
proper action and reaction are Igor‘s qualities of being the winner. Igor‘s action to
take Ewa back is an undeniable proof of his determination to have Ewa as his only
wife. It is told in the story that he actually can take another wife since he is
handsome and rich [see (31)], however he does not do that. In later sub-chapter,
Igor mostly uses material process based on SFG analysis which means he decides
to be the doer upon his life; he decides to take an action toward his dream. He
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states clearly when he has a conversation with Olivia. He says he does not want to
be like boiling frog which does nothing but waits for death to come [see (32)].
Igor‘s reaction towards Superclass way of living shows his quality of being
the winner as well. As it has been explained in the previous sub-chapter, Igor‘s
way of living is his resistance toward the Superclass. He indeed uses his words to
show his dislike to them by saying they are in love with themselves [see (1)].
However, he goes further by proving his words into action. In other words, his
action toward the Superclass is his resistance to them.

4.3 The Language Features Revealing Igor‟s Ideology
The choice of words is usually an unconscious action one takes. Although it
is an unconscious action, Bloor and Bloor (2004) believe that this contains
ideological reasons behind. Using SFG, the unconscious action in term of
choosing certain words and/ or certain sentence arrangement can be analysed on
its structure. Igor, in this novel, is obviously using his ability in choosing the
words to move other and describe clearly what he is thinking towards people and
his surroundings. He obviously shows his trait when he talks to other people. The
analysis of seven building tasks of language provides a scientific explanation on
Igor‘s language use creates a meaning of his utterance. The analysis also reveals
how Igor sees the world and builds his. The explanation on the result analysis is
presented based on the seven building tasks of language and how each language
task is presented through the tools of inquiry.
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4.3.1 Systemic Functional Grammar Analysis
In Chapter 3, it has been mentioned that this study took 666 clauses to
analyse using systemic functional grammar. In systemic functional grammar,
there are three metafunctions of language to analyse. The first language
metafunction is ideational metafunction and it is followed by textual
metafunction. The last metafunction of language is interpersonal. The discussion
in this sub chapter is divided based on those three language metafunction.
4.3.1.1 Ideational metafunction
The ideational metafunction of language is analysed using transitivity
analysis. In transitivity analysis, all verbs found in the data; this study chose 666
clauses which were taken from Igor‘s utterances and the author‘s description
about Igor‘s trait. In transitivity analysis, the verb of each clause is put in five
category of process; material process, behavioural process, mental process, verbal
process, relational process, and existential process.
Table 4.1 Transitivity in Coelho‟s The Winner Stands Alone
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
Total

Process Type
Material
Relational
Mental
Verbal
Existential
Behavioural

Occurrence
308
165
105
44
26
18
666

Percentage
46.2%
24.8%
15.8%
6.6%
3.9%
2.7%
100%

From Table 4.1, it can be concluded that Igor portrays himself as doer, carrier,
senser, sayer, existent, and behaver.
In term of material process, Igor‘s deed is reflected into his choice of
words. Igor, who has been left by his wife, does not mourn for a long time. He is
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decided to take an action to take his wife back. During his mission to take Ewa, he
also carries a mission to show to Ewa and other people as well to think about the
most important thing in life. Igor, as told in the novel, values love as the highest
of all. He can sacrifice his time and money to have his love back.
From Igor‘s ideology of being the winner, it is clear that Igor is a man who
can overcome the difficulties in his life. The material process that shows Igor‘
determination in taking an action is shown in the following clauses:
(33) I didn‘t come here to cry,
(34) I came to send messages to the woman I love,
(35) But for that to happen I need to destroy a few worlds.‖
(36) it requires a lot of courage to take certain steps.
(33) shows Igor‘s will to survive from his condition. When he has a talk with
Olivia, he says that he does not want to be like a boiling frog which is ready to
die, meaning to say he does not pathetically accept his condition of losing. He
intends to tell Ewa to come back to him despite the fact that Ewa has married to
another man. Igor sends a message to Ewa [see (34)] to tell her that he can do
anything for her.
Based on the analysis, material process takes the most frequent process
shows that Igor is the one who dares to takes an action toward his desire. He
demonstrates clearly that he does not want to just sit and wait for Ewa‘s coming.
Further, he decides to be the doer toward his own life. Material process also
supports Igor‘s ideology as the winner; Igor believes being the winner means
being able to survive from the difficult situation.
Furthermore, Igor‘s ideology of being a resistance is also supported by this
material process. Igor resists the Superclass way of living which only pursues
materialistic things. The Superclass maintains this way of living since they have
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been living in that way and become successful, thus they do not have any desire to
change. They live in their own complacent, although this way of living in certain
extent hurts even sacrifices other people; many movie producers or designers
make the actress and model pay certain amount of money or have a sexual
intercourse in order to get the project. This way of business negotiation causes the
actress or the model sacrifices her family fortune and sometimes leaves them in
poverty.
Seeing this phenomenon, Igor decides to show them how to live in a more
decent way. He, despite he has had many things, does not stay in his complacent
and he is determined to gain more than just a materialistic thing. Thus, along with
carrying his mission, he wants to destroy the old society which lays their dreams
in shallow things. He shows that following his own or even other people rotten
dream leads them into destructive life. Instead of working honestly, they will tend
to be and keep being dishonest in order to get more money in short time since they
have been sacrificed many things at the beginning.
The clauses below show the relational process.
(37) Igor is the successful owner and president of a telephone company in Russia.
(38) I was capable of succeeding.
(39) I was always honest in my dealings,
(40) Fate, however, was on his side
Most of relational process occurs to emphasise Igor‘s characteristics as the
winner. Igor is a Superclass member. (37) shows that Igor is actually in the same
boat with Superclass; they are very rich and successful. (38) also shows that Igor
has a capability for it. However, unlike the rest of Superclass member, Igor is
always honest in running his business. He gains his success and position with his
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own capability, thus he believes that whatever he does will lead him to a better
future. It is illustrated when he carries his mission successfully.
(39) shows God smooth his path since he expects for deeper value than
materialistic things. This quality differs Igor from the rest of Superclass member.
As the reason in choosing his martyr of love, he has an idea the wrong purpose of
life, in this case materialistic one, leads someone into destruction. He is not
destructed because he dreams a deeper value in his life than materialistic things.
This deeper value of life drives him to carry his mission. In wider idea, he wants
to show the Superclass that they lead their life into destruction eventually if they
do not want to reach something more divine such as love.
In this relational process, the verb have and its variants are also used quite
often. The use of this verb aims to legitimate why Igor needs to carry this mission
and what others has and does not have that make them are worth to sacrifice.
(41) I have absolutely nothing to do with the world of cinema, fashion, or
glamour.
(42) I have some very influential friends,
(43) He had no boss.
(44) he has a mission.
(45) given that he has his mobile phone turned off; given that the waiter keeps
coming up to him and asking
(46) ... which means that he has false friends and many enemies show that the
victims are those who are not fit be in the society.
From clause (41) – (46), Igor regards himself as the one who is worth to have a
mission to teach the society about a good way of living. Further, he wants to tell
the reader that Igor needs to carry this mission.
In (42), it can be seen that those who cannot be independent are not worth
being the member of the society. Throughout the story, Igor is proud of being able
to reach success and fame with his own power and struggle. He also can show his
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achievement to his parent proudly. (43) shows Igor chooses the victim whom he
regard unfit in the society; the adjective unfit here means those who likely to
survive from this materialistic world.
The third process is mental process. Igor‘s mental process is represented by
clause such as:
(47) Firstly, because he doesn‘t need anyone‘s support to justify
(48) He dreamed that the girl on the bench near the beach came to see him and
instead of condemning him, blessed him.

The data above shows how he has a strong determination and courage. As (47)
shows despite the disagreement showed by other people towards his action, he
does not mind it. He is brave to stand by himself. Further, (48) shows how
determined Igor is despite the fact that he has done something bad based on other
people‘s judgement.
Mental process occupies the third occurrence shows Igor has a good ability
to understand, it can be said to sense, the phenomenon around him. A strong sense
of understanding towards the phenomenon around him makes Igor able to carry
his mission without fail. He knows exactly what to do to face difficulties ahead.
As the example, (48) gives an explanation how Igor sees his dream is not just a
dream, but it leads him to follow his path bravely. He can sense Olivia‘s blessing
to him and her blessing makes Igor believes that what he has done to Olivia is a
good thing.
Verbal process is the next process from the data. From the previous
explanation on material process, the conclusion is Igor chooses to take an action,
to be the doer, in facing the change and loss in his life. The verbal process is
occurred after the material process is reasonable in determining what kind of
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person Igor is. Throughout the story, Igor is characterised as a man who puts his
idea into action.
The verbal process is occurred in the following sentences:
(49) I said I would be capable of destroying whole worlds,
(50) he will order his employees to find out the girl‘s family name.
(51) ―I will speak English, not out of politeness, but because I want you to
understand.‖
The first data shows Igor tells directly to others about his intention in creating his
own idea. Related to the material process, Igor always puts his thought and talk
into action. (50) shows he really intends to put his saying into action; he wants his
deeds to be recognised and makes his martyr of love‘s sacrifice useful. He puts a
value towards the death. (51) is the scene when Igor speaks to Hamid when they
and Ewa are in the beach. Igor and Ewa are having a conversation in Russian and
Hamid asks them to speak in English since it is more polite. However, Igor does
not see his speaking in English is due to politeness, he is speaking in English to
make Hamid understand how he feels towards Ewa. In this case, Igor indirectly
tells Hamid that he can do anything better than Hamid to Ewa; thus Hamid needs
to give Ewa back to Igor.
The fifth process is existential process. The existential process is closely
related to Igor‘s ideology of being the resistance. This process shows what sort of
condition he has that makes him fit to carry the mission and to be the winner.
(52) and there is only one woman for me.
(53) he had an objective,
(54) it has been in the name of a greater cause:
(55) although there were, of course, times...
(52) distinguishes Igor from other Superclass member. Igor clearly sees love
and loyalty as the most important thing; while the Superclass easily has a sexual
intercourse with other woman or seduces other people to have a one night stand.
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Despite the fact that Ewa has been disloyal to him, Igor wants to have Ewa back;
sadly, in the end, Ewa does not want to come back to him. (53) and (54) explain
Igor‘s deed of killing people is different from other murder case. As he chooses
the victim whom he regards as the victim of the materialistic society, Igor intends
to have a better reason to die for them. In Olivia and Maureen cases, Igor believes
he has given a better reason for them to die besides ending their life in their
abusive boyfriend or in poor condition since they have nothing to leave. In Igor‘s
hand their death is meaningful; they are the martyr of love who delivers a message
to Ewa that Igor loves her deeply. In the end, showed in (55), Igor decides that it
is the time when he has to be hard to other people and himself to get what he
wants.
The last process type is behavioural process. The clauses that show
behavioural process can be seen as follow:
(56) He is sweating.
(57) He falls asleep without any feeling of guilt whatsoever.
(58) and rewards only those who behave in accordance with the blessings that
were bestowed on them.
Through the analysis on behavioural process, it can be seen that Igor‘s deed is
indeed driven by his desire to accomplish his mission in order to take Ewa back.
From this behavioural process, it can be concluded that Igor is a focus person. He
is not easily distracted by something that less important than his target itself. This
process supports Igor‘s character to be the winner. One of Igor‘s characteristic in
being the winner is determination. As it has been explained previously, Igor is
determined in being able to stands by himself. He believes that he does not need
other people‘s judgement in what he is doing.
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From transitivity analysis, it can be concluded that Igor does not only has an
idea to be the winner in his mind but also has a real deed and determination in his
action. Behavioural process occurring in second position concludes Igor has
experienced a bitter sweet in life, thus he wants to give an example how to have a
better life. Relational process supports his characteristics as the winner in this
materialistic society.
4.3.1.2 Textual Metafunction
Textual metafunction is revealed through the analysis of Theme and Rheme
of the sentence along with its pattern. Research finding of this research shows
there are 264 unmarked themes and 151 marked themes. Based on the explanation
in Chapter 2, the pattern of unmarked theme is Theme + Rheme, while the pattern
of marked theme is Rheme + Theme.
The thematic structure suggests the mood of the text. The thematic structure
Theme + Rheme shows that the text is speaker oriented. This thematic structure
suggests that Igor tends to focus the conversation to who he is and what he is
doing. It is seen in the novel that Igor always dominates the conversation with the
victim. If the victim seems does not agree or is not interested in his talk, he asks
directly to the hearer to listen to him. The significance in using Theme + Rheme
structure is Igor is sure that he is the one who can rebuild the new society since he
is the winner. Thus, he talks and does to carry the message that he can accomplish
his mission.
The data for textual metafunction was taken from Igor‘s dialogues,
monologues, and narration. Further, referring to the object of this study, it is clear
that most of the subject in unmarked theme is Igor.
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(59) Igor has no one to talk to, nor does he want to talk.
(60) The winner stands alone.
(61) He sees a young woman setting out her wares on the pavement—various bits
of craftwork and jewelry of rather dubious taste.
(62) I need to go to the very end, so that I can return to the world of the living
with a sense of duty done and mission completed.
(63) His nightmares are at an end.
(64) An angel with dark eyebrows is watching over him and will teach him which
path to follow from now on.
From series of data above, the unmarked themes with the subject Igor and its
variation reveal the message which is carried by the subject. As it is suggested
that textual metafunction gives an explanation on the text texture, further, the data
above also gives the information on how Igor carries his mission.
Firstly, he builds his courage and determination that he can accomplish his
mission successfully. Then, he has to take a careful step in order to avoid mistake,
(61). While doing his mission, he has ever been doubt of his objective; however,
he is always be able to recollect his courage and continue being determined that
he has to end the mission well [see (62)]. Since he has successfully carried his
mission, he believes that his nightmare has ended as well [see (63)] and he has
fulfilled by divine power. He is not alone anymore; the blessing from above will
always be with him since he has been able to hear the divine voice [see (64)].
The thematic structure Theme + Rheme suggests that the subject, which
positions in Theme, holds the ideology which positions in Rheme. (59), (60), and
(63) show that the subject, Igor, has the ideology of what being the winner is. As
Theme suggests as the most communicative part of the sentence, Theme + Rheme
construction suggest what sort of ideology Igor has. This construction is supported
by relational process in transitivity analysis in term of saying that Igor has a
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quality of being the winner. Further, (59) and (60) are also interesting to analyse
in the way how Coelho refers Igor as the winner since the beginning of the novel.
The structure of marked theme, mostly, has the adjunct as the Theme. The
adjunct gives the reader a clue on how carefully Igor is in preparing his mission.
(65) A year ago, he reserved the best suite in the Martinez (which makes everyone
pay up-front for at least twelve nights, regardless of how long they‘ll be
staying); he arrived this afternoon in his private jet, was driven to the hotel,
where he took a bath and then went downstairs in the hope of witnessing one
particular scene.
(66) Before going over to her, he observes her tenderly; she doesn‘t know that in a
little while, if all goes well, her soul will be wandering the clouds, free
forever from an idiotic job that will never take her where her dreams would
like her to go.
(67) ―So that I can rebuild my own world.‖
(68) Yes, he had won, but the winner doesn‘t stand alone.
(65) - (68) show how well-prepared he is in planning his mission and in choosing
his martyr of love. He also clearly states his objective in destroying a world in
which his intention to build a better society. When he can carry his mission well,
he is sure that he has won and he is not alone since fate and blessing will
accompany him to continue his life.
Rheme + Theme construction is so-called marked theme since this
construction is not commonly structured. The idea of having unmarked theme is
to emphasise the most communicative part in the beginning of the sentence. (65) –
(67) show how Igor has planned his mission carefully. (68) shows how Igor feels
happy and sure that he has accomplished his mission by putting the disjunct Yes in
the Rheme position. This data emphasises that Igor is successfully carrying his
mission.
In conclusion, the use of unmarked theme supports Igor‘s ideology of being
the winner by putting the message directed to Igor in Rheme structure. In other
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words, the thematic structure Theme + Rheme has a purpose to put Igor as the
main actor who can bring change to the society since he is the winner. Putting
Rheme behind, Coelho aims to make Igor and the readers believe that it is the
ideology of being the winner; this construction makes the Rheme instrumental.
The thematic structure Rheme + Theme aims to highlight how well Igor prepares
his mission.
4.3.1.3 Interpersonal Metafunction
The important analysis in interpersonal metafunction is the use of modal.
Modal use is important to analyse the polarity and modality of the statement.
Polarity refers to the positive or negative polarity of the statement. Modality refers
to the speaker‘s judgement of a particular object. (Halliday, 2004: 143-149).
Further, in term of modality, Fontaine (2013) explains two types of it:
epistemic modality and deontic modality. Epistemic modality is associated with
probability and certainty. Deontic modality is related to ability, willingness,
obligation, and permission.
There are four modals that are used in this novel. Those modals are can,
must, need to, and will. From the choice of modal, it can be seen that Igor
expresses his willingness and ability to achieve his goal. In other words, Igor puts
himself as someone who has a willingness to do something and an ability to
accomplish it as well.
Most of the modal that Igor uses shows a low polarity. Low polarity
modality is used mostly to show Igor‘s intention in doing the serial killing. Modal
can is used to point out why Igor decides to do so. Low polarity means the
statement contain less arguable possibility, meaning to say by using low polarity,
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Igor wants to show that it is just proper and unarguable if he does everything
including destroying someone‘s world to get what he wants. The form of this low
modality is positive. The reason why Igor uses positive low modality is he aims to
tell the listener that he is surely can accomplish the mission and has ability in
doing that.
Positive low polarity in this novel is shown in these following sentences:
(69) I just need to talk, and we can do that right here.‖
(70) ―So that I can rebuild my own world.‖
(71) Some boiled frogs still think it‘s obedience that counts, not ability: those who
can, lead, and those with any sense, obey.
(72) He can do it.
At (69) and (72), the subject I and he, which both refer to Igor, show that the
subject has the ability to do the action; the action is shown by the verb. (70), for
example, Igor is determined that he has the ability to rebuild his own world after
he destroys the old one. Further, at (72) he supports his idea again by saying He
can do it. It is true that there is no object in those sentences, however from the
novel, it can be seen that those sentences is a part of a long conversation between
Igor and Olivia. Thus, besides being determined that he has the ability to
accomplish his mission, Igor also wants to show Olivia that he indeed has an
action.
Modal must is used often especially to highlight the urgency that something
needs to be done.
(73) She is the message he must send, a message that will be understood as soon
as it reaches its destination.
(74) Firstly, because he doesn‘t need anyone‘s support to justify what he‘s doing;
he‘s convinced that since everyone will die one day, some must do so in the
name of something greater.
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(73) and (74) have a meaning that Igor is sure that he has his mission
accomplished. Related to interpersonal metafunction whose discussion is under
clause as exchange, the theme of the sentences is Igor‘s capability and
determination in taking Ewa back. Igor here positions himself as the source of
information; he gives the information to the listeners and the readers that he will
do as he has planned and make sure he does it successfully. Further, modal must
at (73) and (74) carries the meaning that the speaker has an obligation to do
something. In this case, Igor has to do something; he must send a message to Ewa,
in order to take Ewa back. In order to do so, Igor needs to destroy someone‘s
world and this action is just right since everybody will die someday and it better if
someone, Igor, can do it for a greater purpose; Igor regards love as the greatest
things of all.
(75) But for that to happen I need to destroy a few worlds.‖
(76) I need to act, I‘m tired of being a frog slowly boiling to death.‖
(77) Perhaps because I need to prove to myself just what I‘m capable of.
Modal need to is used to show why Igor needs to act. From the previous
analysis, Igor does not want to be like the boiling frog which dies since it does not
want to take an action. Igor decides to act and come out from the misery of losing
his wife. He does not want to cry or be sad of the condition. Further, he also
wants Ewa know that he is capable in giving Ewa happiness and support. By
carrying his mission, Igor proves he can do anything to keep his love and take it
back when his love is taken away. Related to the use of modal must, modal need
to carries the meaning that Igor has to do something in order to prove that love is
indeed the only things that is worth some sacrifice.
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Modal will and would are used to show how well-prepared he is in planning
his mission. Since he has planned everything well, he is sure for the success of his
mission.
(78) She is the message he must send, a message that will be understood as soon
as it reaches its destination.
(79) Before going over to her, he observes her tenderly; she doesn‘t know that in a
little while, if all goes well, her soul will be wandering the clouds, free
forever from an idiotic job that will never take her where her dreams would
like her to go.
(80) My wife will realize I‘m here when she starts to receive the messages.
(81) Firstly, because he doesn‘t need anyone‘s support to justify what he‘s doing;
he‘s convinced that since everyone will die one day, some must do so in the
name of something greater.
As modal will serves probability meaning, (78) and (81) support Igor‘s decision to
take an action. As it has been explained previously, Igor is a determined man, thus
he shows his determination by saying that it is a high probability for his success.
Igor also demands the listener or the addressee, shown by the subject, to
understand and recognise his action. (78) and (80) reveal that Igor wants Ewa to
understand the message he sends. Further, he demands Ewa coming back to him
since he has proved that he can do anything for her. (79) and (81) show that Igor
wants other people recognises his action as something to save people and society
from destruction. He believes not everybody dies after achieving a great purpose
in life. In order to avoid someone dying in vain, he uses certain people as his
martyr of love, thus their death will not be in vain anymore.
In the nutshell, interpersonal metafunction analysis provides an explanation
on how Igor reaches his success in doing a mission. He has a determination and
possibility to make change in the society. His success, then, proves that he is the
winner in this idiotic society since he has something greater to achieve. He proves
himself as someone who suits to be in the society since he can do something
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better than other members; while others feel comfort in their state, he on the other
hand does not want to surrender and accept his condition. Thus, the deontic
modality is mostly used by Igor to show his capability.

4.3.2 Seven Building Tasks of Language Analysis
The next analysis in language features used by Igor is the interpretation of
each utterance. The theory applied in doing the interpretation is Gee‘s SBT.
Through this analysis, this research reveals the uniqueness of Igor‘s language use
in term of how he sees and values himself and his surroundings. Further, SBT also
provides an explanation how Igor‘s surrounding forms his ideology. This study
chose four out of seven building task since those four are closely related to Igor‘s
ideology of being the winner. In SBT analysis, this study also explains how Igor‘s
action is related to the previous similar event and the recent event as well.
4.3.2.1 Significances
Igor puts the significance of the thing he talks about almost in all his
utterances. As significance task suggest that the speaker wants the listener know
how the speaker values the thing, it is also happened to Igor who wants his
listener knows how he values the thing around him. In term of tools of inquiry,
Igor uses quite vary of them. Based on the analysis, Igor mostly uses social
languages since he tends to manipulate or show his belief through his choice of
word.
Igor sees his position and possession as his proudest achievement. Since he
regards himself as someone who can do better than other people, he always sees
his things are significance in term of being used to achieve something more divine
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than money, fame, and power. In other words, to prove that he is really the winner
who stands alone, he puts the most significance things in this world are not
money, fame, and power, but something more divine.
Further, in politics building task, he values divine things more highly than
materialistic achievement. Since in the beginning, Igor sees himself as the winner
who stands alone; meaning to say, he has gained many things in different way
than other people. He has achieved that in honest way. From this analysis, it can
be concluded that Igor puts the significance into his position and possession since
he achieves position and possession in honest way and values those as something
he uses to achieve more divine things.
(82) I was always honest in my dealings,
(83) The winner stands alone
(83) shows how Igor sees himself as the one who can survive in this society. He,
as the winner, stands alone since not all, in fact all the Superclass members;
choose to surrender to the false value of live. The inquiry tool social language
gives the clue on how the speaker chooses certain diction to point out the
significance of certain thing. In this data, Igor chooses the word winner to signify
that he is valuable to be in this society; even he can change the society into
something better.
(84) Igor is the successful owner and president of a telephone company in Russia
(TWSA, p. 5)
(84) shows the significance task using figured world tool of inquiry. Igor
builds his world as the successful businessman as his proudest achievement. He is
proud of his possession that he can achieve in an honest way and in his fully
effort. Throughout the story, Igor uses his status to get what he wants. He, at the
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same time, wants to show his achievement and social status to everyone. It is the
reason why he gets irritated when Olivia insults him by giving back his money.
Igor thinks that his money can always buy anything he wants including Olivia‘s
time, so when Olivia asks him to take his money back which means Olivia does
not want to spend her time with Igor, Igor feels irritated. Further, Olivia‘s
rejecting his money is the first time for Igor to be rejected by someone related to
money.
Discourse is the next tool of inquiry used by Igor to reach the significance
task. When Igor asks “How much?” to Olivia in perfect French (TWSA, p. 12), he
wants to build the significance of being close to the victim by showing that he, as
a stranger, speaks the same language which makes Olivia feels close to him. A
common belief is when a stranger wants to learn the native language; it means that
stranger wants to get close the native people. Igor shares this belief in which to get
close to someone is to learn his/ her custom. Speaking the same language surely
can make the relationship get closer.
Similarly, Coelho depicts how injustice, immorality, lawlessness, and
nepotism cause a bad effect to the person and society in general clearly in the
novel. Coelho takes an example in celebrity life. The actresses or models who
achieve a success do not always achieve it honestly. The producer who can make
a good movie and raise an actress‘ popularity often does a dishonest deal with the
actress and has an illegal business to finance his movie. Igor does not use an
expensive pen or wear expensive clothes to show his class. His action can be
understood that he is able to suppress his desire in gaining more money and
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recognition, instead he can keep being humble with his ordinary style; Igor still
goes to the small tailor next to his office which has no label and use a cheap pen.
Coelho, in the interview about this novel, stated that he does not condemn the
technology development, but rather technology nowadays makes people isolate;
people tend to pay attention more on the gadget such as mobile phone, not into the
person they are talking to. In other words, through the character of Igor, Coelho
wants to ask the readers to go back to the basic; the basic of fashion is to protect
the body not to show the class and the basic of mobile phone is to communicate
not to make people ignore the other party.
4.3.2.2 Practices or Activities
Igor does not always show his intention to do something directly. From
(85), Igor can manipulate his true intention through his language. Based on his
character, the analysis of his practice shown in this novel can be done through his
language used. From the novel, Igor has planned his mission for six months.
(85) ―As you see, I kept my promise. I didn‘t shoot.‖(TWSA, p. 23)
When he decides to accomplish his mission by going to Cannes Festival, he
makes sure that he does not make any mistake in every step he takes. Referring to
his language used and his diction, this study analyses what his intended action is.
It is obvious that Igor wants his action to be recognised by Ewa and people
as well. This condition is related to the behavioural process in transitivity. On the
analysis of Igor‘s behavioural process, his action; in transitivity is his material
process, is driven by his inner experience. As it is clear in the novel that Igor
finally decides to make a move since he does not want to be like frog which dies
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due to the ignorance of the change. Igor realises that his life has changed since
Ewa left him.
(86) He sees a young woman setting out her wares on the pavement—various bits
of craftwork and jewelry of rather dubious taste.
At (86), Igor carefully looks for a potential victim to sacrifice. The way how
Igor judges Olivia as a young woman shows that he is doubt whether Olivia can
survive from the world. His judgement is proven by the fact that Olivia has to
work to earn money and it seems she does not earn much since the jewellery she
sells does not match with the high class people taste; Igor uses the adjective
dubious meaning to say Olivia‘s taste of beauty and classiness is weird or
inappropriate.
The tool of inquiry used at (90) is social language. The interesting part to
analyse is why Igor chooses the adjective dubious to modify Olivia‘s taste in
jewellery. Social language tool of inquiry helps the reader to know how the
speaker values and identifies the thing around him. The fact that Igor values and
sees Olivia‘s taste as dubious; her taste is just weird and inappropriate in this
society, shows how Igor tends to give less respect to those who is lower and less
privilege than him.
Another data that proves Igor‘s determination to be recognised by his deeds
is (87) and (88).
(87) ―I didn‘t come here to cry. I came to send messages to the woman I love, and
in order to do that, I need to destroy a few universes or worlds.‖ (TWSA, p.
15).
(88) ―So that I can rebuild my own world.‖ .‖(TWSA, p. 15).
Every time he encounters his victim, he ensures himself and his victim that he is
here in Cannes not just to have a vacation, but he has a mission to carry on. He
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also likes to have a conversation that he values loves the most; he can sacrifice his
time and money to take his love back. The fact that he finally decides to come to
Cannes to find Ewa shows that he decides to take an action rather than dwells in
mourning since he is left by Ewa. In addition, he has planned his mission for six
months which means he carefully prepares in detail in order to avoid failure. In
short, Igor is a man who can prove and fulfil his words.
He surely puts his determination to make the society better, better in his
own idea. At (88), it can be seen that Igor wants to rebuild his own world. This
idea can be understood in two ways. The first one is Igor wants to rebuild his life
which has ruined since Ewa left him. His decision to take Ewa back shows he
wants to get his old life which is full of happiness. The second one is he aims to
rebuild the society in wider sense. He wants to be an example how to have a better
way of living in this materialistic society. By being the only one who determines
to have a better society, Igor chooses the extreme way in order to be recognised
and remembered.
The tool of inquiry used at (87) is social language. Igor chooses the verb
destroy to explain what he will do to send a message to Ewa. This choice of word
means Igor aims to get rid of some people‘s life that he considered as less worth
to live in this society. (88) uses social language as well. Igor is determined in
rebuilding his own world since he does not like the Superclass‘s way of living.
The previous part of this chapter explains how Igor condemns their living value.
Moreover, he positions himself as the winner who resists their way of living.
Thus, he believes that the old society needs to get rid of in order to be rebuilt by
someone better.
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(87) and (88) also employ intertextuality. Igor‘s concept of destroy and
rebuild agrees with nihilism. Pratt (2001) explains that nihilism is a belief that
living value is baseless. Thus, nihilism believers tend to see the society
sceptically. Historically, nihilism believer often cause crisis and terror. They
believe that society needs to be destroyed since the people are meaningless.
Paradoxically, nihilism can be helpful process to reach the true meaning of
humankind. Igor is sceptical in the way he is seeing the materialistic society. It is
the reason why he condemns the Superclass way of living and decides to be the
resistance. He chooses to destroy the Superclass in order to show that he has more
meaningful purpose of life. Since he sees the society sceptically and successfully
fulfils his mission to show his living values, he can understand that the true
meaning of human life is not gaining more money, power, and fame.

(89) The life is more than meat, and the body is more than raiment. Consider
the ravens: for they neither sow nor reap; which neither have storehouse nor
barn; and God feedeth them: how much more are ye better than the fowls?
And which of you with taking thought can add to his stature one cubit? If ye
then be not able to do that thing which is least, why take ye thought for the
rest?(TWSA, epigraph)
(90) Yes, he had won, but the winner doesn‘t stand alone. His nightmares are at an
end. An angel with dark eyebrows is watching over him and will teach
him which path to follow from now on. (TWSA, p. 343)

Human needs to pursue something more divine; he mentions that love is the
most important thing in life. In term of intertextuality, Coelho refers to the story
of the raven from Bible, as it is seen at (89). Coelho creates Igor character as the
man who can understand the story about the raven. Igor does not only pursue
materialistic things, as it has been explained previously, but also pursue more
divine things such as love and life fulfilment. At the end, when people have
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focused their life to divine things, their life will be accompanied by God. It is
stated at the end of the novel and the epigraph of the novel as seen at (89) and
(90). Igor finally realises that he is as the winner who does not stands alone. The
meaning of this statement is among other people, in this case the Superclass, Igor
is the winner who stands alone, however in term of divinity he does not stand
alone. He is accompanied by an angel who shows him how to be more religious.
The false teaching about jihadist who is willing to die in the name of religion
often leads the follower into a stupid decision such as suicide. The jihadist‘s
action is driven by the excerpt in Qur-an (Wilson, 2008: 149). Further, Wilson
(2008) mentions there is a statement in Qur-an says: ―kill them wherever you find
them. Drive them out of places from which they drove you … Fight against them
until idolatry is no more and Allah‘s religion reigns supreme.‖ Wilson also
explains that they believe that when they die, they will be accepted in heaven
since there is a religion belief on an everlasting life after death, thus many people
are wiling to die in the name of religion. The culprits, without questioning the
teaching, believe that spreading bombing attack is the right thing to do.
Sadly, there are also some Muslims who become the bombing victim. Thus,
those terrorists just merely sacrificed other people, neglecting the possibility that
there may be their family, the other Muslims, who are the targeted place. They
brutally killed both Muslim and non-Muslim. As Obama said, as reported by
Armandhanu (2015) for CNN Indonesia, the victims of those terrorism actions
mostly come from their own group, the Muslims. He adds ISIS action is not
similar with Muslim action to fight immorality; ISIS despises Muslim idea on
tolerance instead.
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On the other hand, Igor does not choose his victim falsely. His victims whom
he is called as the martyr of love are those who cause the destruction in the
society. Javits has an illegal business and he does not pay the tax properly.
Maureen has destroyed her family financial just to provide her money to be an
actress. Ewa, his own wife, who has been taught about the trap in materialistic
society falls into the trap itself. In other words, Igor can choose his martyr of love
properly, unlike other terrorists who do not have such consideration.
Igor‘s action is similar to Jack the Ripper as well. Based on the FBI
investigation, Jack the Ripper stopped his action since he was close of being
recognised. It is similar to Igor‘s situation. He stops his action since the police
have collected many evidences and he is sure that there is a witness when he kills
Maureen. Both Jack the Ripper and Igor do not want being caught by the police.
During Jack the Ripper era, woman who worked independently was
increasing. Female prostitutes also often caused trouble. At that time, the
prostitutes wore similar fashion with the working women, this condition made
many women were assaulted or raped. His motive was not to against the law. Jack
the Ripper family background created him to be like one now. Similarly to Igor,
he wants other people recognise that there is something wrong with this
materialistic society. He wanted his action being recognised as the purification of
the human race (TWSA, p. 229). His action is taken since he loses his love due to
materialistic things and sees many people suffer because the Superclass takes an
advantage of the poor. Thus, it can be concluded that the rotten society creates
someone like Jack the Ripper and Igor. If the society does not want to be haunted
by such action, it is better to create the better society.
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4.3.2.3 Identities
From SFG analysis especially in the relational process, Igor always shows
clearly who he is and why he is worth living in this society. He states obviously
his identity showing how fit he is in this society. The tool of inquiry that is mostly
used in this building task is Discourse which means in order to build his identities,
Igor does not only uses language such as relational process clause but also his
behaviour and other stuffs as well. Since he builds his identity as someone who
has more worth living value, he believes that whatever he does to other Superclass
member is done for a greater purpose, not merely a greedy desire to gain more
money, fame, and power.
(91) shows Coelho directly build Igor‘s identity as the successful man who
seems to be able to do anything. The tool of inquiry use in that data is Discourse.
(91) Igor is the successful owner and president of a telephone company in Russia
(TWSA, p. 8)
Further, (91) explains why Igor always feels confident in taking his step and
decision since he is aware his identity as a president. Being a president means he
has higher position than other people; he believes no matter the president means,
the president of a country or a company, means the same, the position as a
president will always amaze people to give a respect. (92) happens when he
intends to enter the gala dinner without an invitation. He is sure the waitress will
allow him in when he shows his business card showing that he is the president of
telephone company.
(92) ...she has learned to judge men and women by the way they dress, and
―President‖ means the same thing worldwide (TWSA, p. 40)
(93) I‘m not one of those traumatized war veterans who goes into a restaurant and
machine-guns people and I‘m not a terrorist (TWSA, p. 21)
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(94) he arrived this afternoon in his private jet, was driven to the hotel, (TWSA, p.
5)
Throughout the novel Igor himself also does the same to build his identity.
(93) proves that Igor does not want to be compared to other people. He shows his
identity as a better person. The tool of inquiry used in (93) is social language. He
chooses to use word traumatized and terrorist to tell that he is not like that; he is
not the one who easily gets trauma when he is in frustrating situation or someone
who is like terrorist who kills people without meaningful reason. Although he has
ever fought in a war and he kills people randomly, he is doing those in the name
of a greater reason such as love and determination.
(94) is interesting to analyse in term how this sentence is written in passive
voice. The use of passive indicates that Igor always has someone to ask for to do
something for him. It is a common belief that someone with high position will
always have a personal assistant. Coelho wants to show the reader that Igor indeed
comes from Superclass and has a lot of money and power. The tool of inquiry of
this data is figured world. Related to the use of passive voice, its usage builds a
world in which Igor lives in. Igor always believes that he will have someone who
will do anything for him since he has become a man who can do anything as well.
Further, the fact that he can accomplish the mission successfully is because he
knows where to go or to whom he should contact when he needs something such
as gun and poisons. Although he does not want to be compared with other
Superclass member, his condition which he will have ways to do what he wants
shows that he belongs to Superclass.
When it is needed, Igor can be someone who shows his bad side. When he
has a talk with Olivia, he does not show that he has a hidden agenda towards her.
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He approaches her in a good way. However, when he thinks that he has to end the
conversation, he reveals his true self. Igor is a manipulative man.
(95) ―As you see, I kept my promise. I didn‘t shoot.‖(TWSA, p. 23)
(95) is a proof that Igor is a manipulative man. This study tends to say that Igor is
a man who smartly plays with language. Igor indeed has a hidden attention in
approaching his victim. His language, if the victim understands it, gives a clue
how he will harm his victim. From the novel, Igor brings gun as his last weapon
since using gun is terribly risky. In other words, it is unlikely to happen Igor will
shoot Olivia. However, Olivia is afraid and she cannot think straight. Igor points a
gun only to frighten Olivia. In this case, Igor keeps his promise not to shoot
Olivia, meaning to say he does not tell a lie, however, it does not mean Igor does
not want to kill her. He uses Sambo to kill Olivia instead of firing a gun.
Related to jihad concept, through this novel, Coelho wants to remind the
readers that human need to pursue something more divine than materialistic
things. The epigraph of this novel, which is taken from Luke, clearly tells human
that the life is more than meat, and the body is more than raiment. This excerpt
has a message that in life, human needs to pursue materialistic and divine things
in balance. Further, this excerpt tells that human needs to ―kill‖ their desire of
pursuing unnecessary things or other possession. Igor is able to ―kill‖ his
materialistic desire and can feel enough with himself. Since he believes that he
has been able to do that, he wants to show to other people that what he does is the
right thing to do.
Instead of being compare with jihadist, based on this study point of view,
Igor‘s action is more appropriate being compared with Diogenes de Sinope.
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Diogenes believes that personal possessions are the trap. The only thing needs to
be pursued is a worth living life; no matter how mad the decision in pursuing a
worth living life is. Diogenes rejects all unnecessary things in life such as social
status and personal belonging.
4.3.2.4 Politics
Igor tends to give a less privilege judgement to his victim in particular and
the society he lives in general.
(96) ―I have destroyed a world for you, Katyusha.‖ (TWSA, p. 87)
(97) In her youth, she had always felt rejected by others and never able to be
herself. (TWSA, p. 201)
Igor, although he seems to be a good and romantic husband, sees Ewa like one of
his properties. (96) shows how Igor does not see Olivia respectably. The first
sentence employs intertextuality tool of inquiry. Katyusha refers to the song that
tells a story of a woman who waits for the right man to come. Igor wants to
compare Ewa‘s life with Katyusha; Ewa has been waiting for the right man to
come and she ends up married to that man. Igor puts himself as the man who can
take Ewa to a better future; he is the one who teaches Ewa a business and makes
her a successful haute couture businesswoman. Further, in (97), Igor uses a
passive voice to tell a story about Ewa. He said that Ewa was always felt being
rejected, which means Ewa was less privilege than others since other people reject
her. However, since she marries Igor, she can enter the high class community and
becomes famous. Thus, Igor always sees Ewa as someone who needs being saved
and he is her saviour.
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Igor‘s language use also reveals his perspective toward his surroundings.
Besides, he shows how he values himself in the society. Sentences (98) - (102)
express how Igor values the things and people around him.
(98) The winner stands alone. (TWSA, p. 5)
(99) ... he arrived this afternoon in his private jet, was driven to the hotel. (TWSA,
p. 5)
(100) her soul will be wandering the clouds, free forever from an idiotic job that
will never take her where her dreams would like her to go. (TWSA, p. 12)
(104) ―I promised I wouldn‘t if you behaved in a more adult fashion and with due
respect for my intelligence.‖ (TWSA, p. 19)
(105) ―. . . it means only finding pleasure in pursuing your dream, having no other
diversions, finding everything else deadly dull, and ending up destroying
your family.‖ (TWSA, p. 163)
(98), (99), and (101) show how Igor values himself in among the Superclass. The
tools of inquiry used in (98) are social language, situated meaning, and figured
world. The choice of word winner identifies that the society is an arena for a
competition. The competition is about who will gain the most money, fame, and
power; obviously, the winner is those who can gain the most. Igor has earned so
much money, fame, and power. The novel tells that he is a president of telephone
company in Russia, other companies want to have a business contract with him,
and he can make Ewa to be a successful businesswoman. Based on Igor‘s
achievements, he can be regarded as the winner. Further analysis is the reason
why he is the winner who stands alone since many other people in Superclass can
earn that much as well. The predicate stands and adjunct alone show Igor is the
only one Superclass member who can gain more valuable things than money,
fame, and power and this thing is regarded as more valuable than those three
things.
At (99), Igor proves how fit he is in this idiotic world. The reason is because
he has a wealth that helps him to survive. As it is told in the novel, Igor uses his
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private jet in order to avoid the airport check since he takes a gun and poisons. It
is just natural only a rich person can do that. The world is an idiotic one for those
who cannot afford anything. On the other side, Igor has many possibilities to
make his dream come true. Moreover, the rich and capable person has more
chance to survive for that person can even create his own way to do things.
(100) and (102) show how Igor sees his surroundings. (100) refers to Olivia
whom he believes as the victim of the Superclass. She could not afford living in
the high class society although she has a job since her taste is just unfit in the
society. In this sense, idiotic job contains situated meaning tool of inquiry in
which this term is used. The setting of the novel is Cannes Festival when those
who work in fashion and movie are there. Obviously they come from high class
society with high taste of fashion as well, while Olivia who only a souvenir street
vendor will never be able to fulfil those people‘s taste of fashion. That is the
reason why Igor describes Olivia‘s job as an idiotic job since she hardly makes
any profit.
Other tools of inquiry used in this data are figured world and social
language. In term of figured world, Igor wants to show Olivia that this job is not
fit with the world she lives in. She can only hope that her souvenir sold out when
there are many people there; in other words when Cannes Festival is over, Olivia
rarely can sell her souvenir in large number. As merchandise seller, Olivia hardly
provides a living. The fact that she has to work in the young age proves that she is
from poor family who cannot afford an education to raise their status. Also, a fact
is merchandise is sold well only when that city has an event or many tourists,
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although this condition does not increase the selling that much. Knowing this fact
makes Igor thinks that Olivia‘s job is an idiotic one.
The use adjective idiotic here proves that Igor sees some jobs are meant to
be a low class job since those job cannot make the people have what they desire.
Those who have an idiotic job sometimes just can afford a standard, even below
standard, of living, while this materialistic world is too cruel for them to live. In
short, living in the society who adores money and power needs money and power
as well to be able to survive since our value depend on it.
Igor also uses the adjective idiotic to refer to a war. During the war, Igor
believes one party solely wants to prove that they are more powerful than the
other party. In order to prove who is more powerful, the other party which is, of
course, less powerful has to be sacrificed. This fact makes Igor sick since he does
not like the powerful one shows their power in such a way. In fact, Igor pities the
less powerful one.
However, the way he shows his pity is extreme. Igor kills the beggar and his
victims since he wants to free their soul from the idiotic society without any
hesitation. Igor believes he has more decent reason to kill someone; unlike people
who are at war, his reason is far from what so-called idiotic. From Igor‘s
perspective, sacrificing something even someone in the name of love is the right
thing to do. He indirectly shows Ewa by killing the beggar, he has freed that
beggar from being a victim in this materialistic society. He shows the people why
he kills Olivia sine he does not want Olivia suffers in this society and from her
violent boyfriend.
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(106) On the other hand, he didn‘t come here to kill innocent people in a
barbarous, indiscriminate way; he has a mission, and his victims— or
martyrs for love as he prefers to call them—are serving a greater
purpose. (TWSA, p. 164)
(107) He‘s a good man, and whenever he‘s been obliged to behave harshly, it has
been in the name of a greater cause: serving his country, saving the
marginalized from unnecessary suffering, (TWSA, p. 201)
(107) shows Igor‘s judgement for his world destroying action. He believes
that by killing a person especially those who is marginalised and suffering is a
good thing to do. He values his murdering a person as an action of love. As it is
shown at (106), Igor gives a title for his victims; martyrs of love. From his choice
of words, which belongs to social language tool of inquiry, it can be seen that Igor
values things such as love more highly than money and other material things.
Another interesting thing at (106) and (107) is how Igor uses a phrase for a
greater purpose. From this language use, this study sees Igor as someone who
has the ability and determination to do anything necessary, although it seems evil,
in order to reach greater things than money, power, and fame; this novel takes
love as something more valuable than those other three things. Other greater
purpose can be seen at (107) is the mission of saving misery people. Previously, it
is mentioned that in fact Igor has a pity for the sufferer; however, the way he
shows his pity is extreme. Even so, he is still doing so since he believes that they
just give an unnecessary effort in order to be the survivor in this materialistic
society.
Igor gives his opinion about those who seek to get a movie or modelling
project as those who only destroy their family since an actress or a model must
achieve success before reaching certain age. Those who can get a project in a
young age have more possibility to reach success and more money than those who
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are in older age. That is why they will do anything the director or fashion designer
ask in order to get the job; it is told in the novel the actress sometimes needs to
pay some money or even have a sexual intercourse before getting the project.
Most of them use all money they have; they even cause their family financially
collapse just to be an actress. The adjective dull is used by Igor to show that they
have had a stupid decision since getting a job should earn much money not the
other way around.
(108) Yes, he had planned everything. He had used his private plane so that he
could enter France with an unregistered gun and with the various poisons he
had obtained via his connections with the Chechen mafia working in
Moscow. (TWSA, p. 112)
(109) He had spent months analyzing the lives of serial killers, using a computer
program that was very popular with terrorists and which left no record of
any searches you made. He had taken all the necessary steps to escape
unnoticed once he had carried out his mission. (TWSA, p. 113)
(110) The murderer is an educated man. He must have spent days and weeks in a
library, studying the best way to carry out his mission. He knows how to
handle poisons and obviously hadn‘t touched the hydrogen cyanide himself.
He knows enough about anatomy to be able to stick a knife in at exactly the
right place without meeting a bone, and to kill someone with his bare hands.
He knows about curare and its lethal power. (TWSA, p. 291)
Igor relies on his life not only on materialistic things but also on
intelligence. Being a high intelligence person allows that person to be more
creative in solving a problem. Igor proves it when he plans his mission. He plans a
single detail, even he has done a simulation using certain software, so that he does
not miss anything and can predict every possibility [see (108) and (109)]. The fact
that he uses various methods in killing his victims shows how intelligence he is.
Even Savoy, the local detective, admits that the murder is carefully planned [see
(110)]. Savoy says that this serial killing is done by an educated man who knows
about curare and its lethal power. Igor‘s random modus operandi in doing a killing
proves his intelligence.
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The idea of personal possession as a trap is the same with Coelho‘s in the
novel The Winner Stands Alone. In the foreword of the novel, Coelho mentions
that fame, money and power are the false value; people who only pursue those
three things are considered as those who have been trapped. He creates character
of Igor to show how difficult it is to escape from the trap. When someone can
escape from it, there are many ordeals ahead. In short, the similarity between Igor
and Diogenes the Sinope lies in how they are able to restrain themselves from
pursuing unnecessary things in life, especially the things that do not make the life
is worth to live in.
As it has been mentioned in prior building task that today terrorism actions
are often associated with jihad, actually the meaning of jihad nowadays is getting
shallower and shallower. Zakaria (2013) explains there are five concepts of jihad.
In short, jihad is not only associated with kill in the name of religion (Muslim
refers this as holy war), but also associated with control the unnecessary desire in
order to get closer to God such as by fasting, praying, and working honestly. From
this concept of jihad, Igor can be included in jihadist but in other concept than
going into holy war. Further, Latif and Munir (2014), explained that the intention
of doing jihad is eradication of the harmful things for developing a better society;
things such as injustice, immorality, lawlessness, and nepotism should be
eradicated.
Coelho depicts how injustice, immorality, lawlessness, and nepotism cause a
bad effect to the person and society in general clearly in the novel. Coelho takes
an example in celebrity life. The actresses or models who achieve a success do not
always achieve it honestly. The producer who can make a good movie and raise
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an actress‘ popularity often does a dishonest deal with the actress and has an
illegal business to finance his movie. Igor does not use an expensive pen or wear
expensive clothes to show his class. His action can be understood that he is able to
suppress his desire in gaining more money and recognition, instead he can keep
being humble with his ordinary style; Igor still goes to the small tailor next to his
office which has no label and use a cheap pen.
After interpreting Igor‘s text which was taken from Igor‘s dialogue and
monologue, the later explanation is about Igor‘s sociocultural practices.
Continuing the analysis of Igor‘s ideology, it is important to highlight the turning
point in Igor‘s life which encourages Igor to carry his mission. Ewa, his wife, left
him to marry another man and to gain more fame. Igor feels disappointed and
angry since he thinks he has taught Ewa not to be dazzled with money, fame, and
power. A person finds the purpose of life when that person has found something
he desires the most. Left by Ewa changes Igor; he is so workaholic back then and
now he can stop his work for a while just to take Ewa back. In the beginning, he
desires to be a successful businessman, and then he desires to take Ewa back.
The way he wants to take Ewa back is by carrying a mission to fix the
society; further, it also shows that Igor despises the Superclass which creates the
materialistic society. This materialistic society makes people have a false value of
life and makes the poor suffer. Igor wants to save the suffering from this idiotic
world; Igor does not want the poor become crazy and meaningless. He also
condemns the Superclass which maintains their false value and encourages people
to follow them. Unfortunately, not all people can follow their life style, thus the
followers are willing to do anything to reach certain power and fame.
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The people who are willing to do anything to be in the same level with the
Superclass often need to sacrifice the important thing in life such as family and
dignity. They also often do dishonest business to earn much money in a short
time. Igor has seen and experienced all of this. Because of that, he decides to take
an action to take his love back and to fix the society.
Understanding Igor‘s life, this study sees Igor‘s action in carrying a mission
is caused by the society he lives in. Similarly with today radical movement carried
by certain organisation which aims to purify the society. Both Igor and that
organisation have a strong will to create a better society. However, it is important
to bear in mind that this study does not see the act a killing or other term such as
holy war as something right to do. This study, as it has been explained previously,
highlight how the society creates Igor and other organisation and how they have a
strong will for the sake of humankind.
Unlike ISIS or other jihadists, Igor is able to make a distance with
something he adores. Igor does not see money, power, and fame as the useless
things to have; instead he sees those three things as the capitals he has in order to
survive in this materialistic society. He is rich and powerful but he does not allow
himself to be a hedonist; Igor indeed uses his materialistics possension to assure
that his mission in successful and joins the Superclass‘ event, but is is because of
his work and necessity. Igor said:
―Because we need to be. It‘s part of my work. I have no intention
of saving Rwanda or sending medicine to refugees, but at least I
know that I don‘t. The other guests here tonight are using their
money to wash their consciences and their souls clean of guilt.
When the genocide was going on in Rwanda, I financed a small
army of friends, who prevented more than two thousand deaths.
Did you know that?‖ (TWSA, p. 95)
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He chose his martyrs of love considerately, while ISIS and other jihadists did not.
This study, as it has been mention in 2.2.3, also reviews the previous study
on Igor‘s characterisation and motivation in the novel. Similarly, this study
believes that Igor‘s action is driven by his desire to take his wife back. His desire
is driven by outside situation in this case being left by his beloved wife. Siahaan
(2013) conducted a study on why Igor kills people. She analysed the reason
behind Igor‘s action. Based on Maslow‘s the theory of motivation and Freud‘s
formal structure of personality, it can be concluded that Igor‘s action is driven by
his desire to get his love back; it is what this study has explained as well. Maslow,
as cited by Siahaan (2013), explains that as human, a person needs to fulfil his
basic needs. It is clear that Igor is lack of belongingness and love needs. After
being left by Ewa, he does not feel being loved anymore. In order to fulfil his
basic needs, he kills people to send a message to Ewa.
In addition, this study has mentioned previously that Igor positions himself
differently in front of the Superclass and the victim of the Superclass. When he
positions himself as the saviour in front of the victim of the Superclass, such as
Olivia, he believes that by killing her he has saved her from the idiotic world. He
positions himself as the judge and punisher in front of the Superclass since he
believes that he is a better person compare to them since he has different living
value. Either way, Igor chooses killing to save and/ or punish them.
Although he feels guilty at the beginning, Igor always searches for
anticipation of his wrong doing by saying that he has freed someone‘s soul and
believing that someone will die eventually. Siahaan (2013) finds out that his
guilty feeling is the result of his superego. His superego punishes his wrong doing
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since superego functions to give judgement. In the end, Igor realises that he does
not stand alone since he feels blessed by Olivia‘s soul. This study concludes that
being blessed by Olivia‘s soul and deciding to kill Ewa prove that Igor does not
love Ewa like he is used to be. Thus, it is written in the end of the novel that the
winner does not stand alone.
From SBT analysis, this study finds out that, in fact, Igor is blinded with his
own ideology. The prior analysis elaborates how Igor despises the Superclass‘
way of living. Adoring money, fame, and power brings destruction and creates a
meaningless life. Igor believes that love is the only thing which deserves the
ultimate form of sacrifice, in this case destroying someone‘s world. Time by time
it seems Igor is going obsessed with own ideology. He comes out with the idea of
killing a person to send a message that makes Ewa pay attention to it; it the reason
why Igor refers his victim as the martyr of love since the victim is sacrificed for
Igor‘s love to Ewa.
In other words, both Igor and the Superclass are obsessed by their own
ideology. Igor believes that love is the most important thing, while the Superclass
believes that money, fame, and power are the most important ones. Whatever
things they regard as the most important one causes they become obsessed and
want to do anything to get that most important thing. Shortly, Coelho wants to say
that whatever your desires are, those desires are driven us to do anything
regardless what the consequences follow.
Conducting a series of analysis above, this study finds out that Coelho plays
trick in characterising Igor. Since the beginning of the novel, Coelho refers Igor as
the winner for having a personality and a living value that are different from the
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Superclass. However, it turns out that Igor, as it has been mentioned in the
previous paragraph, is blinded by his own ideology of praising a divinity. Through
the analysis, it can be concluded that Igor is indeed the winner in term of being
able to be free from material possessions. Yet, having different, which is
considered more privilege; living value does not guarantee Igor can escape from
the trap.
Igor, by being considered as the winner, can escape from the trap of material
possession, but he cannot escape from the trap of his obsession with love.
Through the character of Igor, Coelho criticises the material possession which is
achieved illegally. Further, Coelho also aims to put the poor and the rich in the
same position; although Igor is the Superclass member, he does not forget to
pursue divinity. He wants to say that rich people such as movie director and
designer tend to forget about divinity; on the other hand poor people such as street
vendor focus more on divinity. This idea is parallel to van Klinken (2007) who
says that poor countries are more likely to suffer from internal violence than
wealthy ones; it can be said that poor people tend to be easily manipulated in the
name of religion like what happened in Igor and terrorism attacks nowadays and
rich people can be manipulated by money, fame, and power as well like the movie
directors and the corruptors. Paradoxically, Igor uses illegal way to get his love
back. Thus, having an obsession with divine things can bring madness like having
an obsession with money, fame, and power. In order to free ourselves from the
trap, then, it is important to have a balance in life. We have to balance our
material and divinity needs.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This final chapter consists of conclusion and suggestion sub-chapters. The
brief conclusion of this study after answering the research questions is elaborated
in the first part. The suggestion sub-chapter contains the suggestion given to the
other parties who will get benefit from this study and will make this study better
in the future research.
5.1 Conclusions
Through the CDA analysis using Fairclough‘s three dimensions of text, the
conclusion drawn from the first research question is that Igor‘s ideology of being
the winner means being able to use the capitals he has in order to be a successful
resistance; as Foucault says that where there is power, there is a resistance. The
society which Igor lives in is a materialistic society. Every member has a dream to
own as much money and power as they can. As it is portrayed in the novel The
Winner Stands Alone, those who have reached the high social class tend to belittle
those in lower social class. It is written the novel, the producer has a privilege to
ask whatever he wants to the actress since the actress needs the producer to make
the actress to be a star. Those who are in the high social class, which is so-called
Superclass in this novel, also contribute to the charity only for being recognised as
a rich people. They participate in auction, buying thing in very high price, just to
prove that they have a lot of money and power to pay for that thing in high price.
Igor resists this way of living. He believes that by using all he has; his
money and power, he does not need to do such things in order to be recognised as
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an important people, the member of Superclass. Igor participate the auction just to
be there, to maintain his image as a rich people. He does not have any intention to
buy a thing there. He indeed donates much money for the war refugee without any
necessary being recognised or reported in the news. He does not need to buy an
expensive clothes in order to show that he is the owner of big communication
company. He does not need to sign a contract using an expensive pen. Without
having a Superclass life style, Igor can proof himself being able to survive in this
materialistic society.
Answering the first research question leads this study to find out that the
way how Igor can be the winner in this materialistic society is by being able to
escape a trap. The traps being told in this novel are money, power, and fame;
Igor‘s ability in having different meaning of life proves that he can see something
else which has deeper value. Through the analysis using Kierkegaard‘s
existentialism, the intention behind his mission is he wants to fulfil the divine
calling which asks him to prove that people need to pursue something better than
just money, power, and fame. He is able to show that although he is the only
Superclass member who can escape from the traps, he can successfully show that
only love and other divine things which deserve to pursue by all human‘s might.
In other words, he challenges Superclass way of living by showing his way of
living.
From the second research question, it can be concluded that Igor indeed uses
all his ability in order to accomplish his mission. His capitals allow him to access
anything he needs easier. However, he does not see his effort as something bad
and dishonest; he believes he has done the right thing since he does it for a greater
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purpose instead. His ability to use all the capitals, in this case, reveals that he
distinct his way of living from the rest of Superclass members. He does not use
his capitals, especially the economic and social capitals, to achieve other
economic and social capitals. In short, he can utilise those two capitals to gain
something more than a mere materialistic things; in this novel Igor uses all the
capital to take his love back.
The finding from the third research question is Igor‘s ideology of being the
winner is revealed through his language use as well. From the SFG and SBT
analysis, Igor‘s language use can be proven theoretically showing his ideology.
The first analysis which employs SFG, this study finds out that the transitivity
analysis gives an explanation what characteristics Igor has which makes him be
winner. Further, from transitivity analysis, this study reveals how his ideology of
being the winner is manifested through his way of living and his action in doing
his mission. The thematic structure Theme + Rheme supports that Igor is the
winner who deserves to stand alone. Further, this structure supports the idea that
Igor is the one who suits to carry a mission to create a better society. The use of
modal, which is analysed under the interpersonal metafunction, shows how
determined he is in proving that he is the winner and in carrying his mission
successfully.
The second analysis to answer the third research question was conducted by
implementing Gee‘s SBT. SBT analysis gives deeper explanation on how his
language use is shaped by his experience. He puts significance on what kind of
person he is since he sees other Superclass members so not have a better living
value than he is. Further, he puts significance on his achievement and possession
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since he gets them in honest way, unlike the rest of Superclass. Since he values
himself and his possession and achievement as well as more privilege than others,
he also takes his action confidently. He chooses a victim whom he considers does
not fit being in this society without hesitation since he believes in his judgement.
He mostly says his identity as the winner directly to the listeners. In term of
politics building task, he values his self and anything he has highly since he
achieves them honestly and uses them for a greater purposes. He tends to looks
other people less highly since he knows that they achieve their position in
dishonest way and they have lived a shallow meaning of life.
5.2 Suggestions
Coelho brilliantly portrays how the society we are living. When the rich get
richer and the poor get poorer, it is the time when people have to start thinking of
creating a better society. From the character of Igor, Coelho wants to give an
example how to have a more meaningful life. The rich should not only think about
earning more money and power but also think about having more decent life such
as pursuing love and determination. Due to this reason, Igor condemns the
Superclass way of living which neglects pursuing divine things. The poor, also,
should not sacrifice their life just to satisfy their needs of money.
Although money is important, their dignity, family, and their life are much
more important. Because of that, Igor sees the marginalised in term of money and
power who sacrifice their life and family as the victim of the society; he sees them
as those who do not fit in the society. In short, from the novel and this study, the
researcher wants to highlight how we, whether we belong to the rich or the poor,
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need to have more decent life; we have to pursue deeper value than pursuing
materialistic things only.
The first suggestion is for the future research. The researcher hopes that the
future research will conduct more thorough explanation and analysis on the same
field. CDA is broad in the sense of there are many kinds of text that can be the
data for CDA analysis. There are also many topics and imbalance in the society
that need to be analysed using more critical way of thinking.
The next suggestion is for the readers of this study. The researcher hopes by
reading this study, the readers can have deeper understanding about our recent
condition. The researcher also expects that the readers can build and develop a
critical thinking toward practices in our society. Further, this study expects the
readers to have a wider point of view regarding recent movement in the society.
When we have a judgment similarly with the people whom we considered as a
bad person or a villain, we in fact are similar to them. Thus, it is better for us to
see certain event or people in many lenses, at least two: the good side and the bad
side.
The last suggestion goes to the teachers. The researcher hopes that the
teachers can help the student to build a critical thinking toward the social
phenomenon. It is important to build the students‘ critical thinking since the
society needs the agents of change. By teaching them how to be more critical and
thoughtful, it is expected that they can be the agent of change for a better society.
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Appendix 1
Transitivity Analysis
no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

sentence
Igor has no one to talk to,
nor does he want to talk.
The winner stands alone.
Igor is the successful owner and president of a telephone company in Russia.
A year ago, he reserved the best suite in the Martinez;
he arrived this afternoon in his private jet,
was driven to the hotel,
He sees a young woman setting out her wares on the pavement
Yes, she will be the sacrifice.
Before going over to her, he observes her tenderly;
free forever from an idiotic job that will never take her
he asks in perfect French
―No, I‟m not.
I don‘t work in the movies,
nor am I going to make you an actress and
change your life.
I‘m not interested in the things you‘re selling either
I just need to talk, and
we can do that right here.‖
Igor takes a bundle of notes out of his pocket
and puts them gently down beside her.
―Forgive my rudeness.
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no
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

sentence
I wasn‘t interested in buying anything to see
Anyway, my name is Igor Malev.
I flew in from Moscow yesterday,
and I‟m still a little jet lagged.‖
Without asking her permission, he sits down on the bench beside her.
―First, take the money.
―You asked me what I want to talk about?
He ignores this remark.
―What, for you, is the meaning of life?‖
But for me it was also important to earn enough money to show my parents
that
I was capable of succeeding.
I did that,
and now they‟re proud of me
I met the perfect woman,
we married
and I would like to have had children, to honor and fear God.
The children, alas, never came.
―We thought of adopting a child.
Indeed, we spent two or three years thinking about it
but then life began to get too busy with business trips and parties, meetings
and deals.‖
―Do you think about the future?‖
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no
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

sentence
―Do only millionaires come to the Festival?‖
―God made the world in six days,
but what is the world?
It‟s what you or I see.
Whenever someone dies,
a part of the universe dies too.
Everything a person felt, experienced, and saw dies with them, like tears in
the rain
―I didn‘t come here to cry.
I came to send messages to the woman I love,
and in order to do that, I need to destroy a few universes or worlds.
So that I can rebuild my own world.‖
―Do you know anything about frogs?‖
―I was like that boiled frog.
I didn‘t notice the changes.
I thought everything was fine,
I was ready to die
because I lost the most important thing in my life,
but, instead of reacting, I sat there bobbing apathetically about in water that
was getting hotter by the minute.‖
―The truth is I didn‘t lose anything.
Life sometimes separates people so
that they can realize how much they mean to each other.
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no
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88

sentence
For example, last night, I saw my wife with another man.
I know she wants to come back to me,
that she still loves me,
but she‟s not brave enough to take the first step.
those who can, lead, and those with any sense, obey.
So where‟s the truth in all this?
It‟s better to emerge from a situation slightly scalded,
And I think you can help me in that task.‖
Igor takes from his pocket a small flask containing some kind of liquid.
―. . . about this much. I should have done that
when I realized
Ewa was about to leave me, to make her postpone her decision
and reflect a little and consider the consequences.
When people start to reflect on decisions they‘re trying to make,
they usually change their mind
it requires a lot of courage to take certain steps.
I thought
it was just a temporary move
and that she would soon realize her mistake.
I‟m sure she regrets leaving me and,
as I said, wants to come back.
But for that to happen I need to destroy a few worlds.‖
―But I paid you to listen to me.
I paid enough to cover your whole working day.‖
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no
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

sentence
“Sit down.‖
―Don‘t run away,‖
he says
as if he could read her thoughts.
―I haven‟t the slightest intention of firing the gun
if you‘ll just sit down again and
hear me out.
If you don‘t try anything and
do as I say,
then I swear I won‘t shoot.‖
“Sit down,‖
the man says again.
―I won‘t shoot
if you do as you‘re told.
I promise.”
―I know exactly what you‘re feeling,‖
―The symptoms of fear have been the same since the dawn of time.
They were the same when men had to face wild beasts
and they continue to be so right up to the present day:
blood drains away from the face and the epidermis, protecting the body and
avoiding bloodloss,
that‘s why people turn pale.
The intestines relax and release everything,
so that there will be no toxic matter left contaminating the organism.
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no
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

sentence
The body initially refuses to move,
―Yes, let‘s talk,‖
says the Russian, breaking the silence.
―I‘m not really going to try and disrupt the traffic.
I was just giving that as an example.
My wife will realize
I‟m here when
she starts to receive the messages.
I‘m not going to take the obvious route,
which would be to go and meet her.
I need her to come to me.‖
―You suffer from the youthful vice of thinking
you‘re cleverer than everyone else.
The moment you left here,
you‘d go straight to the police.‖
if you behaved in a more adult fashion and with due respect for my
intelligence.‖
―I worked hard to build up
what I have.
I worked long and hard,
andsurvived many a setback.
I was always honest in my dealings,
although there were, of course, times
when I had to be hard and implacable.
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no
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

sentence
I was always a good Christian.
I have influential friends,
and I‘ve always been grateful to them.
In short, I did everything right.
―I never harmed anyone who got in my way.
Whenever possible, I encouraged my wife to do what she wanted to do,
and the result: here I am, alone.
Yes, I killed people during the idiotic war I was sent to fight,
but I never lost my sense of reality.
I‟m not one of those traumatized war veterans ...
I‘m not a terrorist.
Of course, I could say that life has treated me unfairly
andtaken from me the most important thing there is: love.
But there are other women,
and the pain of love always passes.
I need to act,
I‟m tired of being a frog slowly boiling to death.‖
Yes, she‘s behaving like an adult now,
surprised at the calm way in which
she‘strying to deal with the madman by her side.
―I don‘t really know.
Perhaps because I‘ve been abandoned once too often.
Perhaps because I need to prove to myself just
what I‘m capable of.
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no
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182

sentence
Perhaps because I lied,
and there is only one woman for me.
I have a plan.‖
―I told you before.
I‘m going to keep destroying worlds
until she realizes
how important she is to me and
that I‘m prepared to run any risk in order to get her back.‖
―I‘m sorry,‖
says the man.
―I intended to talk a little more.
Life hasn‘t treated you very fairly either.‖
Igor‘s right thumb is pressing down on Olivia‘s jugular vein,
and the blood stops flowing to her brain.
Meanwhile, his other hand is pressing on a particular point near her armpit,
There are no contractions,
it‟s merely a question of waiting two minutes.
Still supporting the girl, Igor bends down ...
on which all those tasteless objects were to be displayed.
He adroitly folds up the cloth to form an improvised pillow.
When he sees that no one else is around,
he tenderly lays her inert body on the bench.
Before leaving, he plants a kiss on the brow of the sleeping beauty
and murmurs:
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no
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204

sentence
―As you see, I kept my promise.
I didn‘t shoot.”
He takes a few steps and
his head begins to ache terribly.
This is perfectly normal:
the blood is flooding the brain, an understandable reaction in
someone who has just been under extreme tension.
Despite the headache, he feels happy.
Yes, he has done what he set out to do.
He can do it.
And he‟s happier still
because he has freed the soul from that fragile body,
If her relationship with her boyfriend had continued,
the girl would have ended up depressed and anxious and devoid of all selfrespect,
and would have been even more under her boyfriend‘s thumb.
This had never been the case with Ewa.
She had always been capable of making her own decisions.
He had given her both moral and financial support when she decided to open
her haute-couture boutique;
He had been an exemplary man and husband.
He hoped, however,
that she would receive these messages;
after all, he had told her on
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no
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227

sentence
the day she left that he would destroy whole worlds to get her back.
He follows his impulse;
after all, he‟s on a mission.
He offers her his business card,
He‟s sure his name is on the list,
he says,
but he must have left his invitation at the hotel;
he‟s been at a series of meetings
and forgot to bring it with him.
The receptionist welcomes him
and invites him in;
she has learned to judge men and women by the way they dress,
and ―President‖ means the same thing worldwide.
Besides, he‘s the president of a Russian company!
And everyone knows how rich Russians like to show off their wealth.
Igor enters,
heads straight for the bar
and orders a pineapple juice because
heasks, glancing in the direction of the other table.
After someone as insignificant as the girl at the beach, a figure like Javits
Wild would be ideal
One of the people who decides who should be in the spotlight
and who feels no need to take much care over his own appearance
because he knows exactly
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no
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249

sentence
who he is.
He‟s in charge of pulling the strings,
and the puppets feel themselves to be the most privileged and envied people
on the planet,
until one day, for whatever reason, the puppeteer decides to cut the strings,
and the puppets fall down, lifeless and powerless.
He‟s clearly a member of the Superclass,
which means that he has false friends and many enemies.
Would it be acceptable to destroy a universe in the name of a greater love?‖
He realizes
he should not have asked that question.
Firstly, because he doesn‘t need anyone‘s support to justify
what he‘s doing;
he‘s convinced that
since everyone will die one day,
some must do so in the name of something greater.
That‘s how it‟s been since the beginning of time,
when men sacrificed themselves in order to feed their tribe,
when virgins were handed over to the priests to placate the wrath of dragons
and gods.
He tells himself that at a Festival such as this,
it‟s only normal that
people should want to know about other people, and
even more normal that such information should be rewarded.
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no
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271

sentence
He himself has done the same thing hundreds of times in restaurants all over
the world,
"I have destroyed a world for you, Katyusha."
Igor, of course, wanted to go further . . . and further.
After all, he had only got where
hewas by dint of ambition and hard work.
he always asked for a little more time.
And he began to drink more heavily.
―Don‘t saythat, don‘t say I‘m killing our love.
I promise that soon
we‘llleave all this behind us, just be patient.
Perhaps you should start some project of your own because ...
your life at the moment really must be pretty hellish.‖
The following week, he turned up with the keys to a shop in one of the best
shopping malls in Moscow.
Igor invested enough in the business for her to have a good chance of success.
Igor had taught her everything.
He was a great role model, an example to be followed.
He came back a few minutes later, smiling.
―Well, he won‘t bother anyone again,‖
He had always been so generous with those less fortunate than himself,
so perhaps he had given the man money to help him out of his poverty.
―It‟s something I learned in my youth,
when I was fighting in an unjust war for an ideal I didn‘t believe in.
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no
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289

290
291

sentence
There‟s always a way of putting an end to poverty.‖
―I saved him.‖
―I saved him from a filthy, hopeless life in those freezing winters, with his
body being slowly destroyed by booze.
I let his soul depart toward the light because
the moment he came into that restaurant to destroy our happiness
I knew that his spirit was inhabited by the Evil One"
―I killed him.‖
It was clear that he had.
―Without you I don‘t exist.
Anything and anyone who tries to separate us or to destroy the little time we
have together at this particular moment of our lives
gets the treatment they deserve.‖
―We speak the same language,‖
hewent on.
―We see the world in the same way.
We complete each other with a perfection that is granted only to those who
put love above all else.
As I said, without you I don‘t exist
“Look at the Superclass around us.
They think they‘re so important, so socially aware,
because they‘re willing to pay a fortune forsome useless item at a charity
auction or to attend a supper organizedto raise funds to help the homeless in
Rwanda or to save the pandas in China.
Pandas and the homeless are all one to them.
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no
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315

sentence
They feel special,superior to the average person,
because they‘re doing somethinguseful.
Have they ever fought in a war? No
They create wars,
but they don‘t fight in them.
If the war turns out well,
theyget all the credit.
If not, others get the blame.
They‟re in love with themselves.‖
―What he doesn‘t say, ...
The rest will be used to pay for this event, ...
in short, for the people who had the ‗brilliant idea‘ in the first place,...
They use poverty as a way to get even richer.‖
―Because we need to be.
It‟s part of my work.
I have no intention of saving Rwanda or sending medicine to refugees,
but at least I know that I don‘t.
The other guests here tonight are using their money towash their consciences
and their souls clean of guilt.
When the genocide was going on in Rwanda,
I financed a small army of friends,
whoprevented more than two thousand deaths.
Did you know that?‖
―I didn‘t need to.
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316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
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326
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329
330
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333
334
335
336
337
338

sentence
You know that I care about other people.‖
―That could never happen.
Our marriage is perfect.‖
―I‘d make you come back,
and I‟m good at getting what I want,
even if that means destroying whole worlds.‖
―Even if you slept with every man on Earth, my love would still survive.‖
―I‟m not jealous,‖
―because you know how much I love you,
and I know how much you love me.
He dreamed that the girl on the bench near the beach came to see him and
instead of condemning him, blessed him.
He wakes up bathed in sweat.
When he looks at the clock on the bed
side table, he realizes that he‘s only been asleep for forty minutes.
He‟s exhausted, frightened, in a state of panic.
He had always thought him self incapable of harming anyone
and yet this morning he has already killed two innocent people.
It isn‟t the first time
he‘s destroyed a world,
he had always had good reasons for doing so.
He lay in her lap,weeping and begging her to forgive him,
but she seemed not to care about that,
and simply stroked his hair and
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339
340
341
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360
361
362

sentence
told him not to upset himself.
He prefers to believe that it is.
The fact that Olivia is on his side,
that he met with her on a higher plane closer to the Devine. And
that everything has been so much easier than
he imagined,
all this indicates
that there must be a reson behind what is happening.
He knew that such men,
but relaxed
when they realized he didn‘t constitute a threat.
He had no boss.
And he was a threat.
The moment he went into the tent
and decided who would be his next victim,
there was no turning back,
He left ten minutes after he had arrived,
hoping that Javits‘s friends would notice that he had gone.
He then walked round the tent
came back up the ramp reserved for guests at the
Igor noticed that he was still feeling tired from the flight,
from the fear that his plan might prove impossible to achieve,
Nevertheless, he had to go on.
Before returning to the tent, he took from his pocket the drinking straw
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363
364
365
366
367
368
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379
380
381
382
383
384
385

sentence
that he had made a point of keeping.
He opened the small glass flask he had shown to Olivia.
hemade a hole in the cork the same diameter as the straw.
Then he rejoined the party,
was full of guests strolling around, kissing and embracing
Igor moved closer to Javits,
took the straw from the glass
... , and blew through it,
He stayed only long enough to see Javits put his hand to his back
Then he left
went straight back to the hotel to try and get some sleep.
Yes, he had planned everything.
He had used his private plane so that
he could enter France with an unregistered gun and with the various poisons
Each step, each move had been carefully studied and rehearsed,
He had made a list of victims in his head.
He had spent months analyzing the lives of serial killers,
using a computer program that was very popular with terrorists ...
He had taken all the necessary steps to escape unnoticed once he had carried
out his mission.
He is sweating.
No, it‟s not remorse
perhaps Ewa really does deserve such a sacrifice
He needed the woman he most loved to know
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sentence
he was capable of doing anything for her, including destroying universes,
butwas it really worth it?
Or is it sometimes necessary to accept fate
andallow things to develop in their own way and simply wait for people to
come to their senses in their own time?
He‟s tired.
He can‘t think straight anymore
perhaps martyrdom was better than murder, surrendering himself and thus
making a greater sacrifice, offering up his own life for love.
Igor is confused.
His intention was to destroy universes, not relinquish his freedom out of love.
He goes into the bathroom,
puts his head under the shower,
andturns on the cold water.
Perhaps it‟s lack of sleep, being in a strange place, in a different time zone,
or the fact that he was actually doing the thing
he had planned to do,
but never thought he would.
He remembers the promise
he made before the relics of St. Mary Magdalene in Moscow
He needs a sign.
Sacrifice. Yes, he should have thought of that,
but perhaps he needed the experience of destroying those two worlds this
morning to be able to see more clearly what is going on.
His body will be handed over to the executioners
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Jesus ... will receive his spirit,
and Ewa will have his soul.
She will know what he was capable of: surrender, self-immolation, and all
for the sake of one person.
He won‘t be condemned to death because
the guillotine was abolished in France decades ago,
but he might spend many years in prison.
He turns off the shower,
looks at his face in the mirror for a moment,
andsees not himself, but the Lamb prepared to be slaughtered once again.
He puts on the same clothes he was wearing this morning,
goes out into the street,
He decides to wait for a while,
just in case he should change his mind,
get further information from the police statio
andcome back and ask him for more details of the crime.
However, he‟s pretty certain that won‘t happen.
Once again, ever-generous destiny had shown the way ahead.
He goes back to the hotel
He asks the receptionist to wake him at four,
he should be rested enough to recover the necessary clarity of mind not to go
doing any more such
He had very nearly ruined his whole plan.
In this world, only love deserves absolutely everything.
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As he has many times before in his life,
Igor feels a sense of total freedom.
The confusion in his head is slowly disappearing
and lucidity is returning.
He had placed his fate in Jesus‘ hands,
and Jesus had decided that he should continue with his mission.
He falls asleep without any feeling of guilt whatsoever.
He wonders now if
his love for Ewa is worth what he is doing.
He had accepted the young girl‘s love.
He had been an instrument of God,
sent to rescue her from a dark future;
now she was helping him to carry on
―I always wear a jacket regardless of the temperature.
Are you an actress?‖
―Oh, I know what that‘s like.‖
―. . . it means only finding pleasure in pursuing your dream,..
―I was thinking about exactly the same thing when you arrived.
And I don‘t in the least mind you asking me
what I‘m doing here.
I think I can help you.‖
―How do you know I can‘t help you?‖
itwas too late to run away.
He‘s obviously being watched,
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and as soon as he stands up,
he‘ll be arrested.
He feels his stomach contract,
but why should he be afraid?
Only a short time ago, he‘d tried, without success, to hand himself over to
the police.
He‘d chosen martyrdom, offered up his freedom as a sacrifice,
but that gift had been rejected by God.
Now, however, the heavens had obviously reconsidered their decision.
He must think how best to deal with what will ensue:
he didn‘t come here to kill innocent people in a barbarous, indiscriminate
way;
he has a mission,
and his victims— or martyrs for love as he prefers to call them—are serving
a greater purpose.
―No, I‟m not a distributor,‖
―I have absolutely nothing to do with the world of cinema, fashion, or
glamour.
I work in telecommunications.‖
―Yes, but as I said,
I think I can help you.
To do that, however, you need to be sober and
aware of what you‘re doing.‖
―I have some very influential friends.‖
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―Firstly, tell me what you need,‖
thinks Igor.
People are all the same.
―And what exactly is a top-line cast?‖
he asks
Igor politely stands up,
puts on his dark glasses,
tries to look as calm as possible.
―I‟m Igor.
You weresaying that
youhad the ideal cast.‖
―What‟s the difference?‖
asks Igor, who‘s feeling more relaxed now,
while still keeping a close eye on what‘s going on around him.
anddecided to write a new book using that technological marvel.
When a journalist finds out about the computer,
he‘ll phone you up and ask:
That‟s news.
The information—the nature of the new book you‘re writing—is of no
importance whatsoever.‖
―Perhaps Ewa is receiving news rather than information,‖
thinks Igor.
―Perhaps we should go for a walk,‖
hesays quietly.
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―There‟s no privacy here.
I know a place
where we can be alone and
watch the sun go down;
it‟s beautiful.‖
He‟s not one of those vulgar types who says:
To be honest, she wouldn‘t mind being kissed by this seemingly charming
man.
but the elegance with which he‘s seducing her is something she won‘t forget
in a long time.
―There are fewer people in that direction; besides
the view should be even better, with the sun setting behind the hills.‖
―I‘d like to know the answer to that one myself.‖
He doesn‘t immediately launch into some spiel about how rich and
intelligent and talented he is.
He simply wants to watch the sunset with her,
that‟s all.
―You asked me who I am,‖
hesays.
He takes something out of his pocket;
itlooks like a wooden tube less than six inches long.
―The world‘s a dangerous place,‖
hesays.
―It doesn‘t matter
where you are,
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you‘re always at risk of being approached ...
And we never learn how to defend ourselves.
We‟re all in the hands of those more powerful than us.‖
He twists the upper part of the tube.
heremoves the lid.
It isn‟t in fact a lid,
but the head of what looks like a long nail.
The sun glitters on the metal blade.
but who is also capable of protecting her from all dangers.
―Of course, you need to know exactly how to use it.
It may be made of steel,
but because it‘s so thin it‘s also very fragile and too small to cause any real
damage.
If you don‘t use it with great precision,
it won‘t work.”
He places the blade level with Maureen‘s ear.
Her initial reaction is one of fear, soon replaced by excitement.
―This would be one of the ideal places, for example.
Any higher, and the cranial bones would block the blow, any lower, and the
vein in the neck would be cut;
the person might die,
but would also be able to fight back.
If he was armed,
he could shoot me, especially at such close range.‖
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The blade slides slowly down her body.
It passes over her breast
The blade slides over her breast,
butdoes not stop there.
Nevertheless, it‟s enough to make her feel aroused.
It stops just under her arm.
―Here I‟m on a level with your heart.
It‘s protected by a natural barrier, the rib cage.
In a fight, it would be impossible to injure someone with this blade.
It would almost certainly hit a rib,
and even if it did penetrate the body,
the wound wouldn‘t bleed enough to weaken your enemy.
He might not even feel the blow.
But right here, it would be fatal.‖
Igor is starting to feel nervous.
He‟s a good man,
and whenever he‘s been obliged to behave harshly,
it has been in the name of a greater cause:
Yes, he had killed out of necessity,
He had killed a couple of other people too,
only in their best interests because they had no means of living a decent life.
In Cannes, he was merely carrying out a mission.
And he would only kill someone he loved
if he saw
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that she was mad,
had completely lost her way and begun to destroy her own life.
He would never allow the decay of a mind to ruin a brilliant, generous past.
He would only kill someone he loved in order to save her from along, painful
process of self-destruction
He takes off his clothes
andgets into the shower.
He‟s almost certain
that he‘ll see her tonight,
but this is growing less and less important with each passing moment.
Perhaps his mission is about something much more important than simply
regaining the love of
the woman who betrayed him and
who speaks ill of him to other people.
―You didn‘t understand my messages.
I said I would be capable of destroying whole worlds,
and you didn‘t get it.
Or if you did, you couldn‘t believe it.
What does it mean to destroy a world?‖
He steps out of the shower having made a decision.
When he goes back to Russia,
he will order his employees to find out the girl‘s family name.
He will make anonymous donations through neutralbanks.
He will order some gifted author to write the story of her life and
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pay for it to be translated into different languages.
A man‘s dignity isn‘t measured by the people he has around him when he‘s
at the peak of his success,
but by his ability not to forget those who helped him when his need was
greatest.
Whether those hands were drenched in blood or sweat was irrelevant:
if you were clinging on to the edge of a precipice, you wouldn‘t care who it
was hauling you up to safety.
A sense of gratitude is important;
... no one gets very far if he forgets those who were with him in his hour of
need.
God has his eyes fixed on his sons and daughters
and rewards only those who behave in accordance with the blessings that
were bestowed on them.
And so when he wanted to buy some curare,
he knew where to go,
although he had to pay an absurd price for a substance
thatis relatively commonplace in the jungles of South America.
Igor walks ahead in silence.
Igor opens it.
but he seems not to mind
andgoes down the many flights of steps that lead to the sea below.
He knows that Hamid will not prove to be a coward.
Until he met him at the party,
he had considered him to be nothing but an unscrupulous couturier, ...
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Now, however, he secretly admires him.
even though Igor knows that Ewa hasn‘t one iota of the talent of the young
actress he met tonight.
―I will speak English, not out of politeness, but because I want you to
understand.‖
Igor had always been a very bad loser.
But Igor‘s doesn‘t agree with Ewa that he is a loser.
―I said I would destroy a whole world to get you back.
I starteddoing that,
but was saved by an angel.
I realized that you didn‘t deserveit.
You‟re a selfish, implacable woman, interested only in acquiring more fame
and more money.
You refused all the good things
I offered
because a house deep in the Russian countryside didn‘t fit in with your dream
world, a world, by the way
to which you don‘t belong and never will.
―I sacrificed myself and others for your sake,
and that‟s not right.
I need to go to the very end,
so that I can return to the world of the living with a sense of duty done and
mission completed.
I‟m in the world of the dead.‖
―What would you be capable of doing in order to keep her?‖
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heasks Hamid.
―OK. Would you give your life for the woman beside you?‖
―I would fight for her and,
if it came to it
I think
I would be capable of killing for her.‖
Igor sits in his favor ite seat—second row on the left—
andwaits for take off.
As soon as the seat-belt sign is turned off,
he goes to the bar,
serves himself a generous measure of vodka,
anddrinks it down in one.
For a moment, he wonders
if he really had succeeded in sending those messages to Ewa,
while he was busy destroying worlds.
Should he have been more explicit, adding a further note or a name or some
thing like that?
That would have been terribly risky
people might think
He was a serial killer.
And he wasn‟t:
he had an objective,
which, fortunately, had changed in time.
The thought of Ewa doesn‘t weigh on him as much as it used to.
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He doesn‘t love her as he once did,
and he doesn‘t hate her as he came to hate her.
With time, she will disappear completely from his life,
which is a shame
because he‘s unlikely to find another woman like her, for all her defects.
He goes back to the bar,
pours himself another vodka,
and again drinks it down in one.
His only regret is the moment
he decided to give himself up to the police in the afternoon.
Fate, however, was on his side and
he managed to complete his mission.
Yes, he had won,
but the winner doesn‘t stand alone.
His nightmares are at an end.
An angel with dark eyebrows is watching over him
and will teach him which path to follow from now on.
Total
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Appendix 2
Textual Metafunction
NO

SENTENCE

1. Igor has no one to talk to, nor does he want to talk.
2. The winner stands alone.
3. Igor is the successful owner and president of a telephone
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

company in Russia.
A year ago, he reserved the best suite in the Martinez (which
makes everyone pay up-front for at least twelve nights,
regardless of how long they‘ll be staying); he arrived this
afternoon in his private jet, was driven to the hotel, where he
took a bath and then went downstairs in the hope of witnessing
one particular scene.
He sees a young woman setting out her wares on the
pavement—various bits of craftwork and jewelry of rather
dubious taste.
Yes, she will be the sacrifice.
She is the message he must send, a message that will be
understood as soon as it reaches its destination.
Before going over to her, he observes her tenderly; she doesn‘t
know that in a little while, if all goes well, her soul will be
wandering the clouds, free forever from an idiotic job that will
never take her whereher dreams would like her to go.
―How much?‖ he asks in perfect French.
―All of them.‖
―No, I‘m not.
I don‘t work in the movies, nor am I going to make you an
actress and change your life.
I‘m not interested in the things you‘re selling either.
I just need to talk, and we can do that right here.‖
Igor takes a bundle of notes out of his pocket and puts them
gently down beside her.
―Forgive my rudeness.
I only said I wasn‘t interested in buying anything to see if you
would lower the price.
Anyway, my name is Igor Malev.
I flew in from Moscow yesterday, and I‘m still a little
jetlagged.‖
Without asking her permission, he sits down on the bench
besideher. She shifts up an inch or so.
―First, take the money.
―Thank you for accepting my offer,‖ says the Russian.
―You asked me what I want to talk about? Well, nothing very
important.‖
He ignores this remark.
―What, for you, is the meaning of life?‖ he asks.
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―Yes, love too.
But for me it was also important to earn enough money to show
my parents that I was capable of succeeding.
I did that, and now they‘re proud of me.
I met the perfect woman, we married, and I would like to have
had children, to honor and fear God.
The children, alas, never came.‖
―We thought of adopting a child.
Indeed, we spent two or three years thinking about it, but then
life began to get too busy what with business trips and parties,
meetings and deals.‖
―Do you think about the future?‖
―Do only millionaires come to the Festival?‖
―God made the world in six days, but what is the world?
It‘s what you or I see.
Whenever someone dies, a part of the universe dies too.
Everything a person felt, experienced, and saw dies with them,
like tears in the rain.‖
―I didn‘t come here to cry.
I came to send messages to the woman I love, and in order to do
that, I need to destroy a few universes or worlds.‖
―So that I can rebuild my own world.‖
―Do you know anything about frogs?‖
―Yes, various biological studies have shown that if a frog is
placed in a container along with water from its own pond, it
will remain there, utterly still, while the water is slowly heated
up.
The frog doesn‘t react to the gradual increase in temperature, to
the changes in its environment, and when the water reaches the
boiling point, the frog dies, fat and happy.
―On the other hand, if a frog is thrown into a container full of
already boiling water, it will jump straight out again, scalded,
but alive!‖
―The truth is I didn‘t lose anything.
Life sometimes separates people so that they can realize how
much they mean to each other.
For example, last night, I saw my wife with another man.
I know she wants to come back to me, that she still loves me,
but she‘s not brave enough to take the first step.
Some boiled frogs still think it‘s obedience that counts, not
ability: those who can, lead, and those with any sense, obey.
So where‘s the truth in all this? It‘s better to emerge from a
situation slightly scalded, but alive and ready to act.
And I think you can help me in that task.‖
―Let‘s say that I don‘t want you to go to a party, but I daren‘t
say so openly.
If I wait for the rush hour to begin and stop my car in the
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middle of the road, within ten minutes, the whole of the
Boulevard opposite the beach will have come to a standstill.
Drivers will think:‗There must have been an accident‘ and will
wait patiently.
In fifteen minutes, the police will arrive with a truck to tow the
car away.‖
―Ah, yes, but I—very carefully and without anyone noticing—
will have got out of my car and scattered nails and other sharp
objects on the road in front of it.
And I will have carefully painted all of these objects black, so
that they blend in with the asphalt.
As the tow truck approaches, its tires will be punctured.
Now we have two problems, and the tailback of traffic will
have reached the suburbs of this small city, the very suburbs
where you perhaps live.‖
―Oh, I could come up with all kinds of ways of making the
situation worse.
When people started gathering round to help, for example, I
would throw something like a small smoke bomb under the
truck.
This would frighten everyone.
I would get into my car, feigning despair, and start the engine.
At the same time, though, I would empty a bit of lighter fluid
on the floor of the car and it would ignite.
I would then jump out of the car in time to observe the scene:
the car gradually going up in flames, the flames reaching the
fuel tank, the explosion that would affect the car behind as well,
and so on in a chain reaction.
And I could achieve all that with a car, a few nails, a smoke
bomb that you can buy in a shop, and a small amount of lighter
fluid . . .‖
Igor takes from his pocket a small flask containing some kind
of liquid.
―. . . about this much.
I should have done that when I realized Ewa was about to leave
me, to make her postpone her decision and reflect a little and
consider the consequences.
When people start to reflect on decisions they‘re trying to
make, they usually change their mind—it requires a lot of
courage to take certain steps.
―But I was too proud.
I thought it was just a temporary move and that she would soon
realize her mistake.
I‘m sure she regrets leaving me and, as I said, wants to come
back.
But for that to happen I need to destroy a few worlds.‖
―But I paid you to listen to me.
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I paid enough to cover your whole working day.‖
―Sit down.‖
―Don‘t run away,‖ he says, as if he could read her thoughts.
―I haven‘t the slightest intention of firing the gun if you‘ll just
sit down again and hear me out.
If you don‘t try anything and do as I say, then I swear I won‘t
shoot.‖
―Sit down,‖ the man says again.
―I won‘t shoot if you do as you‘re told.
I promise.‖
―I know exactly what you‘re feeling,‖ the man says, trying to
calm her.
―The symptoms of fear have been the same since the dawn of
time.
They were the same when men had to face wild beasts and they
continue to be so right up to the present day: blood drains away
from the face and the epidermis, protecting the body and
avoiding blood loss, that‘s why people turn pale.
The intestines relax and release everything, so that there will be
no toxic matter left contaminating the organism.
The body initially refuses to move, so as not to provoke the
beast in question by making any sudden movement.‖
―Yes, let‘s talk,‖ says the Russian, breaking the silence.
―I‘m not really going to try and disrupt the traffic.
I was just giving that as an example.
My wife will realize I‘m here when she starts to receive the
messages.
I‘m not going to take the obvious route, which would be to go
and meet her.
I need her to come to me.‖
―You suffer from the youthful vice of thinking you‘re cleverer
than everyone else.
The moment you left here, you‘d go straight to the police.‖
―I promised I wouldn‘t if you behaved in a more adult fashion
and with due respect for my intelligence.‖
―I never harmed anyone who got in my way.
Whenever possible, I encouraged my wife to do what she
wanted to do, and the result: here I am, alone.
Yes, I killed people during the idiotic war I was sent to fight,
but I never lost my sense of reality.
I‘m not one of those traumatized war veterans who goes into a
restaurant and machine-guns people.
I‘m not a terrorist.
Of course, I could say that life has treated me unfairly and taken
from me the most important thing there is: love.
But there are other women, and the pain of love always passes.
I need to act, I‘m tired of being a frog slowly boiling to death.‖
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107. ―I don‘t really know.
108. Perhaps because I‘ve been abandoned once too often.
109. Perhaps because I need to prove to myself just what I‘m
capable of. Perhaps because I lied, and there is only one woman
for me.
110. I have a plan.‖
111. ―I told you before.
112. I‘m going to keep destroying worlds until she realizes how
important she is to me and that I‘m prepared to run any risk in
order to get her back.‖
113. ―I‘m sorry,‖ says the man.
114. ―I intended to talk a little more.
115. Life hasn‘t treated you very fairly either.‖
116. When he sees that no one else is around, he tenderly lays her
inert body on the bench.
117. She looks as if she were asleep; and in her dreams she must be
remembering some particularly lovely day or else having
nightmares about her violent boyfriend.
118. Only the elderly couple had noticed them sitting together.
119. And if the crime were discovered—which Igor doubted, since
there were no visible marks—they would describe him to the
police as fairer or darker or older or younger than he really was;
there wasn‘t the slightest reason to be worried; people never
pay much attention to what‘s going on around them.
120. Before leaving, he plants a kiss on the brow of the sleeping
beauty and murmurs:
121. ―As you see, I kept my promise.
122. I didn‘t shoot.‖
123. He takes a few steps and his head begins to ache terribly.
124. This is perfectly normal: the blood is flooding the brain, an
understandable reaction in someone who has just been under
extreme tension.
125. Despite the headache, he feels happy.
126. Yes, he has done what he set out to do.
127. He can do it.
128. And he‘s happier still because he has freed the soul from that
fragile body, freed a spirit incapable of defending herself
against a bullying coward.
129. If her relationship with her boyfriend had continued, the girl
would have ended up depressed and anxious and devoid of all
self-respect, and would have been even more under her
boyfriend‘s thumb.
130. This had never been the case with Ewa.
131. She had always been capable of making her own decisions.
132. He had given her both moral and financial support when she
decided to open her haute-couture boutique; and she had been
free to travel as much as she wanted.
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133. He had been an exemplary man and husband.
134. And yet, she had made a mistake: she had been unable to
understand his love or his forgiveness.
135. He hoped, however, that she would receive these messages;
after all, he had told her on the day she left that he would
destroy whole worlds to get her back.
136. He offers her his business card, bearing the logo of his phone
company and his name, Igor Malev, President.
137. He‘s sure his name is on the list, he says, but he must have left
his invitation at the hotel; he‘s been at a series of meetings and
forgot to bring it with him.
138. The receptionist welcomes him and invites him in; she has
learned to judge men and women by the way they dress, and
―President‖ means the same thing worldwide.
139. Besides, he‘s the president of a Russian company!
140. And everyone knows how rich Russians like to show off their
wealth.
141. There was no need to check the list.
142. Igor enters, heads straight for the bar—it‘s a very wellequipped tent; there‘s even a dance floor—and orders a
pineapple juice because it suits the atmosphere and, more
important, because the drink, decorated with a tiny blue
Japanese umbrella.
143. Excellent.
144. After someone as insignificant as the girl at the beach, a figure
like Javits Wild would be ideal—not famous, but important.
145. One of the people who decides who should be in the spotlight
and who feels no need to take much care over his own
appearance because he knows exactly who he is.
146. He‘s in charge of pulling the strings, and the puppets feel
themselves to be the most privileged and envied people on the
planet, until one day, for whatever reason, the puppeteer
decides to cut the strings, and the puppets fall down, lifeless
and powerless.
147. He realizes he should not have asked that question.
148. Firstly, because he doesn‘t need anyone‘s support to justify
what he‘s doing; he‘s convinced that since everyone will die
one day, some must do so in the name of something greater.
149. That‘s how it‘s been since the beginning of time, when men
sacrificed themselves in order to feed their tribe, when virgins
were handed over to the priests to placate the wrath of dragons
and gods.
150. The second reason is because he has now drawn attention to
himself and indicated an interest in the man at the next table.
151. The waiter‘s sure to forget, but there‘s no need to take
unnecessary risks.
152. He tells himself that at a Festival such as this, it‘s only normal
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that people should want to know about other people, and even
more normal that such information should be rewarded.
He himself has done the same thing hundreds of times in
restaurants all over the world.
"I have destroyed a world for you, Katyusha."
―Don‘t say that, don‘t say I‘m killing our love.
I promise that soon we‘ll leave all this behind us, just be
patient.
Perhaps you should start some project of your own because
your life at the moment really must be pretty hellish.‖
―What would you like to do?‖ he asked.
The following week, he turned up with the keys to a shop in
one of the best shopping malls in Moscow.
Igor invested enough in the business for her to have a good
chance of success.
Igor had taught her everything.
He was a great role model, an example to be followed.
He came back a few minutes later, smiling.
―Well, he won‘t bother anyone again,‖
He had always been so generous with those less fortunate than
himself, so perhaps he had given the man money to help him
out of his poverty.
―It‘s something I learned in my youth, when I was fighting in
an unjust war for an ideal I didn‘t believe in.
There‘s always a way of putting an end to poverty.‖
―I saved him.‖
―I saved him from a filthy, hopeless life in those freezing
winters, with his body being slowly destroyed by booze.
I let his soul depart toward the light because the moment he
came into that restaurant to destroy our happiness, I knew that
his spirit was inhabited by the Evil One"
―I killed him.‖
It was clear that he had.
―Without you I don‘t exist.
Anything and anyone who tries to separate us or to destroy the
little time we have together at this particular moment of our
lives gets the treatment they deserve.‖
―We speak the same language,‖ he went on.
―We see the world in the same way.
We complete each other with a perfection that is granted only to
those who put love above all else.
As I said, without you I don‘t exist.
―Look at the Superclass around us.
They think they‘re so important, so socially aware, because
they‘re willing to pay a fortune for some useless item at a
charity auction or to attend a supper organized to raise funds to
help the homeless in Rwanda or to save the pandas in China.
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181. Pandas and the homeless are all one to them.
182. They feel special, superior to the average person, because
they‘re doing something useful.
183. Have they ever fought in a war?
184. No.
185. They create wars, but they don‘t fight in them.
186. If the war turns out well, they get all the credit.
187. If not, others get the blame.
188. They‘re in love with themselves.‖
189. ―What he doesn‘t say, is that only ten percent of the total
amount raised will reach its destination.
190. The rest will be used to pay for this event, for the cost of
thissupper, for the publicity and the organizers, in short, for the
peoplewho had the ‗brilliant idea‘ in the first place, and all at an
exorbitant price.
191. They use poverty as a way to get even richer.‖
192. ―Because we need to be.
193. It‘s part of my work.
194. I have no intention of saving Rwanda or sending medicine to
refugees, but at least I know that I don‘t.
195. The other guests here tonight are using their money to wash
their consciences and their souls clean of guilt.
196. When the genocide was going on in Rwanda, I financed a small
army of friends, who prevented more than two thousand deaths.
197. Did you know that?‖
198. ―I didn‘t need to.
199. You know that I care about other people.‖
200. ―That could never happen.
201. Our marriage is perfect.‖
202. ―I‘d make you come back, and I‘m good at getting what I want,
even if that means destroying whole worlds.‖
203. ―Even if you slept with every man on Earth, my love would still
survive.‖
204. ―I‘m not jealous,‖ ―because you know how much I love you,
and I know how much you love me.
205. Nothing will ever happen to destabilize our marriage.‖
206. He wakes up bathed in sweat.
207. When he looks at the clock on the bed side table, he realizes
that he‘s only been asleep for forty minutes.
208. He‘s exhausted, frightened, in a state of panic.
209. He had always thought him self incapable of harming anyone
and yet this morning he has already killed two innocent people.
210. It isn‘t the first time he‘s destroyed a world, , he had always had
good reasons for doing so.
211. He dreamed that the girl on the bench near the beach came to
see him and instead of condemning him, blessed him.
212. He lay in her lap, weeping and begging her to forgive him, but
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she seemed not to care about that, and simply stroked his hair
and told him not to upset him self.
He wonders now if his love for Ewa is worth what he is doing.
He prefers to believe that it is.
Olivia is on his side that he met with her on a higher plane
closer to the Divine and that everything has been so much
easier than he imagined there must be a reason behind what is
happening.
It hadn‘t been difficult to evade the vigilant eyes of Javits‘s
friends.
He knew that such men, but relaxed when they realized he
didn‘t constitute a threat.
He had no boss.
And he was a threat.
The moment he went into the tent and decided who would be
his next victim, there was no turning back.
He left ten minutes after he had arrived, hoping that Javits‘s
friends would notice that he had gone.
He then walked round the tent.
Igor noticed that he was still feeling tired from the flight, from
the fear that his plan might prove impossible to achieve, and
from the tension he felt after destroying the universe and future
generations of that poor young vendor of craftwork.
Nevertheless, he had to go on.
Before returning to the tent, he took from his pocket the
drinking straw that he had made a point of keeping.
He opened the small glass flask he had shown to Olivia.
It did not, as he had told her, contain petrol, but something quite
insignificant: he made a hole in the cork the same diameter as
the straw.
Then he rejoined the party, it was full of guests strolling
around, kissing and embracing.
Igor moved closer to Javits, took the straw from the glass, and
blew through it.
He stayed only long enough to see Javits put his hand to his
back.
Then he left, went straight back to the hotel to try and get some
sleep.
Yes , he had planned everything.
He had used his private plane so that he could enter France with
an unregistered gun and with the various poisons.
Each step, each move had been carefully studied and rehearsed.
He had made a list of victims in his head.
He had spent months analyzing the lives of serial killers, using
a computer program that was very popular with terrorists and
which left no record of any searches you made.
He had taken all the necessary steps to escape unnoticed once
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he had carried out his mission.
He is sweating.
No, it‘s not remorse.
Perhaps Ewa really does deserve such a sacrifice.
He needed the woman he most loved to know he was capable of
doing anything for her, including destroying universes.
But was it really worth it?
Or is it sometimes necessary to accept fate and allow things to
develop in their own way and simply wait for people to come to
their senses in their own time?
He‘s tired.
He can‘t think straight anymore, perhaps martyrdom was better
than murder, surrendering himself and thus making a greater
sacrifice, offering up his own life for love.
Jesus was the best example of that.
Igor is confused.
His intention was to destroy universes, not relinquish his
freedom out of love.
He goes into the bathroom, puts his head under the shower, and
turns on the cold water.
Perhaps it‘s lack of sleep, being in a strange place, in a different
time zone, or the fact that he was actually doing the thing he
had planned to do, but never thought he would.
He remembers the promise he made before the relics of St.
Mary Magdalene in Moscow.
He needs a sign.
Sacrifice.
Yes, he should have thought of that, but perhaps he needed the
experience of destroying those two worlds this morning to be
able to see more clearly what is going on.
His body will be handed over to the executioners who judge
only one‘s gestures and who forget about the intentions and
reasons that lie behind any act that society considers ―insane.‖
Jesus (who understands that love merits any amount of
sacrifice) will receive his spirit, and Ewa will have his soul.
She will know what he was capable of: surrender, selfimmolation, and all for the sake of one person.
He won‘t be condemned to death because the guillotine was
abolished in France decades ago, but he might spend many
years in prison.
He turns off the shower, looks at his face in the mirror for a
moment, and sees not himself, but the Lamb prepared to be
slaughtered once again.
He puts on the same clothes he was wearing this morning, goes
out into the street.
He decides to wait for a while, just in case he should change his
mind, get further information from the police station and come
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back and ask him for more details of the crime.
However, he‘s pretty certain that won‘t happen.
Once again, ever-generous destiny had shown the way ahead.
He goes back to the hotel.
He asks the receptionist to wake him at four, he should be
rested enough to recover the necessary clarity of mind not to go
doing any more such foolish things.
He had very nearly ruined his whole plan.
In this world, only love deserves absolutely everything.
As he has many times before in his life, Igor feels a sense of
total freedom.
The confusion in his head is slowly disappearing and lucidity is
returning.
He had placed his fate in Jesus‘ hands, and Jesus had decided
that he should continue with his mission.
He falls asleep without any feeling of guilt whatsoever.
He wonders now if his love for Ewa is worth what he is doing.
He had accepted the young girl‘s love.
He had been an instrument of God, sent to rescue her from a
dark future; now she was helping him to carry on.
―I always wear a jacket regardless of the temperature.
Are you an actress?‖
―Oh, I know what that‘s like.‖
―. . . it means only finding pleasure in pursuing your dream,
having no other diversions, finding everything else deadly dull,
and ending up destroying your family.‖
―I was thinking about exactly the same thing when you arrived.
And I don‘t in the least mind you asking me what I‘m doing
here.
I think I can help you.‖
―How do you know I can‘t help you?‖
It was too late to run away.
He‘s obviously being watched, and as soon as he stands up,
he‘ll be arrested.
He feels his stomach contract, but why should he be afraid?
Only a short time ago, he‘d tried, without success, to hand
himself over to the police.
He‘d chosen martyrdom, offered up his freedom as a sacrifice,
but that gift had been rejected by God.
Now, however, the heavens had obviously reconsidered their
decision.
He must think how best to deal with what will ensue: he didn‘t
come here to kill innocent people in a barbarous, indiscriminate
way.
He has a mission, and his victims— or martyrs for love as he
prefers to call them—are serving a greater purpose.
―No, I‘m not a distributor,‖
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292. ―I have absolutely nothing to do with the world of cinema,
fashion, or glamour.
293. I work in telecommunications.‖
294. ―Yes, but as I said, I think I can help you.
295. To do that, however, you need to be sober and aware of what
you‘re doing.‖
296. ―I have some very influential friends.‖
297. ―Firstly, tell me what you need,‖
298. ―In other words, turning someone else‘s tragedy to your own
advantage,‖ thinks Igor.
299. People are all the same.
300. ―And what exactly is a top-line cast?‖ he asks
301. Igor politely stands up, puts on his dark glasses, tries to look as
calm as possible.
302. ―I‘m Igor.
303. Pleased to meet you.
304. You were saying that you had the ideal cast.‖
305. ―What‘s the difference?‖ asks Igor, who‘s feeling more relaxed
now, while still keeping a close eye on what‘s going on around
him.
306. ―Let‘s say you were to buy a gold-plated computer in an
auction in Dubai and decided to write a new book using that
technological marvel.
307. When a journalist finds out about the computer, he‘ll phone you
up and ask: That‘s news.
308. The information—the nature of the new book you‘re writing—
is of no importance whatsoever.‖
309. ―Perhaps Ewa is receiving news rather than information,‖
thinks Igor.
310. ―Perhaps we should go for a walk,‖ he says quietly.
311. ―There‘s no privacy here.
312. I know a place where we can be alone and watch the sun go
down; it‘s beautiful.‖
313. That‘s precisely what she needs at this moment.
314. He‘s not one of those vulgar types who says: ―Let‘s go up to
my room for a moment, I need to change my shoes‖
315. To be honest, she wouldn‘t mind being kissed by this seemingly
charming man.
316. But the elegance with which he‘s seducing her is something she
won‘t forget in a long time.
317. ―There are fewer people in that direction; besides the view
should be even better, with the sun setting behind the hills.‖
318. ―A good question,‖ he says.
319. ―I‘d like to know the answer to that one myself.‖
320. He doesn‘t immediately launch into some spiel about how rich
and intelligent and talented he is.
321. He simply wants to watch the sunset with her, that‘s all.
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322. ―You asked me who I am,‖ he says.
323. He takes something out of his pocket; it looks like a wooden
tube less than six inches long.
324. ―The world‘s a dangerous place,‖ he says.
325. ―It doesn‘t matter where you are, you‘re always at risk of being
approached by people who have no scruples about attacking,
destroying, killing.
326. And we never learn how to defend ourselves.
327. We‘re all in the hands of those more powerful than us.‖
328. He twists the upper part of the tube.
329. He removes the lid.
330. It isn‘t in fact a lid, but the head of what looks like a long nail.
331. The sun glitters on the metal blade.
332. ―No, I wouldn‘t.‖
333. Maureen feels that she‘s with a man who is polite, handsome,
doubtless wealthy, but who is also capable of protecting her
from all dangers.
334. ―Of course, you need to know exactly how to use it.
335. It may be made of steel, but because it‘s so thin it‘s also very
fragile and too small to cause any real damage.
336. If you don‘t use it with great precision, it won‘t work.‖
337. He places the blade level with Maureen‘s ear.
338. Her initial reaction is one of fear, soon replaced by excitement.
339. ―This would be one of the ideal places, for example.
340. Any higher, and the cranial bones would block the blow, any
lower, and the vein in the neck would be cut; the person might
die, but would also be able to fight back.
341. If he was armed, he could shoot me, especially at such close
range.‖
342. The blade slides slowly down her body.
343. It passes over her breast.
344. The blade slides over her breast, but does not stop there.
345. Nevertheless, it‘s enough to make her feel aroused.
346. It stops just under her arm.
347. ―Here I‘m on a level with your heart.
348. It‘s protected by a natural barrier, the rib cage.
349. In a fight, it would be impossible to injure someone with this
blade.
350. It would almost certainly hit a rib,and even if it did penetrate
the body, the wound wouldn‘t bleed enough to weaken your
enemy.
351. He might not even feel the blow.
352. But right here, it would be fatal.‖
353. Igor is starting to feel nervous.
354. He‘s a good man, and whenever he‘s been obliged to behave
harshly, it has been in the name of a greater cause: Yes, he had
killed out of necessity, but what did that have to do with their
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marriage?
He had killed a couple of other people too, but only in their best
interests because they had no means of living a decent life.
In Cannes, he was merely carrying out a mission.
And he would only kill someone he loved if he saw that she
was mad, had completely lost her way and begun to destroy her
own life.
He would never allow the decay of a mind to ruin a brilliant,
generous past.
He would only kill someone he loved in order to save her from
along, painful process of self-destruction.
He takes off his clothes and gets into the shower.
Ewa isn‘t worth all this fuss.
He‘s almost certain that he‘ll see her tonight, but this is
growing less and less important with each passing moment.
Perhaps his mission is about something much more important
than simply regaining the love of the woman who betrayed him
and who speaks ill of him to other people.
Igor walks ahead in silence.
Igor opens it and asks them to go first.
Ewa refuses, but he seems not to mind and goes down the many
flights of steps that lead to the sea below.
He knows that Hamid will not prove to be a coward.
Until he met him at the party, he had considered him to be
nothing but an unscrupulous couturier, a seducer of married
women, and a manipulator of other people‘s vanity.
Now, however, he secretly admires him.
Igor knows that Ewa hasn‘t one iota of the talent of the young
actress he met tonight.
―You didn‘t understand my messages.
I said I would be capable of destroying whole worlds, and you
didn‘t get it.
Or if you did, you couldn‘t believe it.
What does it mean to destroy a world?‖
He steps ou t of the shower having made a decision.
When he goes back to Russia, he will order his employees to
find out the girl‘s family name.
He will make anonymous donations through neutral banks.
He will order some gifted author to write the story of her life
and pay for it to be translated into different languages.
―The story of a young woman who sold craftwork was beaten
by her boyfriend, exploited by her parents, until the day she
surrendered her soul to a stranger and thus changed one small
corner of the planet.‖
And everyone has their ups and downs.
A man‘s dignity isn‘t measured by the people he has around
him when he‘s at the peak of his success, but by his ability not
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to forget those who helped him when his need was greatest.
Whether those hands were drenched in blood or sweat was
irrelevant: if you were clinging on to the edge of a precipice,
you wouldn‘t care who it was hauling you up to safety.
A sense of gratitude is important; no one gets very far if he
forgets those who were with him in his hour of need.
God has his eyes fixed on his sons and daughters and rewards
only those who behave in accordance with the blessings that
were bestowed on them.
And so when he wanted to buy some curare, he knew where to
go, although he had to pay an absurd price for a substance that
is relatively commonplace in the jungles of South America.
Igor had always been a very bad loser.
But Igor‘s doesn‘t agree with Ewa that he is a loser.
―I said I would destroy a whole world to get you back.
I started doing that, but was saved by an angel.
I realized that you didn‘t deserve it.
You‘re a selfish, implacable woman, interested only in
acquiring more fame and more money.
You refused all the good things I offered because a house deep
in the Russian countryside didn‘t fit in with your dream world,
a world, by the way to which you don‘t belong and never will.
―I sacrificed myself and others for your sake, and that‘s not
right.
I need to go to the very end, so that I can return to the world of
the living with a sense of duty done and mission completed.
I‘m in the world of the dead.‖
―What would you be capable of doing in order to keep her?‖ he
asks Hamid.
―OK. Would you give your life for the woman beside you?‖
―I would fight for her and, if it came to it I think I would be
capable of killing for her.‖
Igor sits in his favorite seat—second row on the left— and
waits for take off.
As soon as the seat-belt sign is turned off, he goes to the bar,
serves himself a generous measure of vodka, and drinks it down
in one.
For a moment, he wonders if he really had succeeded in
sending those messages to Ewa, while he was busy destroying
worlds.
Should he have been more explicit, adding a further note or a
name or something like that?
That would have been terribly risky—people might think he
was a serial killer.
And he wasn‘t: he had an objective, which, fortunately, had
changed in time.
The thought of Ewa doesn‘t weigh on him as much as it used
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to.
406. He doesn‘t love her as he once did, and he doesn‘t hate her as
he came to hate her.
407. With time, she will disappear completely from his life, which is
a shame because he‘s unlikely to find another woman like her,
for all her defects.
408. He goes back to the bar, pours himself vodka, and again drinks
it down in one.
409. Will they realize that a single person was responsible for
extinguishing those worlds?
410. It doesn‘t matter.
411. His only regret is the moment he decided to give himself up to
the police in the afternoon.
412. Fate, however, was on his side and he managed to complete his
mission.
413. Yes, he had won, but the winner doesn‘t stand alone.
414. His nightmares are at an end.
415. An angel with dark eyebrows is watching over him and will
teach him which path to follow from now on.
Marked theme = 151
Unmarked theme = 264
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Appendix 3

Seven Building Tasks of Language Analysis
No
1

Data unit in context
Igor has no one to talk to, nor does he
want to talk. The winner stands alone.
Igor is the successful owner and
president of a telephone company in
Russia. A year ago, he reserved the
best suite in the Martinez (which makes
everyone pay up-front for at least
twelve nights, regardless of how long
they‘ll be staying); he arrived this
afternoon in his private jet, was
driven to the hotel, where he took a
bath and then went downstairs in the
hope of witnessing one particular scene.
(TWSA, p. 5)

Data unit
1. The winner stands
alone
2.
Igor
is
the
successful owner and
president
of
a
telephone company in
Russia.
3. he arrived this
afternoon
in
his
private jet, was driven
to the hotel,

2

He sees a young woman setting out
her wares on the pavement—various
bits of craftwork and jewelry of
rather dubious taste. Yes, she will be
the sacrifice. She is the message he
must send, a message that will be
understood as soon as it reaches its
destination. Before going over to her,
he observes her tenderly; she doesn‘t

1. He sees a young
woman setting out her
wares
on
the
pavement—various
bits of craftwork and
jewelry of rather
dubious taste.
2. her soul will be
wandering the clouds,

Concept
1. Igor regards himself as the
winner since he believes he has
lived his life in a better way than
other Superclass. The use of the
word winner means how Igor
values his role in the society as
the one who is willing to compete
for the better value of life.
2. Igor is proud of his
achievement as the successful
company president. He also
always puts himself as the one
who is capable in doing anything
since he has power for it.
3. The interesting thing to be
analysed in this data unit is the
use of passive voice which shows
that there is always someone
whom Igor can ask him to do
something for him.
1. Igor is a cautious and
observant man. Before he does
his action, he observes the
condition first. It also shows that
he is not a man who has a simple
mind. However, he is kind of
man who is judgmental. He sees
the young girl‘s taste as a
dubious one.

Building task
1.
politics,
significance
2. significance,
identities
3.
identities,
politics

Tool of inquiry
1.
social
language,
figured world,
situated meaning
2. Discourse
3. Conversation,
figured world

1.
practices,
significance
2. significance,
politics

1.
social
language
2.
situated
meaning, figured
world,
social
language
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know that in a little while, if all goes
well, her soul will be wandering the
clouds, free forever from an idiotic
job that will never take her where
her dreams would like her to go.
(TWSA, p. 12)

free forever from an
idiotic job that will
never take her where
her dreams would like
her to go.

“How much?” he asks in perfect
French.
―Which piece do you want, sir?‖
―All of them.‖
The young woman—who must be
twenty at most—smiles.
―This isn‘t the first time someone has
asked to buy everything. The next step
is usually: ‗Would you like to go for a
walk? You‘re far too pretty to be here
selling these things. I‘m . .‘ ‖
“No, I‟m not. I don‟t work in the
movies, nor am I going to make you
an actress and change your life. I‟m
not interested in the things you‟re
selling either. I just need to talk, and
we can do that right here.”
...
Igor takes a bundle of notes out of his
pocket and puts them gently down
beside her.
―Forgive my rudeness. I only said I
wasn‘t interested in buying anything to
see if you would lower the price.

1. ―How much?‖ he
asks
in
perfect
French.
2.
―No, I‘m not. I don‘t
work in the movies,
nor am I going to
make you an actress
and change your life.
I‘m not interested in
the things you‘re
selling either. I just
need to talk, and we
can do that right
here.‖
3. ―You must be here
for a reason. You
need a reason to visit
Cannes at this time of
year when the city is
as unbearable for the
people who live here
as it is for the
tourists.‖

2. Igor sees this world as an
idiotic one, thus not all people
will be able to survive. From this
data unit, it can be obviously
seen that Igor sees other people
who is not worth to be in this
society, they only waste their life
to pursue something that they can
never achieve.
1. Igor knows how to approach 1. significance, 1. Discourse
the stranger. One of the ways is relationship
2. Intertextuality
to show that he is able to speak
her mother tongue perfectly.
Olivia feels amazed and safe to
speak with someone who speaks
the same language. From this
way of approaching a person,
Igor is a manipulative man. He
shows that he wants to get close
to the girl, while in fact he has a
hidden agenda toward the girl.
3. The living cost in the city is
high during the peak season or an
international event.
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Anyway, my name is Igor Malev. I flew
in from Moscow yesterday, and I‘m
still a little jetlagged.‖
...
―Thank you for accepting my offer,‖
says the Russian. ―You asked me what I
want to talk about? Well, nothing very
important.‖
“You must be here for a reason. You
need a reason to visit Cannes at this
time of year when the city is as
unbearable for the people who live
here as it is for the tourists.” (TWSA,
p. 12-13)
―Smoking‘s bad for your health,‖ she
says.
He ignores this remark.
―What, for you, is the meaning of life?‖
he asks.
―Love.‖
Olivia smiles. This really is an
excellent way to start the day, talking
about deeper things than the price of
each piece of handiwork or the
clothes people are wearing.
―Yes, love too. But for me it was also
important to earn enough money to
show my parents that I was capable of
succeeding. I did that, and now they‘re
proud of me. I met the perfect woman,
we married, and I would like to have
had children, to honor and fear God.
The children, alas, never came.‖

1 He ignores this
remark.
2 Olivia smiles. This
really is an excellent
way to start the day,
talking about deeper
things than the price
of each piece of
handiwork or the
clothes people are
wearing.
3 ―Yes, love too. But
for me it was also
important to earn
enough money to
show my parents that
I was capable of
succeeding. I did that,
and now they‘re

1 if Igor sees Olivia as a close
one, he would not ignore her
remark/ Igor puts a distance
between them
2 Igor knows how to trigger the
intention by saying something
different from other people
usually do in this moment. This
also shows that Igor values
something more than money,
fame, and popularity; in this
novel the author chooses love
whose value is higher than those
three.
3 Igor shows how he values his
life deeper than other people. He
always pursues something more
than them.

1 relationship, 1 social language
significance
3 figured world,
2
practice, Conversation
politic
3
identity,
politics
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Olivia doesn‘t like to ask why. The
man, in his forties, continues in his
perfect French:
―We thought of adopting a child.
Indeed, we spent two or three years
thinking about it, but then life began to
get too busy what with business trips
and parties, meetings and deals.‖
(TWSA, p. 14)
―God made the world in six days, but
what is the world? It‘s what you or I
see. Whenever someone dies, a part
of the universe dies too. Everything a
person felt, experienced, and saw dies
with them, like tears in the rain.‖
(igor)
― ‗Like tears in the rain‘ . . . I saw a
film once that used that phrase. I can‘t
remember now what it was.‖
“I didn‟t come here to cry. I came to
send messages to the woman I love,
and in order to do that, I need to
destroy a few universes or worlds.”
(igor)
Instead of feeling alarmed by this last
statement,
Olivia
laughs.
This
handsome, well-dressed man, speaking
fluent French, doesn‘t seem like a
madman at all. She was fed up with
always hearing the same things: you‘re
very pretty, you could be doing better
for yourself, how much is this, how
much is that, it‘s awfully expensive, I‘ll

proud of me. I met
the perfect woman,
we married, and I
would like to have
had children, to honor
and fear God. The
children, alas, never
came.‖
1 Whenever someone
dies, a part of the
universe dies too.
Everything a person
felt, experienced, and
saw dies with them,
like tears in the rain.‖
2 ―I didn‘t come here
to cry. I came to send
messages
to
the
woman I love, and in
order to do that, I
need to destroy a few
universes or worlds.‖
3 This handsome,
well-dressed
man,
speaking
fluent
French, doesn‘t seem
like a madman at all.
4 ―So that I can
rebuild
my
own
world.‖

1 Igor sees people‘s life like tears
which will be drained/ absorbed
but the rain and it will be
forgotten/ unseen as if they are
never exist. This also shows how
Igor without any reluctant
chooses to kill randomly to
achieve his goal.
2 Igor does not want to cry over
his loss of Ewa. Instead of
crying, he decides to do
everything in order to take Ewa
back, although it needs him
sacrifice some worlds.
3 This narration about Igor shows
how other people see Igor as an
excellence man who is capable in
doing anything in well-mannered
way.
4. Igor is sick of the world he
lives in. That is why he decides
to destroy the world and build his
own world based on his own
idea.

1 significance,
activity, identity
2 practice
3 politics
4 practice

1 social language
2
social
language,
situated meaning
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go away and think about it and come
back later (which they never do, of
course), etc. At least this Russian has a
sense of humor.
―Why do you need to destroy the
world?‖
“So that I can rebuild my own
world.”
(TWSA, p. 15)
―On the other hand, if a frog is thrown
into a container full of already boiling
water, it will jump straight out again,
scalded, but alive!‖
Olivia doesn‘t quite see what this has to
do with the destruction of the world.
Igor goes on:
“I was like that boiled frog. I didn‟t
notice the changes. I thought
everything was fine, that the bad
things would just go away, that it was
just a matter of time. I was ready to
die because I lost the most important
thing in my life, but, instead of
reacting, I sat there bobbing
apathetically about in water that was
getting hotter by the minute.”
Olivia plucks up the courage to ask:
―What did you lose?‖
―The truth is I didn‟t lose anything.
Life sometimes separates people so
that they can realize how much they
mean to each other. For example, last
night, I saw my wife with another

1 ―I was like that
boiled frog. I didn‘t
notice the changes. I
thought
everything
was fine, that the bad
things would just go
away, that it was just
a matter of time. I
was ready to die
because I lost the
most important thing
in my life, but,
instead of reacting, I
sat there bobbing
apathetically about in
water that was getting
hotter by the minute.‖
2 ―The truth is I
didn‘t lose anything.
Life
sometimes
separates people so
that they can realize
how much they mean
to
each
other.

1 Igor realises that his loss, in
this case he loses Ewa, is because
he is not aware that when he
focuses on being better, he loses
something special. He compares
his life with the frog which is put
in the water and heated gradually.
2 it seems he denies of losing
Ewa. He does not believe that
Ewa can leave him for another
man, since he is obviously better
than any other men. It is the
reason why he will send Ewa a
message in which shows her that
Igor still loves her and wants her
to come back.

1
activity,
connection, sign
system
and
knowledge
2
practice,
politics

1 intertextuality,
situated meaning
2
situated
meaning
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man. I know she wants to come back
to me, that she still loves me, but
she‟s not brave enough to take the
first step. Some boiled frogs still
think it‟s obedience that counts, not
ability: those who can, lead, and
those with any sense, obey. So
where‟s the truth in all this? It‟s
better to emerge from a situation
slightly scalded, but alive and ready
to act. And I think you can help me in
that task.”
(TWSA, p. 15-16)

Forexample,
last
night, I saw my wife
with another man. I
know she wants to
come back to me, that
she still loves me, but
she‘s
not
brave
enough to take the
first
step.
Some
boiled frogs still think
it‘s obedience that
counts, not ability:
those who can, lead,
and those with any
sense,
obey.
So
where‘s the truth in
all this? It‘s better to
emerge
from
a
situation
slightly
scalded, but alive and
ready to act. And I
think you can help me
in that task.‖

―But I was too proud. I thought it was
just a temporary move and that she
would soon realize her mistake. I‟m
sure she regrets leaving me and, as I
said, wants to come back. But for
that to happen I need to destroy a few
worlds.”(TWSA, p. 18)

I‘m sure she regrets
leaving me and, as I
said, wants to come
back. But for that to
happen I need to
destroy
a
few
worlds.‖

Igor believes that if he does 1 significance, 1 figured world
something big for Ewa, she will activity, politic
be moved by his efforts and come
back to him. The fact that Igor
aims to destroy, kill, a person
proves that Igor is selfish. He
believes the one which has the
greatest value is he and his
dream.
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9

10

The expression on his face has changed,
and Olivia is no longer amused by the
story. She gets up.
―Well, I need to do some work.‖
“But I paid you to listen to me. I paid
enough to cover your whole working
day.”
She puts her hand in her pocket to give
him back the money, but at that
moment, she sees the pistol pointing at
her face.
“Sit down.” (TWSA, p. 18)

1 ―But I paid you to
listen to me. I paid
enough to cover your
whole working day.‖

Her first impulse is to run. The elderly
couple are still slowly approaching.
―Don‘t run away,‖ he says, as if he
could read her thoughts. ―I haven‘t the
slightest intention of firing the gun if
you‘ll just sit down again and hear me
out. If you don‟t try anything and do
as I say, then I swear I won‟t shoot.”
(TWSA, p. 18)
Before leaving, he plants a kiss on the
brow of the sleeping beauty and
murmurs:
“As you see, I kept my promise. I
didn‟t shoot.” (TWSA, p. 23)
―Yes, let‘s talk,‖ says the Russian,
breaking the silence. ―I‘m not really
going to try and disrupt the traffic. I

1 If you don‘t try
anything and do as I
say, then I swear I
won‘t shoot.‖ ...
―As you see, I kept
my promise. I didn‘t
shoot.‖

2 ―Sit down.‖

1 Igor wants to point out that he
has more power than Olivia, in
this case about money. Igor
believes he can buy Olivia‘s time
and life. When Olivia gives the
money back, which means does
not want to listen to Igor, Igor‘s
pride is hurt. He does not
imagine that Olivia does not
interested to his money; you
don‘t need to see blood to win,
you can kill a person with sweet
honey
2 By using imperative to Olivia,
Igor does not see Olivia as the
close one to him
1 Igor is a manipulative man. His
words mean something else. At
first, his words seem calming
down Olivia‘s fear. However, it
is obvious since the beginning of
their meeting, Igor aims to
sacrifice Olivia. He keeps his
promise not to shoot her, but he
kills her with other means, in this
case using Sambo.

1 relationship
2 relationship

1 Conversation
2 Conversation

1
identity, 1 Discourse
politic

1 I‘m not going to 1 Igor positions himself as the 1 identity
1 social language
take the obvious one who needs to be adored. He 2 significance, 2 Discourse
route, which would thinks he has given everything to relationship,
3 Discourse
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was just giving that as an example. My
wife will realize I‘m here when she
starts to receive the messages. I‟m not
going to take the obvious route,
which would be to go and meet her. I
need her to come to me.”
This was a possible way out.
―I can deliver the messages, if you like.
Just tell me which hotel she‘s staying
at.‖
The man laughs.
“You suffer from the youthful vice of
thinking you‟re cleverer than
everyone else. The moment you left
here, you‟d go straight to the police.”
Her blood freezes. Are they going to sit
on this bench all day? Is he going to
shoot her after all, now that she knows
his face?
―You said you weren‘t going to shoot.‖
“I promised I wouldn‟t if you
behaved in a more adult fashion and
with due respect for my intelligence.”
He‘s right. The adult thing to do would
be to talk a little about herself. She
might arouse the compassion that is
always there in the mind of a madman
by explaining that she‘s in a similar
situation, eventhough it isn‘t true.
(TWSA, p. 19)
―I never harmed anyone who got in my
way. Whenever possible, I encouraged
my wife to do what she wanted to do,

be to go and meet her.
I need her to come to
me.‖
2 ―You suffer from
the youthful vice of
thinking
you‘re
cleverer
than
everyone else. The
moment you left here,
you‘d go straight to
the police.‖
3 ―I promised I
wouldn‘t
if
you
behaved in a more
adult fashion and with
due respect for my
intelligence.‖

Ewa and now it is her turn to do
the same to repay Igor‘s
generosity.
2 This data unit proves once
again that Igor is a cautious man.
He also tends to be judgemental.
He refers Olivia as a young girl
twice shows how he sees a
youngster as incapable as and
lowers than him.
3 Related to the previous data
unit, Igor tends to ask for respect
from the younger and lower
people than him.

politic
3 significance,
relationship,
politic

1 Yes, I killed people 1 One again, Igor emphasis how 1
practice, 1 social language
during the idiotic war he is different and better than identity,
2 social language
I was sent to fight, other people. He explains that relationship,
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and the result: here I am, alone. Yes, I
killed people during the idiotic war I
was sent to fight, but I never lost my
sense of reality. I‟m not one of those
traumatized war veterans who goes
into a restaurant and machine-guns
people. I‟m not a terrorist. Of course,
I could say that life has treated me
unfairly and taken from me the most
important thing there is: love. But there
are other women, and the pain of love
always passes. I need to act, I‟m tired
of being a frog slowly boiling to
death.” (TWSA, p. 21)
Still supporting the girl, Igor bends
down and uses his other hand to pick up
the cloth spread out in front of the
bench and on which all those tasteless
objects were to be displayed. He
adroitly folds up the cloth to form an
improvised pillow.
When he sees that no one else is
around, he tenderly lays her inert body
on the bench. She looks as if she were
asleep; and in her dreams she must be
remembering some particularly
lovely day or else having nightmares
about her violent boyfriend.
(TWSA, p. 22)

but I never lost my
sense of reality. I‘m
not one of those
traumatized
war
veterans who goes
into a restaurant and
machine-guns people.
I‘m not a terrorist.
2 I need to act, I‘m
tired of being a frog
slowly boiling to
death.‖

13

He takes a few steps and his head 1 And he‘s happier
begins to ache terribly. This is perfectly still because he has

1 on which all those
tasteless objects were
to be displayed.
2 and in her dreams
she
must
be
remembering some
particularly
lovely
day or else having
nightmares about her
violent boyfriend.

although he has ever been in a
war and killed people, he still
doesn‘t lose his rational. He even
uses the term terrorist to refer to
those who brutally murders
people.
2 This data unit shows Igor‘s
motivation in deciding to give an
example
how
to
pursue
something more divine than
money, power, and fame. It also
shows that Igor‘s action is in fact
a form of resistance toward the
Superclass.
1 Until the end of his encounter
with Olivia, Igor uses such a
harsh word to her. He still cannot
accept and does not try to
understand Olivia‘s position and
taste. He, just as his first
impression, regards Olivia‘s life
and existence is useless.
2 Igor believes that what he has
done and will do has a greater
purpose which is to prove his
love to Ewa and to free the pity
soul, in this case those who do
not seem to be able to survive in
this idiotic society. He even uses
the strong modality must to
highlight his claim.
1&2 It shows Igor‘s selfishness.
He always thinks that when he

politic
2
practice,
politic

1 significance,
identity,
relationship,
politic
1
practice,
identity,
relationship

1 social language
2
social
language,
figured world

1&2 practice

1&2 Discourse
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normal: the blood is flooding the brain,
an understandable reaction in someone
who has just been under extreme
tension. Despite the headache, he feels
happy. Yes, he has done what he set out
to do.
He can do it. And he‟s happier still
because he has freed the soul from
that fragile body, freed a spirit
incapable of defending herself against
a bullying coward. If her relationship
with her boyfriend had continued, the
girl would have ended up depressed and
anxious and devoid of all self-respect,
and would have been even more under
her boyfriend‘s thumb.
... He hoped, however, that she would
receive these messages; after all, he
had told her on the day she left that
he would destroy whole worlds to get
her back.
(TWSA, p. 23)
More bodyguards, more dark glasses,
more bikinis on the beach, more lightcolored clothes and jewelry attending
―lunches,‖ more people hurrying along
as if they had something very important
to do that morning, more photographers
on every corner attempting the
impossible task of snapping something
unusual, more magazines and free
newspapers about what‟s happening
at the Festival, more

freed the soul from
that fragile body,
freed
a
spirit
incapable
of
defending
herself
against a bullying
coward.
2 He hoped, however,
that
she
would
receive
these
messages; after all, he
had told her on the
day she left that he
would destroy whole
worlds to get her
back.

does whatever he can for other
person‘s happiness, that person
should pay his kindness back. He
always thinks in order to win
someone‘s heart and or attention,
he will do everything and his
kindness must be recognised.

1 ..., more
people handing out
flyers to the poor
mortals who haven‘t
been invited
to lunch in one of the
white tents, ...
2 ... hoping they‘ll be
summoned to an
audition
that will change their

1 Igor always values other people
as more inferior than him. It is
shown by using the word ―the
poor mortals‖ to refer to common
people. It also shows how he put
himself higher than other people
since he uses such a rude and
bold diction to refer to them.
Since they are poor, in fact some
people who attend the festival are
not poor at all, he perceives their

1 significance,
identity, politic
2 politic, sign
system
and
knowledge
3 politic, sign
system
and
knowledge

1
social
languages,
situated meaning
2 intertextuality,
figured world
3 figured world
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people handing out flyers to the poor lives forever.
3 All so unsurprising.
mortals who haven‟t been invited
All so predictable.
to lunch in one of the white tents,
flyers advertising restaurants on the
top of the hill, far from everything,
where little is heard of what goes
on in Boulevard de la Croisette, up
there where models rent apartments
for the duration of the Festival, hoping
they‟ll be summoned to an audition
that will change their lives forever.
All so unsurprising. All so
predictable.
(TWSA, p. 39)

15

He offers her his business card,
bearing the logo of his phone
company and his name, Igor Malev,
President. He‘s sure his name is on the
list, he says, but he must have left his
invitation at the hotel; he‘s been at a
series of meetings and forgot to bring it

1 He offers her his
business card, bearing
the logo of his phone
company and his
name, Igor Malev,
President.
2 she has learned to

existence as meaningless.
2 Igor sees the effort that many
people make in order to achieve
their dream is sometimes not
realistic enough. He emphasis
they only relies on their hope to
be given an opportunity instead
making their own opportunity.
Those people put their hope
highly in this event, since Cannes
Festival is the best chance for
them to meet an important person
who can change their lives. As it
is told in the novel, those who
search their luck here mostly
come from marginalised society.
They believe being an actress is
the easiest way to earn money.
3 For Igor, this situation is so
common to happen. Many people
who come from marginalised and
powerless society tend to wait for
the opportunity to come and
when the opportunity is about to
come, they will do everything to
get them.
1&2 These two data unit serve
the same concept in which those
who are a president of a company
need to be honoured. They must
be very wealthy and deserve the
best service everywhere. This bet
service comes along with special

1&2&3 politic,
sign system and
knowledge
2&3 identities

1&2&3
intertextuality,
figured world
2&3 Discourse
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with him. The receptionist welcomes
him and invites him in; she has learned
to judge men and women by the way
they dress, and “President” means
the same thing worldwide.Besides,
he‟s the president of a Russian
company! And everyone knows how
rich Russians like to show off their
wealth. (TWSA, p. 40)
Excellent.
After
someone
as
insignificant as the girl at the beach,
a figure like Javits Wild would be
ideal—not famous, but important.
One of the people who decides who
should be in the spotlight and who feels
no need to take much care over his own
appearance because he knows exactly
who he is. He‟s in charge of pulling
the strings, and the puppets feel
themselves to be the most privileged
and envied people on the planet, until
one day, for whatever reason, the
puppeteer decides to cut the strings,
and the puppets fall down, lifeless
and powerless. (TWSA, p. 40)

judge
men
and
women by the way
they
dress,
and
―President‖ means the
same
thing
worldwide.
3 Besides, he‘s the
president of a Russian
company!
1 After someone as
insignificant as the
girl at the beach, a
figure like Javits Wild
would be ideal—not
famous,
but
important.
2 He‘s in charge of
pulling the strings,
and the puppets feel
themselves to be the
most privileged and
envied people on the
planet, until one day,
for whatever reason,
the puppeteer decides
to cut the strings, and
the puppets fall down,
lifeless
and
powerless.

treatment that is given to them
and not to the commoners.
3 Russia is such a big country.
There are many wealthy people
and big companies there.

1 Igor‘s opinion toward other
people is always judgemental.
He, when he first sees Olivia,
decides
to
sacrifice
her.
However, seeing how easily he
can take someone‘s life, he wants
to send a message by destroying
someone from higher status. He
hopes by sending someone
important, the message will be
more effective.
2 Igor positions himself as a
puppeteer
and
the
string
symbolises his wealth and all his
capital which are used to control
other people. He obviously
values himself highly.

1 significance,
politic
2
practice,
identity,
relationship

He realizes he should not have asked 1 Firstly, because he 1
1
1
that question. Firstly, because he doesn‘t
need 2 Igor believes that what he is 2 sign system 2 intertextuality
doesn‟t need anyone‟s support to anyone‘s support to doing is the same purpose as the and knowledge
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justify what he‟s doing; he‘s
convinced that since everyone will die
one day, some must do so in the name
of something greater. That‘s how it‘s
been since the beginning of time, when
men sacrificed themselves in order to
feed their tribe, when virgins were
handed over to the priests to placate the
wrath of dragons and gods. The second
reason is because he has now drawn
attention to himself and indicated an
interest in the man at the next table.
(TWSA, p. 40)
She doesn‘t want to arouse suspicions
now by picking up her phone again to
reread the message; she knows the
message by heart.
“I have destroyed a world for you,
Katyusha.”
She has no idea what these words mean,
but no one else would call her by that
name.
(TWSA, p. 87)
“Don‟t say that, don‟t say I‟m killing
our love. I promise that soon we‟ll
leave all this behind us, just be
patient. Perhaps you should start some
project of your own because your life at
the moment really must be pretty
hellish.‖ At least he recognized that.
―What would you like to do?‖ he asked.
Yes, she thought, perhaps that would be
a way out.

justify what he‘s
doing;
2 he‘s convinced that
since everyone will
die one day, some
must do so in the
name of something
greater.

tribes which do the sacrifice
ceremony for the sake of the
tribe. He does the same for the
sake of a greater purpose, in this
case to show his love to Ewa and
to save the pity soul from the
idiotic society.

1 ―I have destroyed a Katyusha is taken from a song
world
for
you, telling a story of a woman who
Katyusha.‖
waits for her lover comes back
from war. From the song, it can
be seen that Igor position himself
as the saviour in Ewa life. Igor
has saved Ewa from the boring
life and has given Ewa something
good to do, in this case let her
open her own haute couture store.
1 ―Don‘t say that, 1 Igor is a denial person. He
don‘t say I‘m killing tends to believe that there is no
our love. I promise problem in his life. When
that soon we‘ll leave someone wants to warn him, he
all this behind us, just says the opposite and give a
be patient.
temporary solution.
2 He was a great role 2 Igor always puts himself as
model, an example to someone who knows and can
be followed.
acquire anything. It is because he
believes that he is capable to do

1 relationship

1 intertextuality

1
activity, 1 social language
Discourse
2
activity,
identity,
relationship,
Discourse
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―I‘d like to work with fashion. That‘s
always been my dream.‖
Igor had taught her everything. He was
a great role model, an example to be
followed. And just as everything was
going so well and her life had taken on
new meaning, the Angel of Light that
had lit her path began to waver. (TWSA,
p. 89)
―What happened to that beggar in
Siberia?‖ she asked.
Igor didn‘t at first know what she was
talking about. Ewa reminded him of
what had happened in the restaurant
there.
―I‘d like to know what you did.‖
―I saved him.‖
She gave a sigh of relief.
“I saved him from a filthy, hopeless
life in those freezing winters, with his
body being slowly destroyed by
booze. I let his soul depart toward the
light because the moment he came
into that restaurant to destroy our
happiness, I knew that his spirit was
inhabited by the Evil One.”
Ewa felt her heart begin to pound. She
didn‘t need him to say outright:
“I killed him.” It was clear that he
had.
“Without you I don‟t exist. Anything
and anyone who tries to separate us
or to destroy the little time we have

it.

1 ―I saved him from a
filthy, hopeless life in
those
freezing
winters, with his body
being
slowly
destroyed by booze. I
let his soul depart
toward
the
light
because the moment
he came into that
restaurant to destroy
our happiness, I knew
that his spirit was
inhabited by the Evil
One.‖
2 ―I killed him.‖ It
was clear that he had.
―Without you I don‘t
exist. Anything and
anyone who tries to
separate us or to
destroy the little time
we have together at
this
particular

1 Igor uses the word save instead
of kill since he believes that by
letting one‘s soul go from this
word in which they cannot
survive means he has saved that
person. It shows how Igor values
human life in fact by measuring
their ability or power in surviving
from this idiotic society. He also
believes if someone cannot do
anything to save himself, it is
better for him to just disappear to
end his endless and pointless
struggle.
2 Igor makes an excuse about his
deed, in this case killing a
beggar. Again, he always gives
the excuses as love is the most
important thing to reserve, thus
those who try to separate his
love, will pay the price.

1 significance,
activity,
relationship,
politic
2
activity,
relationship

1
social
language,
figured world
2 social language
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together at this particular moment of
our lives gets the treatment they
deserve.”
Meaning perhaps that they deserved to
be killed? Could such a thing have
happened before without her noticing?
She drank and drank some more, and
Igor began to relax again. Since he
never opened his heart to anyone else,
he loved their conversations. (TWSA, p.
94)
―Look at the Superclass around us.
They think they‘re so important, so
socially aware, because they‘re willing
to pay a fortune for some useless item
at a charity auction or to attend a supper
organized to raise funds to help the
homeless in Rwanda or to save the
pandas in China. Pandas and the
homeless are all one to them. They feel
special, superior to the average person,
because they‘re doing something
useful. Have they ever fought in a war?
No. They create wars, but they don‟t
fight in them. If the war turns out
well, they get all the credit. If not,
others get the blame. They‟re in love
with themselves.”
―What he doesn‘t say,‖ Igor went on, as
if he hadn‘t heard her, ―is that only ten
percent of the total amount raised will
reach its destination. The rest will be
used to pay for this event, for the cost

moment of our lives
gets the treatment
they deserve.‖

1 They create wars,
but they don‘t fight in
them. If the war turns
out well, they get all
the credit. If not,
others get the blame.
They‘re in love with
themselves.‖
2 The rest will be
used to pay for this
event, for the cost of
this supper, for the
publicity and the
organizers, in short,
for the people who
had the ‗brilliant idea‘
in the first place, and
all at an exorbitant
price.
They
use
poverty as a way to
get even richer.‖
3 When the genocide

1 Igor dislikes the way of the
Superclass life. This way of life
is resisted by Igor. Igor resists
this way of life by legitimising
his deed of killing done with a
greater purpose.
2 Igor feels sick of the Superclass
life style. He condemns them for
making the poor people poorer
and take a benefit from other
people‘s suffering. Although he
sometimes
does
like
the
Superclass and in fact he is the
part of the Superclass, he has a
different intention form them.
3 Again, Igor shows how he is
different from other Superclass.
When people finance the war by
supplying weapon and cause
death, Igor helps his friend in war
zone to build a shelter and to help
the war victim. Igor believes it is

1 politic, sign
system
and
knowledge
2
practice,
relationship,
politics,
sign
system
and
knowledge
3 significance,
practice,
identity

1 figured world
2 figured world
3
Discourse,
figured world
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of this supper, for the publicity and
the organizers, in short, for the
people who had the „brilliant idea‟ in
the first place, and all at an
exorbitant price. They use poverty as
a way to get even richer.”
―So why are we here?‖
―Because we need to be. It‘s part of my
work. I have no intention of saving
Rwanda or sending medicine to
refugees, but at least I know that I
don‘t. The other guests here tonight are
using their money to wash their
consciences and their souls clean of
guilt. When the genocide was going
on in Rwanda, I financed a small
army of friends, who prevented more
than two thousand deaths. Did you
know that?‖
―No, you never told me.‖
(TWSA, p. 95)
The bids for the finished work of art
were sky-high—the price of a small
apartment in Moscow. Another glass of
wine. Another item sold. For an
equally absurd price. She drank so
much that night that she had to be
carried back to the hotel. Before he put
her into bed and before she fell asleep,
she finally got up the courage to ask:
“And what if I were to leave you?”
“Drink less next time.”
“Answer me.”

was going on in
Rwanda, I financed a
small army of friends,
who prevented more
than two thousand
deaths.

something that Superclass will
never do it. It legitimates how
Igor always sees himself as a
better person since he indeed has
a better purpose to increase
humanity.
Moreover,
Igor
believes that by doing something
to humanity, he can contribute to
save the poor from the bad
intention of Superclass.

1 For an equally
absurd price.
2 ―And what if I were
to leave you?‖
―Drink less next
time.‖
―Answer me.‖
―That could never
happen. Our marriage
is perfect.‖
3 ―I‘d make you
come back, and I‘m

1 Igor does not understand why
Superclass wants to spend lot
money only to buy something
less valuable. He criticises the
fact that rich people try to get the
highest price in auction not
because they need the thing but
more they want to show their
wealth and pride. They measure
the power by money; who dare
the most money he will be
respected by the other people.

1
practice,
identity,
relationship,
politic
2
practice,
identity,
relationship
3 significance,
practice
4
practice,
identity,
relationship

1 social language
2 Conversation
3 Discourse
4 Conversation,
Discourse,
figured world
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“That could never happen. Our
marriage is perfect.”
Common sense returned, but she knew
she had an excuse now and so
pretended to be drunker than she was.
―Yes, but what if I did?‖
“I‟d make you come back, and I‟m
good at getting what I want, even if
that means destroying whole worlds.”
―And what if I met another man?‖
He looked at her without rancor, almost
benevolently.
“Even if you slept with every man on
Earth, my love would still survive.”
...
―I‘m not jealous,‖ Igor used to say
whenever he or she set off on a business
trip, ―because you know how much I
love you, and I know how much you
love me. Nothing will ever happen to
destabilize our marriage.‖
(TWSA, p. 96)

good at getting what I
want, even if that
means
destroying
whole worlds.‖
4 ―Even if you slept
with every man on
Earth, my love would
still survive.‖

He dreamed that the girl on the bench
near the beach came to see him and
instead of condemning him, blessed
him. He lay in her lap, weeping and
begging her to forgive him, but she

1
instead
of
condemning
him,
blessed him.
2 Olivia, the image of
generosity
and

Igor chooses the different path to
gain respect and pride.
2 In fact Igor is afraid of losing
what he has achieved. From his
conversation with Ewa, it can be
seen that Igor denies the fact that
he may lose what he has
sometimes and he ensures Ewa
(this study believes that in fact
Igor ensures him himself) that he
will never let something bad
happen.
3 Igor still ensures himself that
he will always be able to get
what he wants and take back
what is taken from him. It is
because he believes that is meant
to be his and he has done
everything to get it.
4 It is good that Igor has a
determination to protect his
belonging. This data unit also
proves that Igor tends to see what
he has, including Ewa, as merely
an object. It is supported by the
next data unit which shows how
Igor refers to Ewa as if he refers
to an object.
1 He believes that what he has 1&2 practice,
done serves a greater purpose. He identity,
does not feel any guilty feeling relationship
since he sees his deed as an
action of freeing other from the

1
social
language,
Discourse,
figured world
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seemed not to care about that, and forgiveness.
simply stroked his hair and told him not
to upset himself. Olivia, the image of
generosity and forgiveness. He
wonders now if his love for Ewa is
worth what he is doing.
(TWSA, p. 109)

1 The fact that Olivia
is on his side, that he
met with her on a
higher plane closer to
the Divine, and that
everything has been
so much easier than
he imagined, all this
indicates that there
must be a reason
behind
what
is
happening.

idiotic world in which they
cannot survive. This also shows
that Igor can sacrifice other‘s life
which is he considered as the
suffering one. He puts himself in
higher position than the people
thus the people need to thank him
for what he has done to them.
2 Igor believes that the people
whom he has killed blesses him
since he has release them from
the suffering. As it can be seen
throughout the story that Igor
condemns the Superclass way of
life and he wants to show his
resistance by proving that he can
do anything from a greater
purpose not just gaining fame or
money.
1 This data unit shows how Igor 1 significance, 1
Discourse,
values something more divine practice, politic figured world
than money, power and money.
He has an awareness of having
good life reflection, thus he can
live his life in more meaningful
way.

24

Olivia, the image of generosity and
forgiveness. He wonders now if his
love for Ewa is worth what he is doing.
He prefers to believe that it is. The fact
that Olivia is on his side, that he met
with her on a higher plane closer to
the Divine, and that everything has
been so much easier than he
imagined, all this indicates that there
must be a reason behind what is
happening.
(TWSA, p. 110)

25

It hadn‘t been difficult to evade the 1 He had no boss. 1 He legitimates himself as the 1

practice, 1

social
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vigilant
eyes
of
Javits‘s
friends. He knew that such men, as well
as being physically prepared to
react rapidly and precisely, were trained
to memorize each face, follow
every movement, second guess any
danger. They probably knew he was
armed, which is why they watched him
for a while, but relaxed when they
realized he didn‘t constitute a threat.
They might even have thought he was
in the same line of work and had gone
to the tent to check out the place and
see if it was safe for his own boss.
He had no boss. And he was a
threat.The moment he went into the
tent and decided who would be his
next victim, there was no turning
back, or only at the risk of losing all
self-respect. (TWSA, p. 112)
In this world, only love deserves
absolutely everything. Nothing else
makes
sense.
As he has many times before in his life,
Igor feels a sense of total freedom. The
confusion in his head is slowly
disappearing and lucidity is returning.
He had placed his fate in Jesus‟
hands, and Jesus had decided that he
should continue with his mission.
He falls asleep without any feeling of
guilt whatsoever.
(TWSA, p. 117)

And he was a threat.
2 The moment he
went into the tent and
decided who would
be his next victim,
there was no turning
back, or only at the
risk of losing all selfrespect.

1 In this world, only
love
deserves
absolutely everything.
Nothing else makes
sense.
2 He had placed his
fate in Jesus‘ hands,
and Jesus had decided
that
he
should
continue with his
mission.
He
falls
asleep
without any feeling of

winner, the one who can survive
from this idiotic world. He wants
to be a threat, a resistance,
toward other people who live
their life in meaningless way. It
is also the reason why he keeps
the distance to other people since
he does not acknowledge other
people to have as worth living as
him.
2 He realises that no one will
follow his path since everybody
does not want to leave their
comfort zone; the rest of
Superclass still adore fame and
money more. He wants to prove
that
someone has gained
something more; something that
cannot be taken from such as
self-respect.
1 Igor sees love as something
more meaningful than money and
fame. It is the reason why besides
earning money and power (he
does not choose to work in
entertainment field since those
who work in entertainment and
become a celebrity tend to
belittle the meaning of love). It is
the reason why Igor dares to do
anything to take Ewa back and
prove that he can do anything in
the name of love.

identity,
relationship
1
practice,
relationship,
politic

languages,
Discourse
2
Discourse,
figured world

1
practice,
politic
2 significance,
activity, politic,
sig system and
knowledge

1
social
language,
figured world,
Discourse
1 figured world,
Discourse
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―Oh, I know what that‘s like.‖
―No, you don‘t. It means thinking about
just one thing day and night, going to
places uninvited, shaking hands with
people you despise, phoning once,
twice, ten times until you get the
attention of people who aren‘t worth
half what you are, who don‘t have half
your courage, but who‘ve reached a
certain position and are determined to
take out on you all their domestic
frustrations by making your life
impossible. . .‖

1 ―. . . it means only
finding pleasure in
pursuing your dream,
having
no
other
diversions,
finding
everything
else
deadly dull, and
ending up destroying
your family.‖
2 . I think I can help
you.‖

2 He sees love as the gift from
God to be the most precious thing
in human life. It is why Igor
believes when he does something
in the name of love, he will be
forgiven; he does not do
something wrong. Since the
beginning of human life, they
pray to God. It means human
indeed need something more
divine and higher thing to pursue.
When religion takes more role in
human life, there is wisdom from
the Bible says human need
something more divine to feed
their soul; only feeding the body
is useless. Igor is the one who
believes that blessing from above
needs to pursue. He remembers
that he always pray to God.
1 Igor believes that if someone
only pursues money and fame his
life will be empty. In this life, we
have to have something more
meaningful to drive our life and
to build it. In order to do that, we
may not be misled by other
things. Since Igor regards love as
the most valuable thing in life, he
wants to do anything to get love
in his life.
2 Igor positions himself as the
saviour for people in this

1 significance, 1&2
practice, politic, world
sign system and
knowledge
2
practice,
politic

figured
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“. . . it means only finding pleasure in
pursuing your dream, having no
other diversions, finding everything
else deadly dull, and ending up
destroying your family.” The woman
looks at him, taken aback. She no
longer seems drunk. ―Who are you?
How do you know what I‘m thinking?‖
―I was thinking about exactly the same
thing when you arrived. And I don‘t in
the least mind you asking me what I‘m
doing here. I think I can help you.”
(TWSA, pp. 162-163)
On the other hand, he didn‘t come here
to kill innocent people in a barbarous,
indiscriminate way; he has a mission,
and his victims— or martyrs for love
as he prefers to call them—are
serving a greater purpose.
(TWSA, p. 164)
Igor is starting to feel nervous. He‘s a
good man, and whenever he‟s been
obliged to behave harshly, it has been
in the name of a greater cause:
serving his country, saving the
marginalized
from
unnecessary
suffering, following the example of his
one role model in life, Jesus Christ, and,
like him, using a combination of
turning the cheek and wielding the
whip.
(TWSA, p. 201)
In her youth, she had always felt

materialistic society. He does so
since he believes his quality of
being the winner.

he has a mission, and
his victims— or
martyrs for love as he
prefers to call them—
are serving a greater
purpose
whenever he‘s been
obliged to behave
harshly, it has been in
the name of a greater
cause:

Igor values human life higher politics,
than other people. He sees it as practice
something precious that needs to
be lived in a good way. It is the
reason why he is ready to take an
action to someone who does not
live his life fully.
Igor does not want being politics
recognised as a brutal murderer,
he sees himself as a saviour who
frees the suffering soul from this
idiotic world instead. It is clear
from the novel, Igor thinks
people will die eventually, thus if
someone die in his hand, it is just
a matter of time their death
comes and for a greater purposes.

In her youth, she had Igor sees Ewa as someone who 1 relationship

social language,
figured world

social language,
figured world

figured world
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rejected by others and never able to
be herself. She always had to pretend
to be interested in the same things as
her friends, playing the same games,
going to parties, and looking for some
handsome man to be a faithful husband
and give her security, a home, and
children. There was no such thing as
fashion in the former Soviet Union.
(TWSA, p. 201)
He would never allow the decay of a
mind to ruin a brilliant, generous past.
He would only kill someone he loved
in order to save her from a long,
painful process of self-destruction.
(TWSA, p. 204)

always felt rejected needs to be saved. She needs
by others and never someone who can teach and lead
able to be herself.
her. In this case, the intimacy
between them is just a business
matter.

A sense of gratitude is important; no
one gets very far if he forgets those who
were with him in his hour of need. Not
that you have to be constantly thinking
about who helped or was helped. God
has his eyes fixed on his sons and
daughters and rewards only those who
behave in accordance with the blessings
that were bestowed on them. And so
when he wanted to buy some curare, he

He knew where to go,
although he had to
pay an absurd price
for a substance that is
relatively
commonplace in the
jungles of South
America.

He would only kill
someone he loved in
order to save her from
a
long,
painful
process
of
selfdestruction.

Related to Data number (28),
Igor does not want to see
someone suffers because of
someone‘s greed. Due to this
reason, Igor dares to take an
action in order to stop their
suffering. His mission also
carries the mission that this
materialistic society makes other
people who cannot achieve
certain power or money will do
everything to achieve that
including destro their life.
Igor thinks how should thank
those who have been killed by
him since thy have helped him in
reaching his goals; as he wants to
pay a high price of cheap curare
whom he considers those seller is
a helper and deserve a gratitude
p.255)

significance,
politics,
practice

figured world,
Discourse

significance,
politics
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knew where to go, although he had to
pay an absurd price for a substance
that is relatively commonplace in the
jungles of South America.
(TWSA, p. 255)
“I said I would destroy a whole world
to get you back. I started doing that,
but was saved by an angel. I realized
that you didn‟t deserve it. You‟re a
selfish, implacable woman, interested
only in acquiring more fame and
more money. You refused all the good
things I offered you because a house
deep in the Russian countryside didn‘t
fit in with your dream world, a world,
by the way, to which you don‘t belong
and never will.
―I sacrificed myself and others for your
sake, and that‘s not right. I need to go
to the very end, so that I can return to
the world of the living with a sense of
duty done and mission completed.
Now, as we speak, I‟m in the world of
the dead.”
(TWSA, p. 323)
“I said: If you leave me, I‟ll destroy a
world.”
She couldn‘t remember him saying this,
but it was perfectly possible. Igor had
always been a very bad loser.
―But what does that mean?‖ she asks in
Russian.
―At least be polite enough to speak in

1 ―I said I would
destroy a whole world
to get you back. I
started doing that, but
was saved by an
angel. I realized that
you didn‘t deserve it.
You‘re a selfish,
implacable woman,
interested only in
acquiring more fame
and more money.
2 Now, as we speak,
I‘m in the world of
the dead.‖

1
Igor
talks
about
his 1 politic
condemnation on the superclass. 2 politic
People need to pursue more than
just money and fame in order to
have more meaningful life.
2 Igor sees this society as the
dead one since the people do not
have any desire to pursue
something more meaningful than
fame and money any longer.

1 figured world
2 figured world

1 ―I said: If you leave
me, I‘ll destroy a
world.‖
2 ―I will speak
English, not out of
politeness,
but
because I want you to
understand.‖

1 Igor has a determination to 1 significance,
keep what he has achieved. This activity, politic
determination shows his intention 2 relationship
to praise his achievement highly
rather than earning more. He
cannot replace his love with
materialistic things.
2 Igor does not see Hamid as

1
social
language,
Discourse
2
Social
language
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English,‖ says Hamid.
Igor turns to face him.
“I will speak English, not out of
politeness, but because I want you to
understand.”
―When you left, I somehow couldn‘t be
myself,‖ says Igor, as if he were alone
on the beach. ―My business was
prospering, and I could keep control of
myself during the day, but at night, I
would plunge into black depression. I
had lost a part of myself I could never
recover.
(TWSA, p. 323)
“What would you be capable of doing
in order to keep her?” he asks
Hamid.
Hamid wonders whether he should
answer or not. Ewa isn‘t a piece of
merchandise to be haggled over.
―Can you rephrase the question?‖
―OK. Would you give your life for the
woman beside you?‖
(TWSA, p. 327)
For a moment, he wonders if he really
had succeeded in sending those
messages to Ewa, while he was busy
destroying worlds. Should he have been
more explicit, adding a further note or a
name or something like that? That
would have been terribly risky—
people might think he was a serial
killer.

equal as him. He tries to show to
Hamid that he will not allow
himself to be controlled by
Hamid.

1 ―What would you
be capable of doing in
order to keep her?‖ he
asks Hamid.

1 It shows how Igor sees other 1
activity, 1 social language
people as an object not as relationship
companion or the equal human
being. This fact surprises Hamid.
Since Igor sees Ewa as his
belonging, his harsh word in
referring Ewa surprises other
people, in this case Hamid.

1 That would have
been terribly risky—
people might think he
was a serial killer.
And he wasn‘t: he
had an objective,
which,
fortunately,
had changed in time.

1 Igor does not to compare 1.
practice, 1 social language
himself with a serial killer who politic
does not a better objective than
him.
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And he wasn‟t: he had an objective,
which, fortunately, had changed in
time.
(TWSA, p. 342)
His only regret is the moment he
decided to give himself up to the
police in the afternoon. Fate, however,
was on his side and he managed to
complete his mission. Yes, he had won,
but the winner doesn‘t stand alone. His
nightmares are at an end. An angel with
dark eyebrows is watching over him
and will teach him which path to follow
from now on.
(TWSA, p. 342-343)

1 His only regret is
the
moment
he
decided
to
give
himself up to the
police
in
the
afternoon.

1 Igor is a type of a man who 1
practice, 1
social
puts his effort fully in completing identity, politic language,
something. He has decided to
figured world
take an action to take his love
back. Being encouraged with his
own decision, he feels a regret
when he wants to give up on his
mission.
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